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The results of magnetostriction studies of different superconducting compounds made during the
last several years are presented. Special attention is paid to giant magnetostriction and
‘‘superconducting background’’ against which it emerges. The results are compared with the
traditional magnetostriction components in magnetic materials. Possibilities of using
magnetostriction measurements for analysis of the mixed state in hard superconductors and
practical applications of the results of such measurements are considered. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~99!00104-8#
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INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of magnetostriction~MS! consists in
the deformation of a solid during magnetization. Experime
tally, MS has been studied mainly in materials with ferr
and antiferromagnetic ordering. In strongly magnetic mat
als, MS attains valuesDL/L;1025– 1022. A quite compre-
hensive phenomenological description has been develo
for such materials. In diamagnetic and paramagnetic ma
als, the values of MS vary between 1027 and 1025.

The striction of superconductors~SC! in a magnetic field
(DL/L;1028) was first measured in Kharkov in 1940’s1

Subsequent studies were undertaken by several group
experimenters in different countries possessing adequate
perimental facilities for measuring elastic deformations
low temperatures under the action of a magnetic field~see
the review by Bra¨ndli2 and the literature cited therein!. These
groups mainly employed highly sensitive dilatometric tec
nique using the optical lever~Kerr cell! and the capacitive
cell method. Their studies culminated in the review article
Brändli2 and a description in terms of the Ginzburg–Land
expansion.3 In spite of the unambiguous interpretations
nature of the striction of metallic SC, uncertainties appea
in terminology, and stimulated discussions concerning
possible use of the magnetic terminology for SC. This is d
to the differences in the nature of striction in magnets and
SC in a magnetic field, associated with the peculiar featu
of their magnetization. A characteristic feature of magn
undergoing second-order phase transition to the magnetic
ordered state is the spontaneous magnetization which is
vector order parameter, while the magnetic permeability m
attain values equalling several thousands. For SC in
Meissner state, the magnetic permeability is equal to z
while the order parameter is a scalar~but complex wave
function! connected with the concentration of electro
which combine to form Cooper pairs.

The interest in striction was revived by the discovery
2251063-777X/99/25(4)/17/$15.00
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nontraditional SC containing magnetic ions, especially hig
temperature superconductors~HTSC! which provided the
most interesting results associated with values of M
(;1024) that are enormous for SC. Hence to analyze
problem concerning the modern state of striction of sup
conductors, it is expedient to separate the superconduc
subsystem and its characteristic elastic response to the m
netic field from the specific magnetocrystalline backgrou
against which it is formed. Hence, in spite of the fact that
striction of superconductors and magnets is identical in m
respects and the term ‘‘magnetostriction of supercondu
ors’’ has become conventional in the description of the
phenomena, we shall use the term ‘‘suprastriction’’3 to dis-
cuss the elastic response of the superconducting syste
the applied magnetic field. The presence of magnetic i
presumes the contribution from the traditional MS. Since
magnetic ions~atoms! are in the paramagnetic state und
conditions corresponding to the superconductivity of the
compounds, their contribution to the total MS will be calle
parastriction~PS!, and the striction observed in the gener
case will be termed as magnetostriction.

1. MAGNETOSTRICTION COMPONENTS

Magnetostriction is the reaction of a magnetic mater
to the change in its free energy associated with magnet
tion in accordance with the thermodynamic relation

1

V S ]V

]HD
P,T

52S ]M

]P D
H,T

, ~1!

whereM is the magnetization,P the pressure,H the external
magnetic field,T the temperature, andV the volume. Assum-
ing that the magnetization has a linear dependence on
magnetic field, i.e.,M5xH, wherex is the magnetic sus
ceptibility, we can present Eq.~1! in the form
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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S dV

V D
P,T

52
1

2 S ]x

]PD
T

H2. ~2!

Depending on the sign of the derivative on the right-ha
side of this equation, MS may be positive or negative.

In magnetism, one encounters bulk MS and linear M
Bulk MS is the result of exchange interaction and contribu
towards spontaneous MS caused by spontaneous magn
tion of the sample in the vicinity of the disorder–order ty
second-order phase transition temperature as the samp
cooled to the Curie temperatureTC . Such a transition also
takes place in zero magnetic field and is predominantly
tropic since the exchange energy depends only on the m
nitude M of magnetization4 although the exchange integr
may have different values in different directions. Linear M
is associated with a change in the shape without a chang
the volume. It is determined by relativistic magnetic intera
tions ~magnetic anisotropy energy! and is anisotropic in na
ture. The anisotropy is inherent ininducedMS associated
with a change in the value ofM for the sample in the mag
netically ordered state upon a change inH. In the general
case, MS is the strain tensoruik obtained by differentiating
the Gibbs thermodynamic potentialF(T,P,M ) containing
magnetoelastic terms that depend on the elastic stress te
s ik and on the direction ofM , with respect to the compo
nents ofs ik :4

uik52
]F

]s ik
. ~3!

The ratio of contributions from bulk and linear MS t
spontaneous and induced MS of a magnet is determine
the ratio of the exchange energies to the magnetic spin–
and orbital~spin–orbit, orbit–crystal field! interactions.

In low-symmetry crystal structures containing parama
netic ions of elements with incomplete electron shells, an
tropic magnetic interactions may make a dominant contri
tion to the magnetoelastic properties. This is due to the
that low-lying electrons do not play an active role in e
change processes and may control structural rearrangem
during spontaneous magnetization. For low anisotropy e
gies, this leads to astonishingly large values of MS~1022 for
some actinides!. The contribution to MS from such ions
including rare-earth~RE! ions and actinides, may be signifi
cant in new superconducting compounds with large therm
dynamic characteristics, i.e., HTSC and heavy-fermion S
In HTSC compounds, such ions are in the low-symme
oxygen environment which should facilitate the emerge
of MS effects associated with quadrupole interactions off
electrons.

The participation ofd-electrons from the Jahn–Telle
copper ion in the processes of pairing in HTSC is an imp
tant topic of discussion. Investigation of spontaneous MS
structure-sensitive methods may provide valuable inform
tion for such an analysis.

In addition, it should be mentioned that electron pa
magnetism with high critical parameters is observed
strong magnetic fields.5 Spontaneous paramagnetic comp
nent of magnetization was also detected in the Meissner s
of granular HTSC.6,7
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The theory of MS of paramagnetic ions was develop
for magnets with different types of magnetic ordering, i.
ferromagnets~FM!, ferrites, and antiferromagnets~AFM!.8,9

To analyze the results of measurements of MS in new
we made use of the conclusions drawn for AFM since th
include rare-earths, and antiferromagnetic ordering in th
is the only type of long-range magnetic ordering compati
with superconductivity. We shall discuss this case by cons
ering the example of heavy-fermion superconductors. T
MS of rare-earth ions in HTSC will be analyzed in the pa
magnetic limit.

The Jahn-Teller effects were studied by measuring
magnetization and thermal expansion in the region
second-order phase transitions in superconducting and m
ganese perovskites. A number of common features were
served for these materials.10,11

The irreversibility of MS is another striking resemblan
between antiferromagnets and SC. The irreversibility of M
in magnets is observed in the region of fields correspond
to the displacement of domain walls. Identical features of
magnetic structures of AFM and SC were detected and
cussed by Dudkoet al.12,13

In the light of the above analogies, it should be qu
interesting to compare the strictional properties of superc
ducting compounds of transition elements. The use of c
cepts developed for the MS of paramagnetic ions seems t
quite promising.

2. SUPRASTRICTION

The superconducting transition is a second-order ph
transition, and hence the bulk variations accompanying
transition can be associated with spontaneous striction a
ferromagnetic transition.3 The striction associated with th
variation in the magnetic field from zero to the critical valu
below the superconducting transition temperature is induc
it is determined by the magnetic field pressure on the S
and contains components associated with the penetratio
the magnetic field into the sample.

2.1. Spontaneous suprastriction and peculiarities of thermal
expansion coefficients during NS-transition

A change in the volume duringNS-transition in a mag-
netic field was first observed by Lazarev and Sudovtsov1 in
type I superconductors. The temperature dependence of
DV-effect was studied by White,14 Andres et al.,15 and
Rohrer,16 while the magnetic field dependence was stud
by Brändli et al.2,17 For a thermodynamic~TD! analysis of
spontaneous suprastriction, we introduce volumeVS(He) as
a variable belowTSN, andVN as the volume in the norma
~N! state. TheNS-transition is accompanied by a decrease
the free energy of the superconductor by an amount equa
the condensation energy. Considering that the magnetic
decreases the condensation energy, the condensation e
for theNS-transition in a magnetic field can be presented
all values of the magnetic fieldHe<Hc in the form

FS~He!2FS~0!5
VS

8p
Hc

2. ~4!
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FIG. 1. Suprastriction components: induced by magnetic field~a! and spontaneous~b!.
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Using the TD relation

V5S ]F

]P D
T,H

, ~5!

we obtain~see, for example, Ref. 18!

VN2VS~0!5VS

Hc

4p S ]Hc

]P D
T

1
Hc

2

8p S ]VS

]P D
T

. ~6!

The change in the linear dimension along the crysta
graphic directioni can be presented in the form

l Ni2 l Si~0!5 l Si

Hc

4p S ]Hc

]s i
D

T

1
Hc

2

8p S ] l Si

]s i
D

T

, ~7!

wheres i is the uniaxial stress in the directioni.
Taking the relation]M /]H5x into account, we obtain

the ‘‘thermodynamic’’ components of suprastriction~disre-
garding the field penetration into the sample! which are de-
termined by the magnetic field pressure on the SC in
Meissner state and by the pressure dependence of the
densation energy~direct spontaneous phase suprastrictio!
lP andlph, respectively:

S DL

L D
NS

5lNS5lP1lph. ~8!

For SC based on metals and their alloys,lNS

;1027– 1026.
Spontaneous suprastriction can be analyzed by

Ginzburg–Landau phenomenological theory taking into
count the dependence of the energy expansion paramete
elastic strainsui j of the medium. This deformation depen
dence is associated with the changes in the density of e
tron states in the vicinity of the Fermi surface, phonon sp
trum, and electron–phonon interaction.3

Size effects in the vicinity ofTSN can be determined
experimentally by dilatometric measurements belowTSN in
zero field, in a field exceeding the upper critical field and
removing the applied field, as well as from measurement
temperature dependences in the region of the transition
perature~Fig. 1!. These measurements can be used to de
mine the pressure derivatives of the thermodynamic crit
-
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field and temperature of superconducting transition, wh
are required for studying spontaneous suprastriction.
analysis is based on the Ehrenfest relation for second-o
phase transitions:

d ln Tc

dP
5

DB~Tc!

DCP~Tc!
, ~9!

whereCP is the heat capacity at constant pressure, andb the
volume coefficient of thermal expansion~CTE!. Testardi19

generalized the results of such investigations forA15 com-
pounds.

The above relations can be transformed for estimat
the TD contribution to MS from the results of measureme
of thermal and physical characteristics. For the first term
Eq. ~6!, we obtain20

VS

Hc

4p S ]Hc

]P D
T

.
VS

TSN

Hc
2

4p
3a~T!

T

DCP~T!
,

wherea is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion, a
DCP(T) is the change in heat capacity duringNS-transition.
The second term in Eq.~6! has the form

Hc
2

8p S ]VS

]P D
T

.VS

Hc
2

8p

3

E
.

In this case, we have

DV

VS
53

DL

L
.3

Hc
2

8p S 2a

CV

T

TSN
2

1

ED .

The TD analysis of the data on thermal expansion
superconductors nearTSN is based on the relations for fre
energyF in theN andS-states taking into account its depe
dence on deformation.21–23Interesting results are obtained
this case. For example, a change inT in the compoundA15
leads to a jump in the deformation nearTSN which compen-
sates considerably for the deformation increase associ
with structural transformation. In other words, the emerge
of superconductivity retards further evolution of structu
transformation atTSN.
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FIG. 2. Magnetization curves for an in
finitely long type I superconductor plate
and irreversible type II superconducto
The insets show schematically the distr
bution of the magnetic flux density in the
irreversible type II superconductor with
increasing and decreasing magnetic fie
oriented along the long axis of the plate
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2.2. Induced suprastriction

The effect of the magnetic field on the size of a sup
conductor at temperatures belowTSN is associated with the
pressure of the magnetic field. We shall consider below
relations determining the magnitude of induced suprast
tion in field intervals corresponding to complete expulsion
magnetic flux from the SC~Meissner state!, as well as upon
partial penetration of the magnetic field into the sample d
to demagnetization effects and in the mixed state of typ
superconductors. Induced suprastriction of type I superc
ductors is considered in detail in Ref. 2.

2.2.1. Magnetic field pressure

In order to derive the relations for SC in the Meissn
state~magnetic inductionB50 inside the SC!, we consider a
bulk SC and disregard in the initial approximation the pe
etration of magnetic field even in a thin layer near t
surface.4 The normal component of induction at the boun
ary between any two media must be continuous on acco
of the relation divB50 which is always true. SinceB50
inside the SC, the normal component of the external field
its surface must also be equal to zero, i.e., the field outsid
SC is always directed along the tangent to its surface, and
magnetic field lines envelope the superconductor.4 Taking
this circumstance into consideration, we can easily determ
the forces acting on the SC in a magnetic field. The force
square centimeter of the surface is defined ass iknk , where

s ik5
2HiHk2d ikH2

8p
~10!

is the Maxwell stress tensor for magnetic field in vacuu
SincenHe50 in this case~He is the field at the surface o
the body from outside!, we obtain
-
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FP52n
He

2

8p
, ~11!

i.e., the surface of the body is subjected to a compres
force whose magnitude is equal to the energy density of
field. This pressure determines the induced componen
spontaneous suprastrictionlP considered in Sec. 2.1 from
TD point of view. Penetration of the field into SC means th
we must consider both components in Eq.~10! determining
the additional components of the induced suprastriction.

2.2.2. Penetration of magnetic field in a superconductor

Peculiarities of Magnetization of SC.Correlation of
strictional and magnetic properties of SC indicates that m
netization peculiarities of SC must be considered in detail
a better understanding of the nature of striction in SC. Wh
cooled to the superconducting transition temperature in z
magnetic field, all SC undergo a second-order phase tra
tion. As the magnetic field is increased, the process of m
netization belowTSN occurs in different ways in type I and
type II superconductors~Fig. 2!. The colored insert shows
the distribution of magnetic induction and the modulus
induction gradient, obtained by computer image process
and corresponding to the trapping of magnetic flux. The
two types of SC have different ratios of the main paramet
of the SC state defined by the electron mean free path,
the penetration depth of the external magnetic field into
superconductor in the Meissner state~l! and the Cooper pair
coherence length~j!. The ratio l/j5¸ is called the
Ginzburg–Landau parameter~¸,1/& corresponds to type
superconductivity anḑ.1/& to type II superconductivity!.
The parameteŗ determines the relation between the upp
critical field Hc2 of a type II SC and its thermodynami
critical field Hc (Hc25&¸Hc). The quantitiesHc and¸
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have a fundamental physical meaning since they determine the sign of the energyd of the interface between the normal an
superconducting phases of SC, and hence the peculiarities of their magnetization.

TABLE I. Energies of elementary elastic interactions of flux lines with crystal lattice defects~according to Freyhardt24!.

Defect Defect parameters

Elastic interactions

I kind II kind

Edge dislocationi FL b0-Burger’s vector (DV/V)jmb0c per unit length @3#
Screw dislocation' FL DC44 during NS transition No contribution,b—parameter in GL expansion (1/4)DC44j(mb)2

Precipitation of Phase II R—radius,d0—nonconformity parameter 16p(DV/V)mR3d0 , 4pDS44(md0)2,
R<j R>j

Pores R—radius,geff—surface tension,dR 16p(DV/V)mR3dR, 2pgeff
2 R/m2Dm,

variation ofR, Dm—variation ofm during NS transition, R!j R,j
V54/3pR3
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In type I superconductors,d.0 and hence an intermed
ate state corresponding to the minimum total area of pl
Landau domain type boundaries emerges in a magnetic fi
In type II superconductors, a mixed state is formed w
normal regions of cylindrical geometry~magnetic flux lines!.
Such a situation is analogous to the behavior of antife
magnets with positive12 and negative13 energies of grain
boundaries in a magnetic field. The analogy becomes e
closer for highly correlated layered HTSC in whichj is of
the order of atomic spacing. Foŗ,1/&, the emergence o
normal regions is associated with the sample geometry o
be more precise, with demagnetization effects. The indu
suprastriction associated with it was studied in detail
Brändli.2 In the casȩ .1/&, the suprastriction is induce
by the interaction of surface currents at the interface with
magnetic field and was also studied in detail by Bra¨ndli.2 To
analyze the case of irreversible type II superconductors,
must consider the interaction of the magnetic structure of
with crystal lattice defects.

Interaction of Magnetic and Defect Structures in S
The fact that the characteristic size of normal regions in
mixed state of type II superconductors is comparable w
the size of crystal lattice defects suggests that the magn
and defect structures might interact with each other. T
forces of interaction of magnetic flux with inhomogeneiti
of the crystal structure are called pinning forces. The
forces are due to the difference in elastic and SC charac
istics of the defect and the crystal lattice matrix, which c
ates conditions for energetically advantageous spatial
rangement of normal regions carrying the magnetic flux.

Elastic interaction is associated with the fact that ela
constants of a material have higher values in the normal s
as a rule. For low-temperature metallic SC, the relative va
tion in volume is DV/V.1027, while the corresponding
variation in the tensor of elastic moduliDCik /Cik

;1025– 1024. Table I shows the parameters of elastic int
actions of flux lines~FL! with different types of defects.24

The interaction mechanism associated with the diff
ence in the SC characteristics of the defect and the matr
determined by the size of the defect. The change in the
parameters at the defect core having a size of the orderj
leads to a local variation of the condensation energyHc

2/8p
in this region, which determines the energetically advan
geous position for magnetic flux lines and leads to core
teraction. For defects whose size exceedsl, the equilibrium
value of induction may differ from its value in the matrix
This leads to the emergence of a barrier obstructing the
tion of magnetic flux across the phase boundary~magnetic
interaction!. Grain boundaries and twins as well as walls
dislocation cells can be treated as such interfaces.

Many peculiarities of interaction between the magne
and defect structures of HTSC are connected with the sm
values and a strong anisotropy ofj.

Let us consider in detail the interactions in a system
magnetic flux lines and crystal lattice inhomogeneities si
the latest data point towards their dominating role in
induced suprastriction of irreversible superconductors. S
gularities of magnetic structure in the mixed state of type
superconductors determine the local field distributionh~r ! in
e
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the sample. Spatial averaging ofh~r ! leads to the magnetic
induction B which is associated with the external magne
field He through the simple relation

B5He14pM . ~12!

The interaction of magnetic flux lines with the cryst
lattice obstructs their movement in the sample. Hence a
dient of B from the surface to the inner region of the S
appears in an increasing magnetic field. The situation is
versed in a decreasing magnetic field. To prevent the dem
netization effects, the interaction of magnetic flux with cry
tal lattice defects is considered in the geometry of
infinitely long cylindrical SC in an external magnetic field
the direction of the long axisz of the cylinder. In the state o
thermodynamic equilibrium, the density of flux lines~FL! is
the same at all points of the sample and is equal
B(H)/F0 , whereF0 is the magnetic flux quantum. In th
metastable case, when the inductionB varies from point to
point, e.g., along thez-axis, the density of FL is not constan
in space, and a microscopic current of density

j 5
c

4p

]B

]x
~13!

flows along they-axis. The forces acting in the system of F
can be divided into two groups. Under the action of the
pulsive forces between FL, regions with higher FL dens
~higher values ofB! tend to expand at the expense of regio
with a lower FL density. This effect is described by intr
ducing the pressureP in the two-dimensional FL system
disregarding the tensor properties of the quantityP. In this
case, the force acting per unit volume is equal to2]P/]x.
On the other hand, the motion of FL is obstructed by th
pinning at structural defects. The pinning force cannot
sume large values indefinitely, and is restricted to a cer
threshold valuef p . The necessary condition for mechanic
equilibrium is the inequality

U]P

]xU< f p . ~14!

If u]P/]xu. f p at a certain point of the sample, the mov
ment of FL begins, and is accompanied by energy dissipa
which continues until condition~14! is satisfied once again
In real situation, the density of FL automatically acquires
valueB(x)/F0 for which the threshold condition@the sign of
equality in~14!# is satisfied at all points of the sample. Su
a SC state was first considered by Bean25 and was called the
critical state. In this case, transformation of~14! leads to the
following equation for the critical state:

U B

4p

]B

]xU5UB jy

c U5 f p for H@Hc1 . ~15!

In the general form, this equation can be written in ter
of the average pinning forcepv :

B3curlH5B3 j c5pv~B!. ~16!

Various models that have been proposed for the crit
state differ in the form of dependence of the pinning forcef p

on induction, i.e., on the FL density. It is assumed in Bea
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model25 that this dependence is linear, and the current d
sity j y in the critical state has a constant value over
sample. In the model proposed by Kim,26 f p is independent
of B. The model with exponential dependence27,28 was de-
veloped after the discovery of HTSC since it provides a s
isfactory explanation for many experimentally observed
sults. It will be shown that studies of induced suprastrict
in type II hard superconductors allow us to carry out a co
parative analysis of the applicability of various models of t
critical state.

Using the critical state model, we obtain the followin
estimate for the bulk pinning force:29

pv~B!5 j cB5
DM ~B!

kR
B, ~17!

whereDM is the difference in magnetizations in increasi
and decreasing magnetic fields,R the characteristic size o
the sample in a direction perpendicular to the external m
netic field, andk a constant depending on the sample geo
etry. The bulk pinning force calculated from magnetic
resistive measurements can be connected with the m
scopic parameters by using the empirical scaling relation30

pv5ABc2
n ~T! f ~b!, ~18!

where f (b)5bl(12b)m, b5B/Bc2 is the reduced induction
~normal phase concentration! in the sample,l 51/2,3/2;
m5122, A is a constant independent ofT andH, andl ,m,n
are parameters depending on the microstructure.

Effects Associated with SC Geometry in a Magne
Field. The model of the critical state was developed for t
ideal case of an infinitely long cylinder in a longitudin
magnetic field. In accordance with Eq.~10!, the penetration
of field in an SC generates additional components of
stresss ik exerted on the SC in a magnetic field. In turn, th
leads to additional deformation of the sample in a magn
field, i.e., to additional components of MS of the superco
ductor. The magnetic field penetration may be due to
demagnetizing factorg determined by the sample geometr
i.e.,

lw~m!5
2pm2

E
~12g!, ~19!

where lwP(0 – 1029), circulation of the superconductin
currents in the surface layer of the superconductor, i.e.,

lsurf~H !5
HDm

E
$22n1~12m!g%

2
2pDm2

E
~22n1g!;1027. ~20!

and the peculiarities of the mixed state of a type II superc
ductor in the intermediate field interval.

These components were studied and analyzed in d
by Brändli2 for type I and reversible type II superconducto
in intermediate and mixed state respectively.

2.2.3. Induced suprastriction in type II superconductors in
the mixed state

The effect of magnetic field on the size of an SC w
studied in the interval betweenHc1 andHc2 in polycrystal-
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line and monocrystalline superconducting metallic alloys,
termetallic compounds, alloys based on transition eleme
from the iron (V3Si)31 and palladium~NbTi!32 groups in
which filling of 3d and 4d shells respectively takes place
and complex compounds with rare-earth elements La, Y,
Sm, Gd, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm~see Ref. 33 and the literature cite
therein! and actinides~U!34 in which filling of 4f and 5f
shells, respectively, takes place. Moreover, the symmetr
the crystal structure is lowered in the above-mentioned se
from bcc to orthorhombic. In all cases, a correlation of t
striction characteristics of the superconductor with the
rameters of irreversible magnetization curve is observed

Superconducting Alloys.Alloys PbIn, TaNb and InTl
with concentrations corresponding to type II superconduc
were studied.2 The observed values of striction;1028 were
attributed to irreversible changes in length associated wi
decrease in the condensation energy in the magnetic
superimposed by the deformation caused by the interac
of screening currents at the interfaces with the external m
netic field. Since the main results were obtained for HTS
we shall follow Bradenet al.35 and consider the conclusions2

that are significant for HTSC in the mixed state. In fiel
belowHc1 , the magnetic flux is expelled from the SC havin
a magnetization2(1/4p)H. This leads to suprastriction as
sociated with the interaction between the magnetic field
surface currents, and also to deformation by demagnetiz
currents. Both mechanisms result in a striction peak atHc1 .
For HTSC, Hc1,1 kOe as a rule, and these mechanis
cannot explain the field dependence of striction in fields
the order of 10 kOe. In fields higher thanHc1 , the magnetic
field penetrates the SC and lowers its condensation ene
This effect is associated with a change in the volume lead
to strictional deformations. If the condensation energy
creases to zero, the suprastriction is determined by form
~9!, but the upper critical fields are practically unattainab
for HTSC under actual experimental conditions~at
T54.2 K!. The irreversible striction was attributed in Refs.
and 35 to the interaction of surface currents with the m
netic field. It was mentioned above that in fieldsHc1,H
,Hc2 ~i.e., in the Shubnikov phase whose existence was
demonstrated by Shubnikovet al.36!, the magnetic flux pen-
etrates a type II superconductor in the form of normal fi
ments surrounded by current loops circulating in the SC
gions. Upon an increase in the external field, the screen
current increases until the flux pinning obstructs the atta
ment of equilibrium magnetization. This leads to a noneq
librium magnetization of the sample and striction caused
the Lorentz force exerted by the external magnetic field
the screening current:35

S DL

L D
i ,'

5
HDM

E
Ci ,' , ~21!

where E is the Young’s modulus,DM the nonequilibrium
part of the magnetization curve, andCi ,' are the constants
associated with the Poisson’s ratio. For superconducting
loys, the striction in the mixed state was of the order
1027, while the elastic constants calculated by using Eq.~21!
are in good accord with the experimental results.
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Striction of the polycrystals of hard SC alloy NbTi wa
measured for studying the crystal lattice deformation cau
by the action of FL on the crystal lattice through pinnin
centers.32 The change in the length of the sample in a ma
netic field was measured in a capacitive dilatometer at r
angles to the applied magnetic field. The quantityDL/L was
found to be of the order of 1026. A singularity in the field
dependences of striction and magnetization was observe
the vicinity of Hc2 . No anomaly in the critical current wa
observed. Considering that the macroscopic pinning forcePv
is proportional to the elastic constantsC(b) in the S-state,
which are proportional forBc2 to the elastic constantsC0(b)
in theN-state@C(T,B)5C0(b)Bc2

22, whereBc2 is the induc-
tion in the sample corresponding to the upper critical field#,37

andpv5@Bc2(T)#2.5f (b) for NbTi, we find thatDL/L obeys
scaling, i.e.,DL/L5Bc2(T)] 4.5f (b). Comparing the above
relations and considering that there is no anomaly in
direct measurements of the critical current~i.e., there is no
pinning force in the region ofHc2!, we can conclude32 that
the singularity ofDL/L is rather associated with an abru
softening of elastic constants, and not with the peak of
pinning force. Indeed, the densities of electron states of N
have a peak near the Fermi surface. According to Wy
et al.,32 if the field applied along and across the sample ha
different effect on its electron properties, the field variati
results in more than double degeneracy of ground st
which must lead to the Jahn–Teller effect. In this case,
sample is deformed in the direction of the emerging forc
which can be attributed to the peculiarities of suprastricti
magnetization, and critical current. Hence Wyderet al.32

concluded that the peculiarities of suprastriction in the mix
state of NbTi are associated with the elastic const
anomaly caused by the degeneracy of the ground state
magnetic field.

Intermetallic Compounds.Isino et al.31 studied the struc-
tural instability and its relation with the high values ofTSN in
single crystals of the intermetallic compound V3Si having
theA15 structure and various degrees of purity. In the mix
state, the measured values ofDL/L were found to be of the
order of 1026, which is much larger than the correspondi
values in metallic alloys (1028). The field dependences o
striction and magnetization are completely in accord with
peculiarities of the pinning force. The large values ofDL/L
may be due to the fact that the pinning forces change
orientation of tetragonal domains left in the crystal struct
by the martensite structural transformation suppressed by
NS transition.

HTSC Based on Copper Oxides with Bi and RE IonsIt
should be noted at the very outset that a considerable m
netostriction was observed earlier in Bi and RE~Dy, Tb, Er!
samples. For the RE samples, it attained values up to 122

along the hexagonal axis, while Bi serves as an excep
among diamagnetic metals.

Bi2Sr2CaCu2Oy . The results of measurements of gia
striction distinguished by a large hysteresis in a magn
field (DL/L;1024) were first reported38 for HTSC contain-
ing Bi. The first increase in the field led to a compression
the sample, and the quantityDL/L,0 decreased monoton
cally ~its absolute value increased!, passing through zero a
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B'4.3 T upon a decrease in the field. This was followed
an expansion of the sample beyond the initial size, attain
the maximum value atB'2 T. After this, DL/L decreased
but remained positive in zero field. The above data pertain
transverse MS: the field was applied along the crysta
graphic axisc while the change in the length was measur
in the ab plane. The dependence of MS in negative fie
was completely symmetric to MS in positive fields with th
exception of the initial stage of magnetization. The M
curves for the same sample at various temperatures show
an increase in temperature lowers the value of MS for
same external field. The shape of the curves also chan
Upon an increase in the value of the field, a minimum
observed for positive fields at 20 K. The linear CTE alonga
and b axes in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 does not exceed 1.5•1025 at
room temperature39 and decreases upon cooling in zero ma
netic field. The observed variation;1024 in the length cor-
responds to a more than 10 K variation in temperature
cannot be attributed to temperature fluctuations.

Y123.The correlation of the magnetic induction and M
can also be illustrated by considering the example of
texturized HTSC compound YBa2Cu3O72x .40 Size varia-
tions with huge values for SC were observed in texturized
well as ceramic SC samples in fields up to 12 T, in contr
to the results obtained by Bradenet al.35 in fields up to 5 T
that do not exhibit any giant values of MS. Such a dispar
indicates that attainment of fields corresponding to total p
etration is important. However, significant compressions
texturizedY123 were observed even in increasing fields
the order of 5 T. Studies of the effect of Josephson vorti
on MS in granular SC are in their initial stage only.41 No
significant striction was observed in oxygen-deficient Y1
samples.

La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 . Another interesting manifestation o
correlation between magnetic and strictional characteris
in the mixed state of LaSrCuO was observed by Nabia
et al.42 They found a correspondence between the magn
flux jumps and the jumps on the MS curve in accord with t
critical state model. It need not be reiterated that a corre
tion between striction and magnetization exists in these c
pounds, and the value ofDL/L is of the order of 1024.

RE123. De la Fuenteet al.33 measured MS in strong
fields ~up to 12 T! in single crystals of RE Ba2Cu3O72x

~RE5Dy, Ho, Er! in paramagnetic and superconductin
phases between 3.8 and 100 K. They discovered a l
temperature component of induced MS, which is associa
with the pinning of magnetic flux lines and is manifested
the form of a strong hysteresis of MS isotherms. At cert
temperaturesT,TSN and in an increasing fieldH, the MS
isotherm displays a strong field dependence with a br
peak for a certain value of the field that increases with
creasing temperature in accordance with the behavior of
critical current. Figure 3a shows the isotherms of the hys
esis loops of deformationl~c,a! as functions of the applied
magnetic field for the compound HoBa2Cu3O72x . The lower
branches correspond to increasing field and the up
branches to decreasing field. Reversible behavior is obse
only above;20 K since the maximum attainable field
equal to 12 T. These data are presented in the sec
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devoted to suprastriction in order to illustrate the univer
nature of the hysteresis of striction curves in the mixed s
of SC. The results for compounds with paramagnetic io
will be considered in detail in connection with the crys
field and magnetic interaction effects.

Superconducting Actinides.Van Dijk et al.34 studied the
heavy-fermion uranium SC compound URu2Si2, whose su-
prastriction is of the order of 1027. In a magnetic field, it
exhibits a hysteresis which is apparently associated w
magnetic flux pinning~Fig. 3b!. The NS of these compound
will be considered below in detail from the point of view o
separation of supra and magnetic components.

2.2.4. Phenomenological description of striction induced by
magnetic flux pinning

The large body of experimental data accumulated to d
indicates that the critical state model can be applied to HT
~see, for example, Ref. 43!. The induced suprastriction in th
mixed state of traditional SC does not exceed 1027. How-
ever, latest measurements in HTSC with highj c reveal that
the striction for the sample in the mixed state of an SC
very large values;1024. For an infinitely long cylinder or
thin plate in a longitudinal field, this result can be explain
by using the model of the critical state. Since the magn
flux lines are subjected to the action of the pinning force,
equal but opposite force must act on the crystal. Thus,

FIG. 3. Magnetostriction of superconducting compounds containing p
magnetic ions with unfilled 4f - ~a! and 5f - ~b! shells at various tempera
turesT, K: 30 ~s!, 25 ~h!, 20 ~j!, 15 ~3! ~see Ref. 33! ~a! and 0.5 K~see
Ref. 34! ~b!.
l
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length of the sample varies in the applied field, and MS m
be observed in the case of a quite strong pinning.

As the applied field is increased, a compressive fo
acts on the crystal, since the movement of magnetic fl
lines is obstructed by pinning. A decrease in field results i
tensile force acting on the crystal through the same mec
nism. The trapped magnetic flux leads to extension in z
field. A decrease in temperature causes an increase in
with the pinning force. In order to simplify the quantitativ
description, we consider the one-dimensional flux pene
tion while disregarding the demagnetization effects. It is a
assumed that reversible magnetization is a small part of
total magnetization, and that the critical state sets in. Lef p

~in units of N/m! be the pinning force per unit length of th
flux line. In this case, the flux line exerts a force2 f p on the
sample. If there aren flux lines in an area element, the forc
acting on the sample is equal to2n fp @N/m3#. In this case,
the following equilibrium condition is satisfied~see Ref. 38!:

]s~x!

]x
1@2n~x! f p#50, ~22!

wheres(x) is the local internal stress, and the local pinni
force is defined as

f p5F0m21
]B~x!

]x
.

Here,F0 is the magnetic flux quantum, andB(x)5F0n(x)
is the local magnetic flux density. The quantitys(x) is ob-
tained by integration:

s~x!52
Be

22B2~x!

2m0
; ~23!

Be being the induction at the sample surface. Assuming e
tic isotropy of the planeab, we arrive at the following ex-
pression for the relative variation in length in an experime
with the above geometry:

DL

L
5

1

L E
;L/2

L/2 s~x!

C
dx;1024. ~24!

Here,C is the elastic modulus, andL the sample length.
If the distribution B(x) is known, say, from Bean’s

model,25 we can obtain the MS curve, taking into account t
fact that the critical current densityj c is a rapidly decreasing
function of T andH.30 The peak in the field dependence
the pinning force and its displacement towards higher val
of H upon a decrease inT were observed in type II
superconductors5 and HTSC of the type REBa2Cu3O72x and
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81y .44,45 Following Refs. 30 and 33, we ob
tain for the pinning-related MS the following expression f
the diagonal component of the strain tensor:

^«xx&5KS L

2C11
D ~H* ~T!!2,5f ~h!. ~25!

In increasing and decreasing fields, the branches of MS
therms in Fig. 3 must contain contributions from the MS
paramagnetic ions and from pinning. In order to isolate
contribution of pinning to the deformation, we equate t
differencel↓(c,a)2l↑(c,a) to ^«xx&. We disregard the flux

a-
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creep46 which is significant for HTSC.47 Ikuta et al.48 have
presented the results of computer simulation of pinni
induced MS using three versions of the critical state mod
viz., Bean’s model,25 Kim’s model,26 and the model pro-
posed by Karasiket al.27 In the latter model, an exponentia
dependence of the critical current density on the flux den
is assumed. Analytic expressions were obtained for
change in the length of samples in the form of an infin
plate in a longitudinal magnetic field under the assumpt
that the reversible part of total magnetization is negligib
The obtained results were used for computer simulation
hysteresis loops were calculated over a wide range of va
tion of the corresponding parameters. Since the striction
duced by pinning is a direct manifestation of the pinni
force, the hysteresis loops have different shapes in diffe
models. A meticulous analysis48 speaks in favor of the mode
presented in Ref. 27 According to the preliminary data o
tained by Ikutaet al.,48 the exponential model is in goo
agreement with the experimental results f
(La12xSrx)2CuO4 single crystals with a low concentration o
Sr. It is shown that the pinning force can be obtained direc
from the width of the MS hysteresis loops. The results
simulation reveal a satisfactory agreement with the exp
mental results.

However, the results of numerical simulation differ si
nificantly ~by more than an order of magnitude! from the
experimental results. It is also hard to explain the lower v
ues of the HTSC striction characterized by the same va
of the critical current densities. The assumption concern
the isotropy of the elastic modulus may be one of the reas
behind the experimental and theoretical results. The e
mates presented below are based on the values of
Young’s modulus calculated for the main crystallograp
symmetry directions for the investigated materials. The p
nomenological model also disregards the peculiarities of
HTSC magnetic structures that are mainly associated w
the formation of layers in such structures,49 as well as inho-
mogeneities of magnetic flux within a unit cell.50

In all probability, the huge values of striction of HTS
can also be associated with the peculiarities of their crys
line and magnetic states. The obvious peculiarities are a
ciated with a sharp anisotropy of their structure and the p
ence of paramagnetic ions off- and d-transition elements
We shall consider below their effect on the MS of compl
SC compounds.

2.2.5. Effect of anisotropy on the suprastriction of SC

A Thin Plate in a Transverse Magnetic Field.The phe-
nomenological description of suprastriction in the mix
state presented so far has been based on the assumptio
the experimental geometry is close to the ideal case o
infinitely long cylinder in a longitudinal magnetic field. Th
actual situation is quite different even for the longitudin
geometry of the experiment. Moreover, under actual con
tions of investigation of spatial distribution of magnetic flu
in an SC~for example, in direct optical observations of ma
netic flux distribution in the sample using various indicator!,
the situation corresponds to that of a plane superconduct
-
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a transverse magnetic field. In this case, which is also
nificant for studying giant magnetostriction in HTSC, an an
lytic solution can be obtained by making certain assum
tions. Earlier, Brandt et al.51 obtained for a thin
superconducting strip an analytic solution for current a
field distribution in a sample placed in a transverse magn
field. The corresponding magnetostriction effects can also
determined for this geometry.52 It is assumed that the samp
in the form of an infinitely long narrow layer of thicknessd
and halfwidth a occupies the halfspaceuxu<d/2, uyu
<a, uzu,`, and is placed in an external magnetic fieldHe

at right angles to the direction of measurement of magne
striction. The spatially uniform magnetic fieldHe , which is
directed along thex-axis, induces along thez-axis a super-
conducting current of densityj (x,y) which screens the inne
part of the plane sample from the applied field. The quan
j (x,y) is limited by the valuej c which does not depend o
the applied field. The integral current densityJ(y) over the
sample thickness, expressed in field units, is connected
the field H(x,y) at the sample surface through the Ampe
law. The longitudinal and transverse components of the fi
are defined as

Hy~d/2, y!52Hy~2d/2, y!5 1
2 J~y!

and

Hx~d/2, y!5Hx~2d/2, y!'Hx~0, y!5H~y!.

The transverse component corresponds to the magnetic
densityH(y)m0B(y). From Maxwell’s relations, we obtain

H~y!5
1

2p E
2a

a J~u!du

y2u
1He . ~26!

This expression allows us to calculate first the distribution
screening currents and magnetic flux over the sample w
as a function ofHe , and then the striction also.

The results of numerical simulation of MS were com
pared with the results of measurements in a La1.85Sr0.15CuO4

single crystal~Fig. 4!.52 Calculations were made by using th
results of measurement of elastic moduli.53

A comparison of the measured values of MS with t
results of computer simulation reveals a similarity in t
plotted curves and a closeness of the absolute values for
variations.52 Thus, the concepts on which the model is bas
do not contradict reality. Obviously, the finite size of the re
sample must lead to a discrepancy between the experime
and theoretical results. However, the MS along the short f
of the sample which presumes the existence of only scre
ing currents may be an indication of the ‘‘induced’’ critica
state which is widely discussed at present~see, for example,
Ref. 54 and the literature cited therein!. For more profound
physical conclusions, we must use the data of local meas
ments of magnetic flux distribution and elastic distortions
the sample under the action of a magnetic field.

Effect of Layered Structure on Suprastriction in SC.The
compound Ba12xKxBiO3,

55–62 which does not have man
distinguishing features of HTSC cuprates but has the high
superconducting transition temperatureTSN'30 K among
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FIG. 4. Results of experiments~solid
curves! and numerical simulation~dashed
curves! of magnetostriction in
La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 single crystals for various
orientations of applied magnetic field rela
tive to the crystallographic axisc.
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non-cuprate superconductors~close to LaSrCuO withTSN

'35 K!, is a convenient object for determining the contrib
tion of characteristic structural peculiarities in the formati
of superconducting state and characteristics of HTSC ba
on copper perovskites. Unlike cuprate HTSC, this compo
does not contain any two-dimensional metal–oxygen pla
which are considered to be an important factor determin
the high-temperature superconductivity. It also does not h
any magnetic moments, and this rules out the mechanism
magnetic pairing. Several experimental facts like a stro
isotopic effect and the width of the superconducting gap
dicate that the superconductivity of BaKBiO is associa
with the phonon mechanism. However, superconductiv
emerges near the metal–insulator transition of this co
pound, as in cuprate HTSC, only in the cubic pha
(x.0.3) and vanishes during a transition to the semic
ducting phase upon a decrease in potassium concentratio
view of the above, we used the cubic modification20 of the
compound BaKBiO for studying magnetostriction and co
paring the analogous experimental results with those
tained for high- and low-temperature superconductors w
considering the effect of magnetic field on their size. Me
surements were made on monocrystalline samples
Ba0.66K0.34BiO3 with Tc532.5 K, obtained by electrochem
cal sputtering in a flow of KOH~see Ref. 57 and the litera
ture cited therein!. The temperature dependences of latt
parameters and structural deformations in a magnetic fi
were obtained on an x-ray diffractometer with a low
-
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temperature attachment in fields between 0 and 5 T.
magnetostriction was measured by strain gauges in the c
tallographic direction@100# at right angles to the applied
magnetic field in the interval between 0 and 12 T with t
field varying at a constant rate of 1 T/min. Simultaneous
the field dependence of the sample magnetization was m
sured by using the ballistic technique. The critical curre
density j c in zero field attained values of 1.73108 A/m2 at
4.2 K and 0.673108 A/m2 at 10 K. The absolute values o
striction were found to be'1026 which is an order of mag-
nitude lower than the values obtained for cuprate SC and
order of magnitude higher than for low-temperature SC
was found that the main contributions to the magnetost
tion of SC are determined by the pressure of the magn
field on the sample at temperatures lower than theNS-
transition temperature and by the pressure dependenc
Hc . Our estimates20 are forT510 K, which corresponds to
T/TSN50.31 for the compound under investigation. Usi
the thermodynamic analysis presented in Sec. 2.1, we ob
for the TD component of the MS of the investigated BaKB
compound20 for T/TSN50.31 the valueDL/L'831026,
which is slightly higher than the measured values of M
Calculations were made by using the data obtained by B
logg et al.63 which led to estimatesHc

2'10 J/mole andC
.0.5 J/mole. The x-ray data lead to the valuea.0.9
31026 which was obtained by using the following expre
sion for the Young’s modulusE of a cubic crystal:64
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1

E
5

c11c2

~c112c2!~c12c2!
1S 1

c3
2

2

c12c2
D

3~nx
2ny

21nx
2nz

21ny
2nz

2!, ~27!

wheren is a unit vector in the direction of deformation,c1

5lxxxx, c25lxxyy, and c35lxyxy ~l iklm are the compo-
nents of the elastic moduli tensor!. The values of the elastic
moduli used were obtained from dispersion curves show
the results of measurements of inelastic neutron scatterin65

The measured field dependences of the magnetostric
of noncuprate isotropic HTSC are irreversible and cor
spond to the irreversibility of the magnetization curves. T
values of magnetostriction are more than an order of ma
tude higher than for low-temperature metallic supercondu
ors. However, giant magnetostriction characterizing laye
cuprate superconductors was not observed. A compariso
the experimental and theoretical results reveals an enha
value of the thermodynamic contribution. This is due to t
fact that the estimate was made under the assumption
complete transition of the sample to the superconduc
state upon removal of the magnetic field. In actual pract
the quantityVS appearing in the thermodynamic relation u
der consideration characterizes only a part of the sample
ume that has undergone anNS-transition following the trap-
ping of magnetic flux. The part of the sample volume w
trapped magnetic field that has not undergone a super
ducting transition can be estimated from the experime
B(H) dependence as the ratio of the trapped magnetic flu
the quantityBc2 corresponding to the upper critical field.
comparison of the experimental results with the theoret
values of the thermodynamic components reveals a satis
tory agreement between them. This is also true for the res
of numerical simulation of pinning-induced magnetostr
tion. Thus, the results of macroscopic analysis do not allo
separation of the dominating contribution to the effect. T
obtained results also indicate that both types of compon
reflect the contributions associated with the magnetic fi
pressure as well as the contributions induced by magn
flux pinning. The latter is responsible for the irreversib
nature of the field dependence of magnetostriction. The
ference between the obtained results and the data of
temperature SC is explained by a higher sensitivity ofHc of
the investigated compound to pressure. The disparity
tween the measurements on cuprate HTSC and the abs
of giant magnetostriction can be explained only after
analysis of the effect on microscopic level.

3. MAGNETOSTRICTION OF SC COMPOUNDS WITH
PARAMAGNETIC IONS OF TRANSITION ELEMENTS

Latest achievements in the field of materials scien
various experimental investigations, and the theory of sup
conducting state are associated with the synthesis of ex
superconducting compounds containing ions of eleme
with unfilled d- and f-shells in which superconductivity co
exists in an astonishing manner with paramagnetism,
even with a long-range antiferromagnetic ordering. Inve
gations of MS in such compounds, aimed at an analysi
both supra- and para components have been quite scarc
g
.
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though they could help in analyzing the relation betwe
transition parameters in various subsystems of these com
low-symmetry compounds and in determining the reas
behind the transitions.

3.1. Magnetostriction under conditions of coexistence of
superconducting and antiferromagnetic ordering

Van Dijk et al.34 studied in the temperature interva
0.3 K,T,1.5 K the magnetostriction~MS! of the monoc-
rystalline heavy-fermion compound URu2Si2 with antiferro-
magnetic ordering temperatureTN517.5 K andTSN51.2 K.
The AFM state of this compound is associated with t
weakly ordered magnetic moment (0.0360.01)mb at the
uranium atom, oriented along thec-axis. The uranium atom
is in a low-symmetry configuration (3H4), and its magnetic
properties can be interpreted in the framework of the crys
field model.

The coexistence of SC and AFM ordering in the te
perature interval 0.3 K,T,1.5 K was confirmed in experi-
ments on neutron diffraction. Measurements of longitudi
and transverse MS were made by using a capacitive dilat
eter in fields up to 5 T, whileHc2(T→0) is equal to 3 T
along the tetragonalc-axis, which is the easy magnetizatio
axis, and equal to 14 T in the basal plane. This made
possible to isolate the supra- and parastriction compone
The latter depends on the field asH2. Suprastriction is of the
order of 1027. Its behavior in a magnetic field is characte
ized by hysteresis which is associated in all probability w
the magnetic flux pinning discussed above. A characteri
feature of hysteresis is that its sign is reversed in fields cl
to the upper critical field. This effect is apparently associa
with the manifestation of AFM ordering since the hystere
in ordering of moments, which may reflect the hysteresis
parastriction, is observed just in this interval of fields.

The relative volume variation is (DV/V)NS50.48
31026 at 0.5 K and 0.1731026 at 1 K. Spontaneous MS
can also be estimated by subtracting the termbB2 for MS in
the N-state~where b is determined by MS measured atH
.Hc2! from MS in the S-state. In this case, the relativ
variation in length forH50 corresponds to spontaneous M
The derivatives of the critical thermodynamic fieldHc2 are
estimated from the heat capacity jump durin
NS-transition:34

D~C/T!5
Vm

m0
S ]Hc

]T D 2

, ~28!

whereVm is the molar volume,m0 the magnetic permeability
of the vacuum, anddHc /dt537 mT/K. Van Dijk et al.34

observed a sharply manifested hysteresis in the linear MS
the heavy-fermion compound URu2Si2 during measurement
in a magnetic field at temperatures belowTSN51.18 K ~see
Fig. 3b!. The hysteresis loop closes atHc2 . Interestingly, it
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was observed experimentally that the sign of hysteresi
reversed at the lowest temperatures asHc2 is approached.
The hysteresis of the flux profile may be accompanied by
hysteresis of the paramagnetic MS and ordered moment

3.2. From phenomenological to microscopic description

An analysis of MS in the perovskite-like compoun
containing ions with unfilledf-shells ~f-ions! of rare-earth
elements as well as actinides is based on the following c
clusions drawn from an analysis of MS inf-magnets in the
paramagnetic limit.8,66 The crystal structure of these com
pounds may be described in the tetragonal symmetry
proximation. Orthorhombicity, which is inherent in the
compounds, is characterized by a small difference betw
thea andb axes in the basal plane. In the paramagnetic lim
which is observed in HTSC, thef-ions are separated by quit
large distances, and hence their interaction can be d
garded~single-ion approximation!. The deep electrons in th
unfilled 4f -shells are screened from exchange interacti
and the effect of electric crystal field on their orbital angu
momentum, which makes the latter more mobile in a m
netic field. This may give rise to a considerable MS. T
screening off-electrons by filled outer shells lowers the po
sibility of their participation in exchange as well as dipo
interactions. An analysis of the magnetic properties
f-magnets is usually carried out under the assumption
spin-orbit interaction dominates over the crystal field~CEF!
effects, i.e., in the weak field approximation.67 The same
assumptions also form the basis of the theory of MS of
compounds in the paramagnetic limit.8 For some RE ions,
however, the splitting of the fundamental multiplet in CE
exceeds the Zeeman splitting in an external magnetic fie66

Moreover, the MS models were developed mainly for hi
symmetries~fcc and hcp! which lead to less significant crys
tal field effects and admit a smaller number of model para
eters, besides offering greater promise for obtaining g
MS in view of lower magnetic anisotropy energies. Thu
investigation of rare-earth MS in a low-symmetry surroun
ing characteristic of HTSC structures is interesting in itself
addition to the studies of mechanism of their extraordin
suprastriction and its relation to the main SC paramet
Assuming the lattice to be tetragonal, we can confine
analysis to the MS in a cylindrical symmetry. Let us deno
the MS asl~a,b!. Here,a[(ax ,ay ,az) are directional co-
sines of the field, andb[(bx ,by ,bz) are cosines in the
direction in which the deformation is measured. This ma
it possible to determine the strictionsl~a,a!, l~a,b!, and
l~c,a! of crystals with Dy, Ho and Er. Herea andb are not
orthorhombic axes, but only two arbitrary mutually orthog
nal axes in the basal plane presumably with cylindrical sy
metry. Four distortion modes are observed in the phen
enology of MS of axial systems:8,9 bulk distortionl1i

a , the
variationl2i

a in the ratioc/a, the violationlg of cylindrical
symmetry~tetragonal symmetry in the present case! in the
basal plane, and shear strainl« which tilts thec-axis. Phe-
nomenological deformation modesl i j

G can be connected with
strictionsl~a,b! as follows:
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l~a,b!5
1

3
l11

a 1
1

2)
l12

a S lz
22

1

3D1)l21
a S bz

22
1

3D1
3

2
l22

a

3S lz
22

1

3D S bz
22

1

3D12lg
1

4
~ax

22ay
2!~bx

22by
2

1axaybxby!12l«~ayazbybz1axazbxbz!.

~29!

In the present case, it is sufficient to isolate the modelG

5l(a,a)2l(a,b) and a linear combination preserving th
cylindrical symmetry of the crystal, i.e.,

l~c,a!5
1

3H ~l11
a 2)l21

a !1
1

)
~l12

a 2)l22
a !J .

For a rare-earth ion in the normal state inside a vortex,
Hamiltonian is analogous to the Hamiltonian of th
ferromagnet:68

H5HCEF1HME1Hz1Hex1HQ1Hel , ~30!

whereHCEF is the term associated with CEF in the unpe
turbed tetragonal symmetry:

HCEF5B2
0O2

01B4
0O4

01B4
4O4

41B6
0O6

01B6
6O6

6. ~31!

HereBn
m are CEF parameters~Ho,69 Dy,70 and Er,71!, On

m are
equivalent Stevens operators, andHME is the magnetoelastic
coupling Hamiltonian. Retaining only the term associat
with the violation of tetragonal symmetry in the basal plan
we can write

HME52MgegO2
2, ~32!

wheree5(exx2eyy)/& is the irreducible deformation,Mg

is the magnetoelastic coupling parameter,O2
2 the Stevens

operator:O2
2;( j x

22 j y
2); J5(Jx ,Jy ,Jz) is the total angular

momentum of the RE element, andHQ the two-ion quadru-
pole coupling component. According to the authors of R
33, it is sufficient to consider just the term

HQ52kg^O2
2&O2

2, ~33!

written in the mean field approximation,kg being the purely
quadrupole coupling parameter, and^...& the average over
temperature obtained with the help of eigenvalues and w
functions diagonalizing the unperturbed HamiltonianHCEF .
Finally, we retain in the elastic energy only the term33

Hel5
1

2
C0

g~eg!2, ~34!

whereC0
g is the elastic constant corresponding to the unp

turbed case. Equations~32!–~34! provide a complete de
scription of the Hamiltonian.68 In the AFM state, which is
realized for the compounds Dy and Er, the mean field act
on one of the magnetic sublattices, sayA, can be presented in
the form

HA5l i i MA2lABMB1H, ~35!

whereH is the applied field,MA andMB are the magnetiza
tions of the sublattices, andl i i , lAB are the mean-field con
stants describing the interaction within a sublattice and
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tween sublattices, respectively. In the paramagnetic state
field-induced sublattice magnetizations will be parallel
each other and to the field, andMA5MB5M . The mean
field has the formHex52(l i i 1lAB)M[2leffM irrespec-
tive of the sublattice. In this case, the exchange and Zee
Hamiltonians can be presented in the form

Hex1HZ52gjMBj ~2Hex1H!, ~36!

where

Hex52~l i i 1lAB!NgjmB^ j &; ~37!

N is the number of RE31 ions per unit volume,gj Lande’s
g-factor for rare-earths, and̂j & the temperature-averaged t
tal angular momentum of the RE. The mean-field consta
l i i andlAB can be estimated within the framework of Nee
theory of antiferromagnetism. It can be shown72 that having
presented the linear susceptibility in the formx5c/(T
1Q), wherec5meff

2 /3kB is the Curie constant~per ion! and
meff is the paramagnetic moment of an ion, we obtain

l i i 5
Q2TN

c
; lAB5

Q1TN

c
. ~38!

In this case,leff52Q/c. In the latter equation,Q is the para-
magnetic Curie temperature. Table II contains the value
meff ,Q and c obtained from the paramagnetic susceptibil
measurements;73 l i i andlAB taken from Eq.~38!, as well as
the values of leff . Minimization of the free energy
F52kBT ln Z corresponding to the Hamiltonian~30! with
respect toeg,33 we obtain the equilibrium deformation

eg5S Mg

C0
g D ^O2

2&. ~39!

Substitution of the equilibrium valueeg ~39! into ~32! to-
gether withHQ ~33!, we obtain the effective Hamiltonian in
the form HME1HQ52Gg^O2

2&O2
2, where the coefficient

Gg includes contributions from magnetoelastic and pur
quadrupole interactions:

Gg5Kg1
~Mg!2

C0
g . ~40!

In order to find the distribution functionZ, we calculate
FuT.TN

within the framework of the perturbation theory.68

Using the energy levels and wave functions of t
Hamiltonian HCEF with residual interactions as perturb
tions, we obtainF for irreducible deformations up to th
second order and Stevens’ quadrupole moments^O2

m& up to
fourth order inM and H. Assuming thatH is parallel to
a[@100#, we can determineeg. This gives

TABLE II. Magnetic parameters of RE ions.33

RE ion meff,mB Q, K c,mB
2/kB l i i lAB leff

Dy31 11.87 27 46.96 0.55 0.60 1.1
Ho31 10.88 17 39.45 0.43 0.43 0.8
Er31 10.48 12 36.61 0.31 0.33 0.6

Remark:Values of mean field constantsl are given in units ofkB /mB
2.
he

an

ts

of

y

H

Aueug
5S Mg

C0
g D ~12leffX0

2!S 12Ggxg

xg
~2! D 1/2

, ~41!

whereeg[lg5l(a,a)2l(a,b), In Eq. ~41!, x0 is the con-
ventional magnetic susceptibility of one-ion CEF,xg the de-
formation susceptibility associated with the field induc
moment ^O2

2&, and xg
2 the quadrupole field susceptibility

The susceptibilities are described by complex expressions
matrix elementsj k ,O2

0;3 j z
22 j ( j 11) andO2

2 in the range
of wave functionsu ik& of the CEF Hamiltonian. Thus, we
have diagonalizedHCEF with CEF parameters borrowe
from Refs. 69–71. According to Eq.~41!, an antiferromagnet
with two exactly equivalent sublattices in paramagnetic st
is equivalent to a ferromagnet. A comparison of~41! with the
values ofeg(H,T) measured in the paramagnetic state lea
to the values ofMg andCg.

3.3. Experimental studies of MS in perovskites
REBa2Cu3O72x

These HTSC oxides are ordered antiferromagneticall
quite low temperatures in such a way that the paramagn
and superconducting states overlap in the temperature in
val between the Ne´el temperatureTN and TSN. For
DyBa2Cu3O72x , TN51 K and the magnetic moments (7.
60.6mB / ion) are aligned along thec-axis.74 Antiferromag-
netic ordering in the Er-based compound occurs in the b
plane with moments (2.960.6mB / ion) along theb-axis at
TN50.61 K.75 These easy magnetization axes must be
good agreement with the magnitudes and signs of Stev
coefficientsa j of the second kind, which are determined b
the shape of the cloud~oblate or prolate!. Only nuclear or-
dering can occur in Ho compounds belowTN* 50.17 K, and
the electron ground state is a singlet.76,77 The presence or
absence of low-temperature magnetic ordering is impor
for calculating MS in the paramagnetic limit.

Del Moral et al.78 have presented the results of the fir
systematic investigations of thermal expansion and magn
striction in REBa2Cu3O72x compounds~RE5Eu, Sm, Gd,
Dy, Ho, Er, Tm! in longitudinal and transverse fields up
2.4 T. They studied the effect of substitution of rare-ea
elements for yttrium. The anomaly associated with the ph
transition atTSN was not observed. All curves showing th
temperature dependences of thermal expansion could b
duced to the curve for the unsubstituted alloy, which poi
towards the common origin of phonon contribution to t
thermal expansion. The MS anisotropy was observed o
for substitutions by Dy and Ho. For the remaining substi
tions ~Eu, Sm, Gd, Er, Tm!, the MS is small as in nonmag
netic superconductors. It is possible that the MS is obser
in the former case inN-regions inside the vortices, and doe
not emerge in materials in which the fields correspond
completely diamagnetic state.

Del Moral et al.78 isolated an MS mode associated wi
CEF which lowers the symmetry of the basal plane~eg.
230031026 at 10 K and 12 T for Dy and Ho compounds!,
and obtained the ratioMg/C0

g51.331024 for the Ho-based
compound and.531024 for the Dy-based compound
whereMg is the single-ion magnetoelastic coupling consta
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andC0
g is the elastic constant in the paramagnetic state.

obtained quadrupole coupling parameterGg for the Ho-
compound is equal to235 mK/ion.

Zvezdin et al.79 measured the MS of SC polycrysta
HoBa2Cu3O72x in transverse and longitudinal fields. A com
parison of the results of measurements with the results
unsubstituted Y123~whose the MS is lower by two orders o
magnitude! and with the data for nonsuperconductin
HoBa2Cu3O72x ~whose the MS is close to that of a SC! leads
to the conclusion that the field dependences of the MS of
Ho-substituted Y123 compound are determined by the p
magnetic component analogous to the paramagn
garnets.66 The longitudinal MS was described by taking on
CEF into account.79

It should be remarked that the complex hierarchy~distri-
bution! of critical fields has aroused special interest of
searchers towards the SC components of MS in polycrys
of the SC compounds HoBa2Cu3O72x .80

3.4. Contribution of Jahn-Teller effects and magnetic-field-
induced structural instability

The peculiarities of MS in low-symmetry SC can nat
rally be associated with their crystal structure. Anisotropy
spontaneous MS may serve as a unique instrument for st
ing the connection between the SC transition and the Ja
Teller transitions in SC compounds containing ions w
non-Kramers degeneracy of the ground state. Such c
pounds include HTSC perovskites in which RE ions as w
as copper ions in low-symmetryD2h surrounding of oxygen
are Jahn–Teller ions. The mutual effect ofNS- and structural
phase transitions, which is associated with the spatial s
metry, was considered phenomenologically by Poluekto81

Experimental and theoretical studies reveal77,82 that the crys-
tal field acting on RE ions in HTSC compounds is stro
~total splitting of the multiplet is 700 cm21!. It is also known
that the symmetry of the electron cloud of the RE ions u
dergoes severe distortions caused by quadrupole interac
leading to structural phase transition.83,84 The manifestation
of the Jahn–Teller effect itself can be expected primarily
copper ions since the degeneracy of RE ions is remove
all probability by quadrupole interactions. The transitions
sociated with the change in the electron structure of
Jahn–Teller Cu ion was observed experimentally in
HTSC compound YBa2~Cu12x

57Fex)O61d .85

CONCLUSION

In this review, we have endeavored to generalize
results of MS investigations which completely reproduce
chronology of developments in the technology of superc
ducting materials, viz., type I and type II superconduct
with fcc structure, alloys and intermetallic compounds ba
on 3d- and 4d-elements with tetragonal structure emergi
as a result of structural transition from the fcc phase whic
suppressed by theNS-transition, and lastly, orthorhombi
~after structural transition from the tetragonal phase! HTSC
compounds of 4f elements and heavy-fermion SC with AFM
ordering containing 5f -elements from the actinide group
The main aim of the authors was to highlight the resu
e
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obtained for low-symmetry materials~starting from tetrago-
nal ones! since the preceding investigations were discus
earlier in review articles, and also because the peculiaritie
subsequent striction measurements of strongly correlated
compounds are mainly associated just with the spatial ani
ropy.

The strong hysteresis of MS isotherms led to the disc
ery of a low-temperature (T,TSN) MS component which is
unambiguously described by the mixed state models~called
the critical state models!, thus confirming its connection with
the magnetic flux pinning at crystal lattice inhomogeneiti
The MS caused by flux pinning displays temperature a
field dependences that are in accord with the vortex lat
displacement model. The correctness of these concep
confirmed by independent conclusions drawn by various
thors on the basis of measurements made in different m
rials. Hence MS measurements can be used as a too
studying the collective pinning mechanisms. Investigatio
of SC compounds with paramagnetic ions also revealed
hysteresis in the region of mixed state of superconductiv
which may be described in terms of the magnetic flux p
ning. On the other hand, analogous dependences of gian
(;1024) were measured in manganites which are also
ides with a perovskite-type structure,86 where superconduc
tivity concepts are untenable. While studying SC compou
containing paramagnetic ions, we isolated an MS compon
with a quadratic dependence on the applied field, which
characteristic feature for the paramagnetic limit. This co
ponent was found to be connected with the one-ion cry
electric field ~CEF! lowering the symmetry of the basa
plane. Such measurements make it possible to obtain
magnetoelastic interaction parameters for paramagnetic i
eg.30031026 at 10 K and 12 T for Dy- and Ho-base
compounds.

Thus, the results of MS measurements reflect the ela
response of the superconducting phase to the applied m
netic field in pure form or together with para- and AF
response. In all the cases considered by us, we were ab
separate the SC and magnetic response, and to analyze
components in the framework of the concepts developed
each kind of material. It must be mentioned here that, wh
a universally accepted description exists for the induced
of paramagnetic ions and has been tested for the resul
macroscopic and local measurements, the phenomenolog
induced suprastriction is based on the measurements of
gral characteristics and provides only a qualitative, albeit
fective, interpretation for the observed data.

Apart from the possibility of constructing the theory o
magnetoelastic interactions in SC, MS measurements in
perconducting compounds are found to be an effective
for studying~1! the pressure dependence of thermodynam
characteristics of SC,~2! the relation between supercondu
tivity with structural instability,~3! the mixed state, or the
applicability of the critical state models and magnetic fl
pinning mechanisms in SC, and~4! interaction of supercon-
ductivity and magnetism. Additional possibilities emer
during investigations of the dynamic striction in SC, b
these have been little studied and have not been touc
upon in this review.
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Several applied aspects of strictional measurement
SC compounds have been revealed so far. Above all,
concerns the development and applications of SC magn
systems based on prospective materials. Strictional data
required for estimating the elastic deformations of superc
ducting windings in strong magnetic fields, their effect
the current-carrying capacity, strength characteristics, an
the processes of training and degradation of hard super
ductors. The direct connection between the induced stric
and magnetic states in the Shubnikov phase makes t
measurements as significant as visual observations using
ferent indicators. It is also interesting to study the possibi
of using high striction characteristics of some new superc
ducting materials, e.g., in magnetoacoustic transducers.

While studying the intrinsic nature of MS in superco
ductors, special attention should be paid to the ‘‘giant’’ i
duced striction in HTSC, which obviously cannot be e
plained just by the peculiarities of the mixed state of the
compounds. The region connected with the magnetic fi
dependence of the elastic moduli tensor in a highly an
tropic medium has practically not been studied at all. T
high values of the upper critical fields in the latest SC p
sume contributions made to MS due to electron paramag
ism and the splitting of degenerate levels. Considering
fact that ranges of all interactions in highly correlated sup
conducting copper oxides are of the order of atomic spac
it can be stated that the peculiarities of the field dependen
of MS in these compounds with different substitutions p
vide enormous possibilities~which have not been realized s
far! of comparing the crystal field effects~change in the oxy-
gen concentration and the resulting symmetry variation
the surroundings of the central atom!, electron–phonon in-
teractions~superconducting planes, Jahn–Teller copper io!
and quadrupole interactions~RE ions!. The large values of
MS in new SC materials make it possible to carry out m
surements using less sensitive methods like strain gaug
x-ray technique. However, the creation of strong magn
fields ~over 10 T! is a problem. An analysis of the results
measurements of irreversible field dependences canno
carried out with the help of thermodynamic relations and
confined to magnetoelastic and magnetic interactions lea
to a global rearrangement of a highly correlated system
magnetic field, including structural and electronic transitio
Thus, the problem of striction in SC is slipping rapidly fro
the realm of dilatometric measurements to magnetic inve
gations, including magnetic resonance and measuremen
pulsed magnetic fields. The authors hope that this rev
will attract the attention of specialists in both fields towar
this problem and will facilitate its solution by experiment
and theoretical methods, resulting in specific practical ap
cations.

*E-mail: sirenko@ilt.kharkov.ua
** E-mail: szymh@gammal.ifpan.edu.pl
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Static phenomena at the charged surface of liquid hydrogen
A. A. Levchenko, G. V. Kolmakov, L. P. Mezhov-Deglin,
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Evolution of the shape of the equipotentially charged surface of the liquid hydrogen layer
covering the lower plate of a horizontally arranged flat diode in increasing external stretching
electric fields has been studied experimentally for the first time. Reconstruction of a flat
charged surface~formation of a stationary hump! at voltages higher than a certain critical value
Uc1 is observed under conditions of total compensation of the electric field in the bulk of
the liquid by a surface charge. It is shown that the transition of the flat charged surface to the
reconstructed state is a phase transition close to a second-order transition. The height of
the hump is found to increase with voltage, the reconstructed surface loses its ability at a voltage
Uc2.1.2Uc1 , and a streamed discharge is observed. Evolution of the shape of a charged
droplet of constant volume suspended from the upper plate of a diode is studied with increasing
electric field under the conditions when the forces of gravity and stretching electric field
act in the same direction. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~99!00204-2#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Experiments1 have revealed the possibility of creating
charge layer under the surface of liquid hydrogen, the s
and concentration of the charge being determined by the
larity and magnitude of the applied electric fieldE. In this
work, we study the evolution of the shape of the positive
charged equipotential liquid hydrogen surface under the
tion of a stretching electric field of intensity up to 104 V/cm
in the temperature range 14–25 K.

It is well known that, if the charged flat surface of
liquid is subjected to an external electric fieldE applied at
right angles to it~the surface!, it loses its stability in fields
stronger than a certain critical value.2 The subsequent behav
ior of the charged surface depends on the conditions
observation.3–8 For a fixed charge density lower than th
maximum attainable in a given field, i.e., forn,nmax

5E/4p ~it is assumed thate51!, reconstruction may be ob
served in the form of static deformation at the surface. Fo
weakly charged surface 4pn!E, E2.16.5Arga, wherea
andr are the surface tension and density of the liquid ang
is the acceleration due to gravity!, multiply charged dimples3

with characteristic size close to the capillary leng
l5Aa/rg are formed on the surface. Away from the cent
the density of charges vanishes at the edges of the dim
With increasing charge concentration, a different situat
arises and acrater crystalis formed at the surface.4

To date, the reconstruction of the charged equipoten
surface of liquid helium~in which the electrons are localize
over the liquid surface! has been studied most extensive
under the conditions when the thicknessh of the liquid layer,
i.e., the distance between the charged surface and the m
2421063-777X/99/25(4)/8/$15.00
n
o-

c-

of

a

,
es.
n

al

tal-

lic control electrode at the bottom of the cell, is much larg
than the capillary lengthl, while the number of charges i
fixed (n,nmax) so that the compressing electric field is no
zero both in liquid and in gas. In this case, the liquid surfa
is reconstructed in a field higher than a certain critical fie
Ec , and a hexagonal structure with period;l and a finite
depth of the dimple that depends on the extent of superc
cality ~dimple crystal! is formed.3–9 The charge density van
ishes at the sites of the hexagonal lattice so that the surfa
no longer equipotential. Reconstruction of the charged s
face for a fixed number of chargesn,nmax is a first-order
phase transition in a state with individual multiply charg
dimples, as well as in the dimple crystal state.

Reconstruction of the charged surface of a liquid was
observed earlier for complete compensation of the app
electric field by surface chargesn5nmax. It was found that
the critical electric fieldEc in which the flat surface of a
thick liquid layer (h@l) loses stability is independent of th
value ofh. For layer thicknessesh;l, the value ofEc de-
creases withh,10 while the variation forh,l is described by
the dependenceEc

254prgh.11,12

The possibility of observing the steady state of the
constructed charged surface of a thin helium film of thic
nessh!l for a complete compensation of the applied ele
tric field by charges was discussed recently by Shikin a
Leiderer.13 However, the stationary reconstruction of
charged liquid surface in the transient region of thickne
h'l has not been studied earlier.

In the experiments discussed below, the situation diff
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Construction of the experimental cell with diodes D1 and D2:1—liquid hydrogen surface;2—copper plates of the diode;3—radioactive source;
4—paper-based laminate;5—guard ring;6—copper finger.
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radically from the one studied earlier: positive charges~clus-
ters of diameter.5 Å!1 are localized under the surface of th
liquid hydrogen layer. The control electrode~collector! is
situated in the vapor above the liquid surface at a dista
d'l, i.e., the liquid layer thicknessh should be replaced by
the distanced in theoretical calculations. The charge dens
n5nmax under the surface depends on the voltageU applied
to the capacitor plates, so thatE5U/d in the steady state
and the charged layer completely compensates the ele
field in the bulk of the liquid in fields lower as well as high
than the critical valueEc .

Our experiments show that the static reconstruction
the surface is possible under conditionsd'l andn5nmax.
In an earlier work,14 we reported on the observation of r
construction of charged surface of liquid hydrogen as wel
helium ~electrons over the surface of a liquid layer of thic
nessh'l!. The investigation of evolution of the flat charge
surface of the liquid hydrogen layer deposited on the low
plate of the diode was supplemented by that of evolution~in
an increasing electric field! of the shape of a charged drop
constant volume formed during condensation of hydrog
vapor on the upper plate of the diode.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Experiments were carried out in two types of cells~flat
diodes D1 and D2! placed in an optical container~Fig. 1!.
The containers were put in the vacuum chamber of an op
helium cryostat and cooled by a copper finger in contact w
liquid helium.

The charge sources were radioactive plates~targets!
emitting b-particles with an average energy 5 keV and
maximum energy;18 keV, which were located in the liquid
and ionized a liquid layer of thickness;10mm near the
plate. The sign of charges pressed to the plate surface
pends on the polarity of the voltageU applied between the
diode plates. The current passing through the surface
measured by using an electrometer connected to the colle
in vapor. We studied the properties of a positively charg
surface since positive charges practically do not pass thro
the liquid hydrogen–vapor interface for voltages used in
experiments.1
e
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A guard ring of diameter 25 mm and height 3 mm ma
of foil-clad paper-based laminate surrounded the radioac
plate in the diode D1 and prevented the leakage of cha
from the liquid surface at the container walls. The guard r
and the radioactive target formed a cylinder in which hyd
gen was condensed. The liquid layer thickness was 3 mm
second metallic collector plate of diameter 25 mm w
placed over the cylinder. The separation between the so
and collector was 6 mm.

In diode D2, a target of diameter 3 mm was arranged
the specially cooled upper copper plate of the diode,
which hydrogen was condensed. The collector was at
bottom and the distance between the source and the colle
was about 3 mm.

The shape of the charged surface was controlled visu
and with the help of a telecamera. The variation in the c
vature of the charged surface was determined from the
viation of a laser beam almost parallel to the surface a
reflected at it.

Figure 2a shows the photograph of the reconstruc
charge surface of liquid helium condensed on the lower p
of the diode D1 for a potential differenceU51620 V be-
tween plates and at a temperatureT517 K. The hump can be
clearly seen in the middle of the photograph. It should
observed that the linear horizontal size of surface reg
shown in the photograph is 10 mm, which is two and a h
times smaller than the diameter of the guard ring.

Using the heaters at the container walls and plates
diode D2, the temperature of the lower plate was rais
above the temperature of the upper plate. Gaseous hydr
was condensed mainly on the upper plate. Condensation
place for U50. As the thickness of the liquid layer in
creased, the shape of its uncharged surface changed
nearly flat for small volumes of the liquid in the laye
(V,5 mm3) to a drop for larger volumes. On completion o
condensation, the container was maintained for tens of m
utes at a constant temperature for a total recondensatio
the liquid from the container walls and the lower plate to t
upper plate of the diode. Application of a potential differen
between the diode plates led to the accumulation of cha
under the liquid surface. In addition to the forces of gravi
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FIG. 2. Photograph of the charged surface of liquid hydrogen condensed on the lower plate of diode D1~a! and the charged surface of a drop wetting the upp
plate of the diode D2~b!. The linear horizontal size of the visible image is 10 mm.
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the drop is also acted upon by electric forces in the sa
direction. This resulted in a change in the profile of t
charged surface of the liquid hydrogen drop. Figure
shows the photograph of the equilibrium profile of t
charged surface of the liquid hydrogen drop for a poten
differenceU5500 V between the plates of the diode. Me
surements were made at a temperature 18.5 K.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Let us first consider the results of investigations of pro
erties of an equipotentially charged surface of liquid hyd
gen condensed on the lower plate of the diode D1.

For low potential differences between the plates of
diode, the equipotentially charged surface of the liquid
slightly bent towards the collector. As the applied volta
increases beyond a certain critical valueUc1 , a macroscopic
hump extending over several millimeters and having a he
of the order of 0.1 mm is formed on the surface. This solit
hump can be displaced towards the center of the diode
slightly tilting the cell. Light circles in Fig. 3 were obtaine
by scanning the image of the hump profile. In a const
field, the shape of the profile remained unchanged du
measurements over a period exceeding 103 s. while the cur-
rent carried by the charges through the liquid surface, wh
was measured with the help of an electrometer connecte
the upper plate of the diode, was less than 10215A. The
height of the deformed region of the surface~hump! at the
e
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y
by

t
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h
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center of the diode can be controlled by varying the volta
applied between the plates of the diode. For voltages exc
ing the lower critical voltageUc1 by about 20%, the hump
on the charged surface became unstable and a pulse
charge~upper critical voltageUc2! was observed. During the
discharge, a charged stream~geyser! burst from the peak of
the hump~see Fig. 4!. The discharge at the collector involve
about 108 charges. For a constant voltage, the surface
verted to the initial flat form after discharge, and the proc
was repeated. The observation of quasiperiodic current o
lations through the liquid hydrogen surface in fiel
U.Uc2 was reported by us earlier.1 For voltages severa
times higher thanUc2 , the surface became flat once aga

FIG. 3. Profile of a charged hump obtained by photograph scanning.
radius of the guard ring is 12.5 mm,U51620 V, T517 K.
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FIG. 4. Photograph of a charged surface at t
instant of discharge forU51750 V, T515 K.
The horizontal size is 5 mm.
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and the electrometer recorded the flow of charges thro
the surface without the formation of any structure on it. T
current flowing in the diode was smaller than the saturat
current in the liquid, i.e., the electric field was weaker th
the breakdown field in liquid or in gas. Apparently, a simil
phenomenon was observed earlier by Boyle and Dahm15 in
their experiments on liquid helium and nitrogen.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the maximum angb
of deviation of the laser beam reflected at the hydrogen
face on the applied voltageU at temperatures 15, 20 and 25
K. It should be emphasized that the experimentally obser
point on the surface corresponds to the largest angle o
flection. The inset shows the derivativeb8(U)5db/dU of
the dependenceb(U) measured at 20 K. It can be seen th
for low voltagesU,Uc1 , the angleb increases weakly with
voltage. For voltages exceeding the critical voltageUc1 in-
dicated by an arrow in the figure, the derivativeb8 depends
much more strongly onU. It can be seen from the inset t
Fig. 5 that the value ofUc1 can be determined from th
dependenceb8(U). Such dependences were used for de
mining the values ofUc1 at various temperatures~Fig. 6!.
With increasing temperature, the value ofUc1 decreases. The
upper critical voltageUc2 at which a discharge of the recon
structed surface was observed decreases with the liquid
perature according to a nearly linear law~see Fig. 6!.

Let us now consider the results of investigation of t
evolution of an equipotentially charged surface of liquid h
drogen condensed on the upper plate of the diode D2.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the laser beam reflection angleb on the applied
voltageU. The inset shows the derivativeb8(U) with respect to voltage at
20 K. The arrow indicates the lower critical voltageUc1 .
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For zero voltage, the shape of the surface of the ini
liquid layer wetting the upper electrode was nearly flat fo
liquid volume below 5 mm3 and assumed the shape of a dr
upon an increase in the volume of the liquid.

The profile of a charged drop of volumeV530 mm3 is
shown in Fig. 7 for a potential differenceU5350 V between
the plates of the diode. With increasing voltage, the am
tude of the drop increased and a discharge was observe
a certain voltageUc3 . This critical voltage depends on th
volume of the liquid in the drop~amplitude forU50!. For
the volume of the liquid in the drop considered by us, t
discharge occurred atU5800 V. The volume of the liquid in
the drop was estimated by integrating the profile of the dr
The absolute error in the volume estimate was610%.

Figure 8 shows the dependence of the amplitude o
drop on the applied voltage. The volume of liquid in the dr
was estimated at about 60 mm3. Unlike the case of a flat
layer in the diode D1, the amplitude of the drop increas
under voltages much smaller than the lower critical volta
Uc1 of surface reconstruction for a liquid layer on the low
plate of the diode D1. The amplitudeA of the drop increases
monotonically with increasing voltage according to a lawA
;Uh that is stronger than linear (h.1).

For the sake of comparison, Fig. 9 shows the dep
dence of the amplitudeA of a drop on the volume of
the liquid in zero field~dark circles! and under a constan

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the lower (Uc1) and upper (Uc2) criti-
cal voltages for the charged surface of liquid hydrogen: the points co
spond to the experimental results, while the solid curvesUc1(T) were ob-
tained theoretically.
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voltage U5630 V between the plates~light squares!. The
volume of the liquid was varied by vaporizing at temperatu
18.5 K. It can be seen that a decrease in the liquid volu
leads to a monotonic decrease in the amplitude of the d
Application of a potential difference between the dio
plates leads to an increase in the amplitude of the drop a
change in the dependenceA(V).

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

It should be remarked at the very outset that the situa
in which the reconstruction of the flat charged surface
liquid hydrogen was observed in our experiments diff
qualitatively from the situation studied by Leidereret al.,3

under which the total number of charges at the surfac
fixed and the charge concentration away from the cente

FIG. 7. Profile of the surface of a charged drop of volume 30 mm3 at U
5350 V andT515 K. The diameter of the upper plate of the diode is eq
to 25 mm.

FIG. 8. Dependence of the amplitudeA of a drop having a constant volum
V0560 mm3 on the applied voltage at the liquid temperature 19.3 K.
e
e
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the reconstructed surface region and outside an individ
multi-electron crater is equal to zero, so that the electric fi
near the surface is nonuniform and equipotentiality is o
served only in the charged core of the dimple. In our expe
ments, the charge density under the surface is not equa
zero away from the deformed region~hump!, and is deter-
mined by the voltage applied between the diode plates.
entire reconstructed surface remains equipotential since
used in our experiments a continuous charge source and
number of charges under the surface increases with the
age applied to the charge source and the guard ring. T
the hump on the charged surface~Fig. 2a! is not an analog of
the multiply charged dimple formed under conditions of
weakly charged surface of bulk helium.3

It was mentioned in the Introduction that steady st
reconstruction of a charged flat liquid surface was not
served earlier for a complete compensation of the confin
field by the charges. In our experiments, the lifetime of t
charged hump is quite large~over 103 s! in the voltage region
Uc1,U,Uc2 , and hence we can speak of a stationary
constructed equipotential surface layer of hydrogen un
conditions when the separationd between the charged su
face and the control electrode is of the order ofl.

In accordance with the results of investigations of t
passage of charged particles through the liquid hydrog
vapor interface,1 it can be assumed that positive charg
practically do not pass through the surface in the investiga
range of electric fields and temperatures, while the cha
accumulated under the liquid–vapor interface in the ste
state fully compensates the applied electric field in the b
of the liquid. Hence the problem of finding the equilibriu
shape of the surface of the liquid in an applied static elec
field under these conditions is analogous to the same p
lem for a liquid conductor. In some recent publications,13,16

l

FIG. 9. Dependence of the amplitudeA on the liquid volumeV in an electric
field ~h! and in zero field~d! at a temperature 18.5 K of the liquid.
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theoretical models were considered for describing the e
librium reconstruction of a charged surface in the superc
cal voltage region, i.e., forU.Uc1 .

Shikin and Leiderer13 considered the one-dimension
case corresponding to the formation of a periodic system
‘‘waves’’ on the infinite surface of a thin helium film
(h!l) charged by electrons in a confining fie
E.Uc1 /h. An individual wave~hump! corresponds to an
infinitely long period~much larger than the diameter of th
experimental cell under conditions of our experiment!. The
shape of the surface of the hump can be described b
bell-shaped function of the dimensionless parameterx/R,
whereR is the characteristic horizontal size.

In an earlier publication,16 we developed a somewha
different theoretical model describing the reconstruction
the flat charged surface of a liquid in a finite-sized vessel
d!l, taking into account the conservation of the volume
liquid in the layer and the conditions of wetting of the ves
walls by the liquid as the charges completely compensate
stretching electric field in the bulk of the liquid. The reco
structed charged surface also has the form of a periodic fu
tion. For low voltages, the shape of the surface is close
cosinusoidal. A consideration of the boundary conditio
~wetting angle! leads to a situation when a number of so
tions can exist for a finite-sized cell, from a single wave
the center of the cell to an infinite number of symmetrica
arranged waves. As in our experiment, the height of
hump may increase with increasing voltage between
plates of the diode. The question of preference of a solit
hump observed in the experiments over other solutions
quires further analysis.

The profile of the hump presented in Fig. 3 can be
scribed aptly by a bell-shaped function of the formz(x)
5Z exp(2x2/R2), where Z is the height andR the character-
istic size of the hump. The experimental points in Fig. 3
connected through a curve which obeys the dependencez(x)
with fitting parametersZ50.35 mm andR52.5 mm The fit-
ting functionz(x) chosen by us is a smooth integrable fun
tion satisfying the requirements imposed on such functi
in Refs. 13 and 16. However, a quantitative comparison
the predictions of both theoretical models with experimen
results is hampered mainly by the fact that the results
tained in Refs. 13 and 16 pertain to an essentially o
dimensional case and a thin layerh!l or d!l, while d
;l in the experiment. Moreover, the calculations made
Ref. 16 show that the field dependence of the height of
hump formed in a finite-sized vessel is highly sensitive to
choice of boundary conditions at the vessel walls. Hence
resemblance between theory and experiment may be
qualitative.

Theoretical models of reconstruction of charged surf
of a liquid insulator8,13,16 predict that the amplitude of th
reconstructed surface must be a function of the supercriti
ity parameterg5(U2/Uc1

2 )21. In our experiments, the evo
lution of the hump shape upon an increase in the app
voltage can be judged from the voltage dependenceb(U) of
the angle at which a laser beam is reflected from the cha
surface of hydrogen. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that there
two different regimes of variation of the shape of a fr
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liquid surface, viz.,~a! before the attainment of the lowe
critical voltageUc1 and~b! at voltages higher thanUc1 . The
initial segmentU,Uc1 corresponds to a slight distortion o
the charged liquid surface covering a fixed volume in t
condenser field. For fields stronger than those correspon
to the lower critical voltageUc1,U,Uc2 in which the sur-
face is reconstructed, the experimental dependence ma
described by the relationb}gm ~the exponentm lies be-
tween 2 and 3!. This segment of theb(U) curve describes
the change in the inclination of the lateral surface of t
hump upon an increase in the voltageU.

The values of the lower critical voltageUc1 correspond-
ing to the emergence of a hump on the liquid surface w
found to be close to the confining voltage at which an infin
@11#, flat equipotentiality charged surface of a liquid layer
thickness much smaller than the capillary constantl loses
stability.

The solid curve in Fig. 6 shows the theoretical depe
dence of the critical voltageUc15A4pgrd3 on the tempera-
ture of the liquid.11 As the temperature increases, the qua
tity Uc1 varies on account of a decrease in the densityr and
a change in the distanced between the liquid surface and th
control electrode due to a redistribution of hydrogen betwe
liquid and vapor phases in the closed volume of the conta
for a fixed mass of hydrogen~pressure in the container in
creases with temperature!. It can be seen that in the temper
ture interval 15–26 K, the experimental values ofUc1 are in
good agreement with the theoretical curveUc1(T). Thus, the
magnitude and temperature dependence of the lower cri
voltageUc1 corresponding to the emergence of a hump
the liquid surface may be described by the simple model o
flat infinite thin charged surface. LikeUc1 , the upper critical
voltageUc2 decreases with increasing temperature, and
dependence is nearly linear~as an illustration, the experi
mental pointsUc2 are connected by a straight line!.

For voltages higher than the upper critical valueUc2 ,
the reconstructed charge surface is unstable. The jet str
emerging from the peak of the hump during discharge ha
characteristic diameter of a few tenths of a millimeter, i.
much smaller than the capillary length. An analogous eff
involving the emergence of ion streams~geysers! at the sur-
face of superfluid helium in strong fields was observed
Refs. 17, 18. Special investigations are required for study
growth of instability on the charged reconstructed surfa
under a voltage close toUc2 and the reasons behind th
linear temperature dependence ofUc2 .

A stationary hump on the charged surface can be sing
out on theU –T phase diagram, and hence it can be sta
that we observe a phase transition from the flat charged
face to a new steady state.

Judging from the dependencesb(U) and b8(U), the
formation of a hump on an equipotentially charged surfa
under conditions of a complete compensation of the app
electric field by charges and conservation of the liquid v
ume in the layer is a transition close to the second-or
phase transition.16 The curve showing the dependenceb8(U)
has a kink at the pointU5Uc1 . Within the limits of preci-
sion of our experiments, the height of the hump increa
smoothly from zero with increasing stretching voltage f
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U.Uc1 . Note that the height of the hump is small in com
parison with the distanced and the capillary length in the
voltage rangeUc1,U,Uc2 .

It was mentioned in Ref. 16 that the height of the hum
formed on the surface forU5Uc1 may have a finite value in
view of the finite value of the angle of wetting of guard rin
walls by the liquid. However, this initial height of the hum
is small in comparison with the distanced, i.e., with the
capillary lengthl in our experiments because of a sm
wetting angle. Since liquid hydrogen was condensed in
experiments under the cut of the guard ring, the angle
tween the charged surface and the surface of the guard
was indeed close to zero. Unfortunately, the specific con
tions of our experiments were not considered in Ref. 16
view of the complexity of the solution of the problem.

We shall now discuss the results obtained in our exp
ments with liquid hydrogen condensed on the upper plate
the diode.

We used the variational method to solve the probl
about the shape of a charged drop formed on the upper p
of a diode under the action of the gravitational force an
stretching electric field in the bulk of the liquid.19 This prob-
lem is equivalent to that of the equilibrium shape of t
reconstructed surface of a charged liquid layer on the lo
plate of the diode. The difference lies in the sign of t
gravitational term in the expression for free energy and un
the conditions of conservation of the volume of the liquid.
this problem, we find a stable minimum free energy of a d
for a constant total volume of the liquid. The expression
free energy is derived by using the longwave approximat
and expansion in powers ofA/d!1, whereA is the ampli-
tude of the drop. For the trial function, we choose a cert
dimensionless bell-shaped functionA f(ur u/R) of the variable
x5ur u/R ~R is the effective linear size of the drop!, which
describes the shape of the free surface of a drop and is
malized by the conditionf (0)51, f (x)→0 for x@1. In
view of a good wetting of the metallic plate by liquid hydro
gen, the wetting angle at the boundary of the drop is assu
to be equal to zero.

The dependence of the amplitude of the drop on
applied voltage and the volumeV of the liquid in the drop
can be written in the form

A5
c1V~rg1U2/4pd3!

a2c2VU2/4pd4 . ~1!

Herec1,2 are parameters which than are determined only
the form of the trial function. For a function of the form

f ~x!5
J0~x!2J0~b1!

J0~0!2J0~b1!
for 0<x<b1

f ~x!50 for b1,x ~2!

@hereJ0(x) is the Bessel function,b1 is the first zero of the
first-order Bessel function,J1(b1)50#, the parametersc1,2

appearing in formula~1! have the following values:c1

50.0755,c250.106. The choice of the form~2! of the trial
function f (x) is justified in Ref. 19.

Unlike the case of a flat liquid layer on the lower plate
the diode, the force of gravity and the electric forces in
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geometry considered by us act in the same direction~down-
wards!, i.e., the gravity forces cannot be compensated by
electric forces. The equilibrium shape of the surface o
drop is stabilized by capillary forces. It follows from formul
~1! that if gravity and electric forces stretch the surface o
charged drop, reconstruction would occur under the con
tion that the square of the voltage is negative and equa
Uc1

2 524prgd3 ~for a positiveg!. In other words, the shap
of the liquid surface corresponds to the reconstructed s
even forU50. As the applied voltage is increased, the a
plitude of the drop increases monotonically right up to vo
ages at which discharge occurs. This is in accord with
obtained experimental results.

The experimental profile of a charged drop is compa
with the chosen trial function~2! in Fig. 7. It can be seen tha
the chosen trial function with fitting parametersA50.7 mm
and an effective linear sizeR51.7 mm provide a satisfactory
description of the experimental results.

The theoretical dependence~1! is compared with the ex-
perimental results in Figs. 8 and 9. In fitting of formula~1! to
the experimental points, the volumeV of the liquid is the
only variable parameter. The theoretical dependence~1! is
constructed in Fig. 8 for a drop whose volume is equal to
value estimated by integrating the profile, while the b
agreement is attained in Fig. 9 by reducing the volume of
drop by 10% from the estimated value. Such a disparity
the values ofV is within the limits of the experimental ab
solute error in the estimation of the volume of the dro
Hence it can be concluded that the theoretical depende
~1! correctly describes the experimental results.

It follows from formula ~1! that the amplitudeA of a
drop increases indefinitely as the applied voltageU ap-
proaches the critical valueU35A40pad4/V. For a liquid
hydrogen drop of volumeV0530 mm3 and for d53 mm,
this critical value is estimated atU352500 V. This quantity
is about thrice as large as the experimentally observed va
Such a discrepancy can be explained quite easily since
indefinite increase of the amplitudeA formally indicates that
a drop of finite volume must be detached as a whole from
upper plate of the diode under critical voltage. Apparen
such a situation was realized in experiments with drops
large volume. An increase in the voltage in small drops
to discharge of the charged surface before the critical va
U3 was attained, i.e., the mechanism of loss of stability o
charged surface, which is different from that described in
theoretical model,19 was realized earlier. Hence the depe
dence~1! correctly describes our experimental results on
for voltages lower than the discharge voltage and, natura
lower thanU3 .

5. CONCLUSION

The following conclusions can be drawn from the da
obtained in experiments with the charged surface of a hyd
gen layer condensed on the lower plate of a horizontal dio

The steady-state reconstruction of a flat equipotentia
charged surface of the layer of an insulating liquid with
complete compensation of the applied electric field
charges is possible under the condition of conservation
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total volume of the liquid. In a finite-sized cell, the transitio
of the charged flat surface of a liquid of constant volume
the reconstructed state forU5Uc1 is a phase transition clos
to a second-order transition.

The reconstructed steady state of the charged surfac
hydrogen is violated under the upper critical voltageUc2 .
The U –T phase diagram contains a region between
curvesUc1(T) and Uc2(T) in which the reconstructed sur
face is stable.

For voltages much higher than the upper critical volta
the liquid hydrogen surface becomes flat and charges
through the surface.

The theoretical models developed in Refs. 13 and 16
only in qualitative agreement with the experimental resu
Hence further investigations of the reconstruction of an eq
potentially charged surface are necessary under condition
total compensation of applied field by charges and conse
tion of the total volume of the liquid in the layer.

The amplitude of the profile of the equipotential
charged surface of a drop suspended from the upper pla
a diode varies smoothly with applied voltage. The critic
voltage for the reconstruction of the charged surface of
drop is formally an imaginary quantity, i.e., it can be a
sumed that the surface is in reconstructed state even for
potential difference between the diode plates.

The theoretical model of evolution of the shape of
charged drop constructed in Ref. 19 is in satisfactory ag
ment with the experimental results. Since the derivation
equations for the shape of surface of the hump on the lo
plate and a drop on the upper plate of the diode coincid
satisfactory agreement between the model developed f
drop and the experiment confirm the soundness of the
proach used in Refs. 13 and 16 for describing the reconst
tion phenomenon.

Above a certain critical voltage, the charged surfa
loses stability and is discharged. It is shown in the pres
publication that a geyser of diameter much smaller than
capillary length spurts from the surface irrespective of
geometry of the experiment, sign of charges, and prope
of the insulating liquid~helium or hydrogen!~see also Refs
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17 and 18!. Theoretical investigations of this phenomen
are of considerable interest.
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Size effect in impuriton gas of 3He–4He superfluid mixture
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The flow of quasiparticle gas under the action of gradients of thermodynamic quantities in a
volume filled with a powder~crocus! is considered. The exact solution of the kinetic equation is
obtained in terms of the matrix elements of the collision integral for quasiparticles and
partial cross sections of quasiparticles scattering by crocus. The condition describing a steady
nonequilibrium state of the quasiparticle gas in a volume filled with a porous material is
determined. The obtained results are valid for arbitrary relations between the frequencies of
collisions of quasiparticles with one another and with powder particles. The Knudsen
effect in a degenerate quantum gas is studied, and the transition from the Knudsen to
hydrodynamic flow of quasiparticle gas is analyzed. The steady nonequilibrium state of the
impuriton gas in the3He–4He superfluid mixture is investigated in a confined geometry.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~99!00304-7#
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INTRODUCTION

An analysis of gas transport in a porous medium un
the action of gradients of thermodynamic quantities is one
the classical problems in kinetic theory.1,2 Various conditions
of gas flow through thin pipes and porous materials w
investigated long ago in pioneering works by Graham3

Loschmidt,4,5 and Maxwell6 appearing in the middle of the
last century. It was found that the decrease in the mean
path of particles colliding mainly with the walls of the vess
containing the gas changes the conventional pattern of d
sion of the same gas in an unbounded medium. La
Graham7 established the main regularities of a free molecu
gas flow known as effusion. The theoretical substantiation
Graham’s law of diffusion was continued by Maxwell wh
was the first to propose the model of ‘‘dust-laden’’ gas
1860.6 The essence of this semi-empirical model is tha
porous medium is regarded as a component of a gas mix
consisting of heavy immobile particles. Maxwell himself d
not obtain final results on the basis of his model and o
described it in his work devoted to the theory of transport
molecular characteristics in gases. The ‘‘dust-laden’’ g
model was forgotten for a long time and independently p
posed again by Deryagin and Bakanov8,9 in the 1950’s. This
model was used by the authors for studying the condition
gas flow close to a free molecular flow. The study of a ran
of problems associated with the transport of particles thro
various types of membranes led to a further evolution
semi-empirical models exploiting the same ideas.10–13

In spite of a considerable progress made in this fie
some questions posed in experiments have not been
jected to an appropriate theoretical analysis. For exam
only two limiting regimes of gas flow in a confined geom
etry, viz., the free-molecular~Knudsen! and hydrodynamic
flows, are analyzed almost independently in all theoret
publications known to us.14,15 Such an idealization does no
reflect correctly the experimental situation observed wh
2501063-777X/99/25(4)/9/$15.00
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the frequencies of collisions of gas particles with one anot
and with the walls of the vessel containing the gas are co
parable.

In this paper, we propose an approach that fills this g
The problem of steady-state flow of a quasiparticle g
through a porous medium under the action of gradients
thermodynamic quantities is solved by us exactly by usin
strictly kinetic approach. The method developed here ma
it possible to avoid traditional simulation of the collisio
integral, which ensures the generality of the results.

All the results obtained by us are applicable to a
~quantum or classical! gas of particles and were used by
for analyzing the steady nonequilibrium state of a spec
physical system, viz.,3He–4He superfluid mixture.

SOLUTION OF KINETIC EQUATION

In order to describe the steady nonequilibrium state of
impuriton gas in3He–4He superfluid mixture in the absenc
of thermal excitations, we use the linearized kinetic equat

v
] f 0

]r
5~ Î 1L̂ !g, ~1!

wherev is the velocity of an impuriton,f 0 a locally equilib-
rium distribution function,f 08g[ f 2 f 0 a small correction to
it, which is proportional to gradients of thermodynam
quantities responsible for the lack of equilibrium, andÎ and
L̂ the impurity–impurity collision operator; the prime de
notes differentiation with respect to the argument.

The procedure for solving Eq.~1! involves the separa
tion of the zeroth eigenspace of the collision operator and
subsequent inversion.16,17 For this purpose, we consider th
Hilbert space of the momentum function to be added w
the scalar product

^h~p!ug~p!&5E f 0
8hg* dG, ~2!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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introduced into it, wheredG is the volume element of the
momentum phase momentum space andp the impuriton mo-
mentum. We also introduce the operatorP̂c projecting vec-
tors of the Hilbert space onto the kernel of the collision o
erator. The basis of the latter operator is formed by linea
independent vectors, i.e., elements of the eigen subspac
the operatorÎ 1L̂ corresponding to zero eigenvalue.

For the one-to-one inversion of collision operator, w
must project all the vectors appearing in Eq.~1! onto the
subspace orthogonal to the kernel. For this purpose, we
the projection operatorP̂n defined asP̂n5Ê2 P̂c , whereÊ
is the identity operator. As a result, we obtain the solution
the kinetic equation~1! in operator form:

g5@ P̂~ Î 1L̂ !P̂n#21P̂nS v
] f 0

]r D . ~3!

A stationary situation takes place in the system under inv
tigation in the absence of a flow of the impuriton gas in t
direction of gradients. In our notation, this condition can
written in the form

^vzug&50, ~4!

the subscriptz denoting here and below the projection
vectors on the direction of gradients.

Using formula ~3! and assuming that the gradients
thermodynamic quantities are directed along thez-axis, we
can write condition~4! in the form

2
F1/2

F21/2

¹n

n
^vzu@ P̂n~ Î 1L̂ !P̂n#21P̂nuvz&

1
¹T

T H K vzU@ P̂n~ Î 1L̂ !P̂n#21P̂nU«3

T
vzL

23
F1/2

F21/2
^vzu@ P̂n~ Î 1L̂ !P̂n#21P̂nuvz&J 50, ~5!

wheren is the number of impuritons per unit volume,T the
temperature of the mixture,H35«01«3 the Hamiltonian of
impuritons,«35p2/(2m* ),

FnS m3

T D5
1

p2\3 E
0

` xvdx

11exp~x2m3 /T!
~6!

is the Fermi function, andm3 the chemical potential of an
impuriton in the mixture.

Equation~5! is the relation between gradients of conce
tration and temperature, which ensures the steady state o
impuriton gas. In order to analyze this relation, we m
calculate the corresponding moments of the operator@ P̂n( Î
1L̂) P̂n#21, inverse to the collision operator. These mome
are determined in turn by the type of interaction. The ana
sis of relation~5! is simplified considerably if we use th
Lorentz approximation for the operatorL̂ describing the scat
tering of ‘‘light’’ impuritons by ‘‘heavy’’ particles of the
powder. It is well known1 that the particles of a ‘‘light’’ gas
diffusing in a ‘‘heavy’’ gas change only the direction of the
motion as a result of collisions so that their energy rema
unchanged. Consequently, the corresponding impur
-
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powder collision operator acts only on the polar and a
muthal components of the arbitrary function of momentu

For the inversion of the total collision operatorÎ 1L̂, it
is expedient to introduce the orthonormal system of vec
functions of the Hilbert space, i.e.,

uc̃nlm&5uwn
~ l ,m!~ p̃!Ylm~u,q!&, ~7!

whereYlm(u,q) are spherical functions18 andwn
( l ,m)( p̃) the

corresponding radial functions which can be convenien
represented in the form of polynomials containing powers
the dimensionless momentump̃5p/A2m* T according to
the definition

wn
~ l ,m!~ p̃!5(

j 50

`

cn j
~ l ,m!p̃ j p̃d l

1dm
0 dn

0
. ~8!

The coefficientscn j
( l ,m) are defined uniquely from the or

thonormalization relation

^c̃nlmuc̃ i jk&5dn
i d l

jdm
k . ~9!

It should be noted that the functionuc̃010&, defined in accor-
dance with formulas~7!–~9!, has the form

uc̃010&5
pz

A^pzupz&
~10!

and is the normalized value of thez-component of momen-
tum, which is conserved in impurity–impurity collisions. I
order to take into account the laws of conservation of
number of impuritons and energy in the collisions of imp
ritons with one another and with powder particles, it is co
venient to choose the following orthonormal basis in the H
bert space introduced above:

ucnlm&5uc̃nlm&@12dm
0 d l

0~dn
11dn

2!#1dn
1dm

0 d l
0@auc̃100&

1buc̃200&] 1dn
2dm

0 d l
0@buc̃200&2auc̃100&], ~11!

where

a5
^w1

~0,0!u p̃2&

~4p^ p̃2u p̃2&2^w1
~0,0!u p̃2&2!1/2;

b5S 4p^ p̃2u p̃2&2^w0
~0,0!u p̃2&22^w1

~0,0!u p̃2&2

4p^ p̃2u p̃2&2^w1
~0,0!u p̃2&2 D 1/2

,

and

uw0
~0,0!&5A4p

u1&

A^1u1&
;

uw1
~0,0!&5A4p

u p̃&^1u1&2u1&^1u p̃

A^1u1&2^ p̃u p̃&2^1u p̃&2^1u1&

are radial functions constructed in accordance with the d
nition ~8! and the normalization condition~9!. The laws of
conservation of the number of particles, energy, and
z-component of the impuriton momentum in collisions me
tioned above can be expressed by the equalities

~ Î 1L̂ !uc000&5~ Î 1L̂ !uc100&5 Î uc010&50. ~12!
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Besides, the linear subspace of the functions$ucn00&%n50
`

corresponding to the zeroth harmonicsY00(u,q) forms the
basis of the kernel of the Lorentz collision operatorL̂ so that

L̂ucn00&50; n50,1,2,3,... . ~13!

Using the orthonormal basis~11! introduced above, we
can present the result of action of the collision operator
the nonequilibrium correctionug& in the form

~ f 08!21~ Î 1L̂ !ug&52vN(
nlm

s t
~ l ,m!~u,q!uwn

~ l ,m!~ p̃!&^cnlmug&

1(
nlm

(
i jk

ucnlm&^cnlmu Î uc i jk&^c i jk ug&,

~14!

whereN is the number of powder particles per unit volum

s t
~ l ,m!5E

2p

p

dq8E
0

p

@Ylm~cosu,q!2Ylm~cosa cosu

1sina sinu cos~q2q8!,q8!#W~p,a!sina da

~15!

is partial transport scattering cross section of the Lore
collision operatorL̂, and W(p,a)sina da the differential
scattering cross section.

Since only one preferred direction for gradients exists
the system under investigation, the nonequilibrium corr
tion ug& cannot be a function of the polar angle. In this ca
formulas~14!–~15! can be simplified, and the kinetic equ
tion ~1! is transformed to

¹3uvz&52 p̃(
nl

nKn
l ucnl0&^cnl0ug&

1(
nl

(
jk

ucnl0&^cnl0u Î uc jk0&^c jk0ug&, ~16!

where

nKn
l 5NS 2T

m* D 1/2

2pE
0

p

@12Pl~cosa!#W~p,a!sina da,

~17!

¹35(]/]z)(H32m3 /T) and Pl(cosa) is a Legendre poly-
nomial of thel th order.

In the case when powder particles can be regarded
rigid spheres of radiusa, and partial frequencies~17! of the
impurity–powder collisions are given in the form

nKn
l 5N

pa2

2 S 2T

m* D 1/2E
0

p

@12Pl~cosa!#sina da. ~18!

The general solution of Eq.~16! can be written as the
sum of the general solution of the corresponding homo
neous equation and a particular solution of the nonhomo
neous equation~16!.

The general solution of the homogeneous equation
responding to Eq.~16! forms a subspace which is a line
envelope of the vectors forming the kernel of the collisi
operatorÎ 1L̂:
n

,

tz

n
-
,

as

-
e-

r-

ug0&5C1uc000&1C2uc000&, ~19!

whereC1 andC2 are arbitrary constants.
In order to find a solution of the nonhomogeneous eq

tion ~16!, it is convenient to write the latter equation in th
form

2 i S 4p

3 D 1/2

v¹3uY10&

5(
l 50

`

uYl0&(
j 50

`

p̃ j (
m50

`

(
k50

`

$^f j l u Î ucmk0&@12dk
0~dm

0

1dm
1 !2dk

1dm
0 #2u~m2 j 11!~12d j

0!~12d l
0!d l

knKn
k @~1

2dm
0 dk

1d j
1!cm j21

~k,0! 1dm
0 dk

1d j
2cm j22

~k,0! #%^cmk0ug&, ~20!

where the following notation has been introduced:

u~x!5 H1, if x>0
0, if x,0;

uf j l &5(
n5 j

`

cn j
~1,0!ucnl0&@12d l

0~dn
01dn

11dn
2!2d l

1dn
0#

1d l
0dn

2@d j
0~bc10

~0,0!2ac20
~0,0!!1d j

1~bc11
~0,0!

2ac21
~0,0!!2d j

2ac22
~0,0!#uc200&. ~21!

It should be noted that while transforming Eq.~16! to the
form ~20!, we took into account the properties of the kern
of the operatorÎ which are expressed by equalities similar
~12!:

Î uc000&5 Î uc100&5 Î uc010&50. ~22!

Since the system of spherical functions$uYl0&% l 50
` is ortho-

normal, and the set of monomial vectors$u p̃n&%n50
` is linearly

independent, equality~20! is satisfied only when all the co
efficients of the products of the typep̃ j uYl0& on its right- and
left-hand sides are identical. Such a condition can be writ
in the form of a nonhomogeneous system of linear equati
in the moments$^cnl0ug&% l ,n50

`

(
m50

`

(
k50

`

$^f j l u Î ucmk0&@12dk
0~dm

0 1dm
1 !2dk

1dm
0 #2u~m

2 j 11!~12d j
0!~12d l

0!d l
knKn

k @~12dm
0 dk

1d j
1!cm j21

~k,0!

1dm
0 dk

1d j
2cm j22

~k,0! #%^cmk0ug&

5 id l
1S 4p

3

2T

m* D 1/2Fd j
1¹S m3

T D1d j
3 ]T

T G . ~23!

It should be noted that this system holds for any values of
momentŝ c000ug&,^c100ug&, which is a natural consequenc
of relations~12! expressing the laws of conservation of th
number of particles and energy in collisions of impurito
with one another and with powder particles. The quantit
^c000ug& and^c100ug& are the coefficients of the expansion
the general solution of the kinetic equation in the basis of
kernel of the collision operator$uc000&,uc100&%.

Thus, system~23! has a general solution that can b
given in the form of a direct sum of the subspace in t
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form of a linear envelope of the basis of the kernel~19! and
the vector solution of system~23! from which the moments
^c000ug& and ^c100ug& are eliminated. Such a solution
unique by virtue of the Kronecker–Capelli theorem. Inde
in view of the same conservation laws, the set of functio
$uf j 0&% j 50

` ~21! is linearly dependent, which leads to depe
dence of equations of the system~23! corresponding to
l 50. It can easily be verified with the help of elementa
transformations of the rows of the extended matrix of
system that any two equations from the above set can
obtained from the remaining equations. Thus, not only t
unknowns (̂c000ug& and ^c100ug&), but also two equations
are eliminated from the system: the ranks of the coeffici
matrix and of the extended matrix~23! coincide, which is the
compatibility condition for the system.

After eliminating the above-mentioned equations, it
most convenient to solve the system~23! with a nondegen-
erate coefficient matrix by using Cramer’s method. The pr
cipal determinant of the system can be written in the form

detA1 lim
N→`

lim
L→`

detANL , ~24!

where ANL[(an f)NL is a square matrix of orderL3(N
22). The common matrix element is defined as

an f5^f j l u Î ucmk0&@12dk
0~dm

0 1dm
1 !2dk

1dm
0 #

2u~m2 j 11!~12d j
0!~12d l

0!d l
knKn

k @~1

2dm
0 dk

1d j
1!cm j21

~k,0! 1dm
0 dk

1d j
2cm j22

~k,0! #, ~25!

where the indicesn, f andm, l, j, andk are connected throug
the relations

n5 j 211~N11!l ; l 5F n12

N11G , j 5n112~N11!

3F n12

N11G ; 0< l<L; 2d l
0< j <N;

f 5m211~N11!k; k5F f 12

N11G ,
m5 f 112~N11!F f 12

N11G ; 0<k<L; 2dk
0<m<N,

and the brackets denote the integral part of the number.
Using the determinant~24!, we can write the genera

solution of system~23! in the form

ugH&5C1uc000&1C2uc100&

1
(n50

` ( l 50
` ucnl0&D

~n,l !@12d l
0~dn

01dn
1!#

detA
, ~26!

whereC1 andC2 are arbitrary constants, and

D~n,l !5 lim
N→`

lim
L→`

detANL
~n,l ! ~27!

are the determinants of the matrices obtained from the ma
ANL by replacing itsn211(N11)l th column by the col-
umn of free terms (dnl)NL with the common element
,
s
-

e
be
o

t

-

ix

~dnl!NL5 i S 4p

3

2T

m* D 1/2Fdn
N11¹S m3

T D1dn
N13 ¹T

T G . ~28!

The result ~26! can be conveniently presented in a mo
compact form:

ugH&5uc000&^c000ugH&1uc100&^c100ugH&2UdetB

detAL , ~29!

where detB is the determinant of an infinite-dimensional m
trix whose elements in the first row starting from the seco
one coincide with the functionsucnl0& appearing in the third
term of the sum~26! and ordered so that the indexn in-
creases with a fixed value of the indexl, the latter increasing
from zero to infinity. The elements of the first column a
defined as

bnl5 i S 4p

3

2T

m* D 1/2Fdn
N12¹S m3

T D1dn
N14 ¹T

T G , ~30!

while the remaining element left after the elimination of t
first row and first column of the matrixB form a matrix
identical to matrixA ~i.e., the matrixANL for N→` and
L→`!.

In the limiting cases when the entire gas kinetics is d
termined in fact by only one type of collisions, formula~29!
must be refined. For example, if we can neglect the con
bution of impurity–powder collisions~hydrodynamic limit!,
nKn

l 50, and the solution of kinetic equation~16! is defined to
within a linear combination of invariants of the collision op
erator Î including uc010&. For this reason, the coefficient o
uc010& in expansion~26! remains indeterminate, which cor
responds to degeneracy of theNth column of the matrixANL

~25!. Formally, only the cofactor to the elementuc010& of the
first row changes in solution~26!, which should now be writ-
ten in the general form:̂c010ug&.

In the opposite limiting case, when impurity–impurit
collisions are absent~Lorentz approximation!, theNth row in
the matrixANL degenerates, i.e., the condition of the equa
of the terms in Eq.~23! corresponding to the harmonicuY10&
and free ofp̃ becomes an identity. The solution of the syste
~23! by Cramer’s method leads in this approximation to t
trivial result:

ug&52 i S 4p

3

2T

m* D 1/2 1

nKn
1 ¹3uY10&. ~31!

It should also be noted that result~29! combined with the
general formula~5! derived above allows us to obtain ex
plicit expressions for average values of the operator@ P̂n( Î
1L̂) P̂n#21 inverse to the collision operator. In particular, w
can obtain the following expressions for the moments
pearing in formula~5!:

^vzu~ P̂n~ Î 1L̂ !P̂n!21P̂nuvz&52 i S 4p

3

2T

m* D 1/2D1
~0,1!

detA
, ~32!

K vzU$P̂n~ Î 1L̂ !P̂n%
21P̂nU«3

T
vzL 52 i S 4p

3

2T

m* D 1/2D2
~0,1!

detA
,

~33!

where
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D1
~0,1!5 lim

N→`

lim
L→`

~A2N
~0,1!!NL , ~34!

D2
~0,1!5 lim

N→`

lim
L→`

~A4N
~0,1!!NL ~35!

are cofactors of nonzero elements of the column contain
free terms of the determinantD (0,1).

Adding the general solution of the homogeneous eq
tion ~19! to the solution of the nonhomogeneous equat
~29!, we obtain the general solution of the initial kinet
equation~1! in terms of the matrix elements of the impurity
impurity collision operator and Lorentzian partial collisio
frequenciesnKn

l ~18!:

ug&5C1uc000&1C2uc100&2UdetB

detAL , ~36!

whereC1 andC2 are arbitrary constants.
The obtained solution of kinetic problem is exact and

combination with condition~4! allows us to analyze the re
lation between the gradients~5! ensuring the steady state of
quasiparticle gas with an arbitrary type of interaction.

A comparison of formulas~10!, ~11!, ~26!, ~29!, and~36!
leads to the following expression for the average velocity
impuritons in the direction of¹T:

V[
^vzug&

n
5

A^vzuvz&
n

D~0,1!

detA
. ~37!

It can be seen that the average velocity~37! coincides~to
within a factor that does not vanish anywhere! with the co-
factor of the elementuc010& of the determinant detB @cf.
~26!#. Consequently, the steady-state condition~4! can be
expressed by the equality

D~0,1!50. ~38!

The obtained relation can be analyzed to any degree of
curacy by calculating the corresponding matrix elements
the collision operator.

MODEL REPRESENTATION OF IMPURITY–IMPURITY
COLLISION OPERATOR AND FURTHER ANALYSIS OF A
STEADY NONEQUILIBRIUM STATE OF IMPURITON
GAS

The exact solution of the kinetic equation~36! allows us
to construct various approximations taking into account c
tain properties of the collision operator, which are typical
the given physical system. For example, in an analysis of
steady-state condition~4!, we can confine ourselves to th
simplest model representation of the impurity–impurity c
lision operator, assuming that its spectrum consists of o
two eigenvalues:l150 with the kernel of the true operatorÎ
belonging to it andl252n with the subspace of eigenvec
tors orthogonal to the kernel belonging to it. Such an
proach makes it possible to simplify considerably the expr
sion for matrix elements of the impurity-impurity collisio
operator, whose action on any vector that does not belon
the kernel is now reduced to the multiplication by the co
sion frequency2n:
g

-
n

f

c-
f

r-
f
e

-
ly

-
s-

to

^cml0u Î ucnl0&52ndn
md l

k@12dn
0~d l

01d l
1!2d l

0dn
1#. ~39!

The matrix of the coefficient of system~23! is also simplified
significantly after the substitution of formula~39! into the
definition of the matrix element~25!:

an f52dk
l $n$u~m2 j !cm j

~ l ,0!~12dk
1dm

0 2dk
0dm

2 %

1dk
0dm

2 @d j
0~bc10

~0,0!2ac20
~0,0!!1d j

1~bc11
~0,0!2ac21

~0,0!!

2ad j
2c22

~0,0!# !1nKn
k u~m2 j 11!~12d l

0!~12d j
0!

3@~12dm
0 dk

1d j
1!cm j21

~k,0! 1dm
0 dk

1d j
2cm j22

~k,0! #%, ~40!

where the same system of notation as in formula~25! is used.
It can be seen from formula~40! that matrixANL is now of
the block-diagonal form. Its nonzero elements form squ
block submatrices of dimensionN21 for l 50 andN11 for
lÞ0, which are arranged along the principal diagonal
ANL . This corresponds to the splitting of system~23! into
independent subsystems each of which corresponds to
own value of the indexl. All the subsystems except the on
one corresponding to the value ofl 51 are homogeneou
systems of linear equations with a nondegenerate matri
coefficients, and hence have only the trivial solution

^cmk0ug&50 for kÞ1. ~41!

A nontrivial solution exists only for a nonhomogeneo
system of equations with a nondegenerate matrix of coe
cients, corresponding tol 51. Using elementary transforma
tions, we can simplify the latter system and write it in th
form

(
f 51

`

an f
~0!^c f 10ug&5bn1

~0! , ~42!

where

an f
~0!5d f

1~21!n11c00g
22n1u~n2 f !cf 21 n21 , ~43!

dn1
~0!5

~21!n11i

n S 4p

3

2T

m* D 1/2

g22nFu~n22!¹S m3

T D
1g2u~n24!

¹T

T G , ~44!

andg5n/nKn ; the indicesl 51 andm50 of the coefficients
ci j

( l ,m) and frequencynKn
l are omitted for convenience.

The general solution of the system~42! can be written in
the form similar to the third term in formula~36!:

ug8&5 (
n50

`

ucn10&^cn10ug8&52UdetB~0!

detA~0!L , ~45!

where detA(0) is the determinant of matrix~43!, and detB(0)

is the determinant of the matrixB(0) whose elements in the
first row starting from the second are the functionsucnl0&
arranged in increasing order of indexn. The elements of the
first column are defined by the equality

bn1
~0!5~12dn

1!d~n21!1
~0! , ~46!

while the remaining elements left after the removal of t
first row and the first column from the matrixB(0) form a
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matrix identical toA(0). Applying elementary transforma
tions to the rows of determinant detB(0), we can transform it
to an identical determinant whose first row has only t
nonzero elements:

b1n
~0!52dn

1 ¹3uvz&
n1nKnp̃

1dn
2 uc010&
11g21p̃

, ~47!

the elements of other rows remaining unchanged.
Paying attention to the fact that the cofactor of the fi

element of the row~47! is the determinant detA(0), while the
cofactor of the second element is the quantity^c010ug& @cf.
~45!#, and expanding detB(0) in the first row, we obtain from
~45!

ug8&52
¹3uvz&

n1nKnp̃
1

uc010&^c010ug8&
11g21p̃

. ~48!

It should be noted that the result~48! obtained consecu
tively from the general solution~36! corresponds to the BGK
approximation14 with the artificially introduced collision in-
tegral:

Î BGK52~n1nKnp̃!1n
upz&^pzu
^pzupz&

. ~49!

This approximation can hence be regarded as a co
quence of the above-described assumption concerning
degeneracy of the spectrum of impurity–impurity collisio
integral to two eigenvalues 0 and2n.

In accordance with the structure of the general solut
of the kinetic equation~36!, solution~48! should be supple-
mented with vectors from the linear envelope of the basis
the kernel of the collision operatorÎ 1L̂ ~19!:

ug&5uc000&^c000ug&1uc100&^c100ug&1
uc010&^c010ug&

11g21p̃

2
¹3uvz&

n1nKnp̃
. ~50!

Forming a scalar product of this equality and the vec
^c010u and expressinĝc010ug& from the obtained equation
we get

^c010ug&2
1

nKn

K c010U ¹3

g1 p̃UvzL
K c010U p̃

g1 p̃Uc010L . ~51!

This expression is also the cofactor of the second elemen
the first row of the determinant detB(0) and can be obtained
independently by calculating the corresponding determin
It allows us to derive an explicit expression for the noneq
librium correctionug& in the given approximation:

ug&5C1uc000&1C2uc100&2
uvz&

n1nKnp̃

3S ¹31

K pzU ¹3

11g21p̃UpzL
K pzU g21p̃

21 UpzL D , ~52!
11g p̃
t

e-
he

n

f

r

of

t.
-

whereC1 andC2 are arbitrary quantities independent of m
mentum.

Expression~37! for the average velocity of the impurito
gas can also be simplified considerably:

V52
^vzuvz&
nnKn

K c010U ¹3

g1 p̃Uc010L
K c010U p̃

g1 p̃Uc010L . ~53!

The solution~52! allows us to analyze various kineti
properties of the impuriton gas in3He–4He superfluid mix-
ture in the given physical situation, for example, to analy
the steady-state condition~4! and ~38!. The latter can be
reduced with the help of the procedure described abov
the relation

E ] f 0

]z

vzpz

n1nKnp̃
dG50. ~54!

In the hydrodynamic limit, when the contribution o
impurity–powder collisions can be neglected, relation~54! is
transformed into the conventional gas-kinetic condition
mechanical equilibrium in the system: the pressure of
impuriton gas must be constant in the entire volume of
mixture. In the opposite~Knudsen! limit, when the contribu-
tion of mutual collisions of impuritons is insignificant, an
the entire kinetics is determined by impurity–powder co
sions, relation~54! in the classical temperature range a
quires the form of the well-known Knudsen condition:

nAT5const. ~55!

In the classical temperature rangeT@TF , expression
~53! for the average velocity of impuritons becomes

V52
T

nKnm* Fh~g!
¹n

n
1w~g!

¹T

T G , ~56!

where

h~g!5

E
0

` y3/2e2y

g1Ay
dy

E
0

` y2e2y

g1Ay
dy

, ~57!

w~g!5

E
0

` y5/2e2y

g1Ay
dy

E
0

` y2e2y

g1Ay
dy

2
3

2
h~g!. ~58!

Relation~54!, which is the requirement of vanishing o
the average velocity~56! of impuritons, can be convenientl
expressed in the form of the condition of the coordinate
dependence of a certain dimensionless function of concen
tion and temperature. For this purpose, we must integrate
differential factor in formula~56!. The results of such an
integration is determined by the specific form of the dep
dence of the quantityg on concentration and temperatur
For example, assuming thatg;nkTl 21/2, we obtain
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V52
T

nKnm* Fh~g!2
2k

2l 21
w~g!G¹~ ln C!, ~59!

where

C5x expF Eg F~ t !

t
dtG , ~60!

F(g)52w(g)/@(2l 2 l )h(g)22kw(g)# andx5n/n40 is the
ratio of the number of impuritons per unit volume to th
number of particles per unit volume of pure helium
T50.

Relation ~51! describing the steady state of impurito
gas accordingly acquires the form

¹C50. ~61!

If impurity–powder collisions dominate over mutu
collisions of impuritons, the Knudsen limit is realized in th
system under investigation, so that the functionC ~60! dif-
fers fromxAT only to the extent determined by the smallne
of the ratiog[n/nKn .

Since the values of concentration and temperature
connected through the condition close to the Knudsen c
dition, the impurity–impurity collision frequencyn;xkTm is
different at different points of the mixture. This leads to
additional coordinate dependence of the average velocit
impuritons and is manifested, in turn, in the steady-state c
dition ~61!. Thus, it can be stated that the correspond
correction to the purely Knudsen expression for the funct
C(CKn5(xAT) @2l /(2l 2k)#) is determined by the form of the
dependence of the impurity–impurity collision frequency
concentration and temperature. The only exception is
case whenn;xT, when the value ofg is virtually the same
at all points of the mixture, and the average velocity of i
puritons is virtually independent of coordinates.

In order to analyze quantitatively the deviation of t
steady-state condition~61! from the well-known Knudsen
relation, it is sufficient to use the expansion of the functi
C in the small parameterg. As a result, equation~61! is
transformed to

¹S xATS 11
gAp

2~2l 2k21!
1...D D 50. ~62!

It should be noted that formula~62! is valid only under
the condition g/(2l 2k21)!1 which is violated in the
above-mentioned casel 5(k11)/2, when the dependenc
g(nAT) takes place. Then the expansion of the functionC
~60! and its substitution into relation~62! leads to the condi-
tion

¹S xATS 11gS 4

Ap
ln g2

nAp

2
ln xD D D 50. ~63!

Formulas~62! and ~63! describe a steady state of th
impuriton gas in the limitg!1 and can be regarded as th
conventional Knudsen condition taking into account t
small correction describing the contribution of impurity
impurity collisions. The sign of the correction is positive f
2l 21.k and negative for 2l 21<k. This difference can be
explained as follows. In view of the fact that the value
t

s

re
n-

of
n-
g
n

e

-

f

xAT under the Knudsen conditions is virtually constant at
points of the mixture, the parameterg(xkTl 21/2)
[g((xAT)T(2l 2k21)/2k is actually a function of temperature
which increases for 2l 21.k, decreases for 2l 21,k, and
constant at 2l 215k. Owing to the sign reversal mentione
above, the factors in the parentheses in formulas~62! and
~63! are always increasing functions of the coordinatez. In
order to compensate their increase, the factorxAT must con-
versely decrease slowly, thus ensuring the constancy of
entire product on the whole. Thus, a natural situation ari
in the mixture when the temperature gradient is compens
by a small~in view of the smallness of the quantityg! op-
positely directed gradient of the Knudsen parame
@¹(xAT)#/(xAT);2g(¹T/T). In the special case
g;xkTk/2, the latter relation should be written in the form
¹g/g2;2¹T/T, which explains the emergence of the log
rithmic term ; ln T in the exact expansion~63!. Thus, the
factor in the parentheses in formula~62! containingg varies
according to the power law, while the similar factor in fo
mula ~63! increases in proportion to lnT. Such a singularity
leads to coordinate dependences of the Knudsen param
xAT which differ slightly in power for 2l 215k @see~63!#
and 2l 21Þk ~see ~62!!. This difference is the more pro
nounced, the larger the deviation of the value of 2l 2k21
from zero. The above circumstance can be used for exp
mental determination of the true dependence of
impurity–impurity collision frequency on the impuriton den
sity and temperature. It is well known19 that the experimen-
tally observed dependencesn(n,T) can be correctly de-
scribed by the empirical lawn;nTl , where the quantityl
can assume the values 1 or 1/2 depending on the temper
range under investigation. The former case withl 51 exactly
corresponds to the dependenceg(xAT) specified above and
can be determined from the characteristic logarithmic te
perature dependence of the value of correction;g.

Formulas~62! and~63! can form the basis for processin
the results of experiments for studying the steady none
librium state of3He–4He superfluid mixture filling a porous
medium.20 The traditional setup normally used for measuri
osmotic pressure is made in the form of two vessels fil
with a superfluid mixture and connected through a super
containing a porous material. The containers are maintai
at constant but different temperatures so that unbalanced
dients of thermodynamic quantities leading to the flow of t
mixture through the supergap emerge in the system. For
ample, the conditions under which the chemical potentia
4He in the mixture is constant at all its points@m4(z)
5const# set in rapidly~during a few seconds! for the super-
fluid component of the mixture that does not encounter a
resistance. At this stage, in the absence of thermal exc
tions, the values of pressure in the containers differ exa
by the value of the osmotic pressure of impuritons plac
initially in one of the containers.21 This difference in pres-
sures is just the object of investigation in experiments20

However, the regime withm45const that sets in almost im
mediately is not stationary. The slow impuriton flow induc
by unbalanced gradients of temperature and concentra
continues in the system. The actual steady state sets in
when the concentration gradient balances the tempera
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gradient so that the total diffusion flow of impuritons is equ
to zero. According to estimates based on the analysis of
periments described by Ebner and Edwards,20 such a regime
may require several hours to set in. It should be noted
this time can be changed by varying the experimental co
tions. Thus, an increase in the expectation time in exp
ments similar to those described in Ref. 20 could be use
analyze the Knudsen mechanism of stabilization of a ste
flow in the system under investigation.

In the hydrodynamic limit, when impurity–impurity col
lisions prevail over impurity–powder collisions, mechanic
equilibrium in the system is attained by levelling out t
pressure in the mixture. The inclusion of the small contrib
tion of impurity–impurity collisions to the stabilization of
steady flow in this approximation can be taken into acco
with the help of the expansion of the functionC ~60! in the
small parameterg21 and the substitution of the result int
the steady-state condition~61!. This gives

¹S xTS 11
8

3gAp

1

2~ l 2k!21
1...D D 50. ~64!

This formula is similar in structure to the result~62!
obtained from an analysis of the Knudsen condition. Its
plicability is limited by the inequality 2g21/@2(l 2k)21#
!1. The role of special case in this case is played by
dependenceg21(xT) defined by the equalityl 21/25k.
Since the osmotic pressure of impuritons in the hydro
namic approximation is virtually constant at each point of
mixture, the quantityg21 in this case is in fact independen
of coordinates also. Without repeating here the argume
concerning a comparison of formulas~62! and~63!, we give
here the result corresponding to the limitg21!1 for
l 21/25k:

¹S xTS 11
4k

3Ap
g21 ln x2

15p232

8Ap
g21 ln g211...D D 50.

~65!

For a more detailed analysis of the steady-state condi
~61! in the intermediate region with arbitrary values ofg, we
write it in the form

¹n

n
1G~g!

¹T

T
50, ~66!

where G(g)[w(g)/h(g) is a monotonically increasing
function assuming the value 1/2 in the Knudsen limitg50
and 1 in the hydrodynamic limitg→`. The results of nu-
merical analysis of the behavior of the functionG(g) for
intermediate values ofg are shown in Fig. 1. It can be see
that the functionG(g) attains the value corresponding to th
hydrodynamic approximation at an exponentially high ra
Thus, if the impurity–impurity collision frequency is highe
than the impurity–powder collision frequency only by a fa
tor of several units, a hydrodynamic situation is virtua
realized in the impuriton gas.

In the degeneracy regionT!TF , the impurity–impurity
collision frequency can be expressed through the relatio19
l
x-

at
i-
i-
to
dy

l

-

t

-

e

-
e

ts

n

.

n5A21T2S 12B
T2

TF
2 D , ~67!

whereA and B are the coefficients determined by the co
centration of impuritons. It is convenient for further analys
to present expression~67! in the form

n5nF
T2

TF
2 f ~TF!S 12B

T2

TF
2 D , ~68!

wherenF is a constant coinciding in order of magnitude wi
the collision frequencyn and having the same dimension an
f (TF)[A21TF

2/nF is the dimensionless function of th
Fermi temperature, reflecting the dependence ofn on the
concentration of impuritons.

Substituting expression~68! into relation~54! and con-
fining the analysis to terms of the order of;T2/TF

2 , we can
write the condition ensuring the steady state of the impuri
gas in the form

¹F E
0

TF
t exp@2gFu~ t !#dt1

p2

12
T2 exp@2gFu~TF!#G50,

~69!

where gF5nF/nKn
F , nKn

F 5Ns (1,0)A2TF /m* , u(t)
[12/p2*0

t f (y)/ydy.
In the Knudsen limitgF!1, relation~69! can be conve-

niently expressed in the form of the condition of constan
of the function of temperature and pressure of the impuri
gas at all points of the mixture:

PFF12
15

p2 gFE
0

1 f ~yTF!

y
~12y2!dy2

5p2

24

T2

TF
2

3S 11
12

p2 gFE
0

1 f ~yTF!

y
dyD G5const, ~70!

where PF5(2/5)nTF(11(5p2/12)(T2/TF
2) is the pressure

of impuriton gas atT!TF . It can be seen from formula~70!
that the condition of mechanical equilibrium of the ga
which is valid in an infinite medium (PF5const) is inappli-
cable when the main contribution to its stabilization com
from impurity–powder collisions. As in the case of the cla

FIG. 1. Dependence of the ratio of the temperature and concentration
dients on the parameterg in the steady state.
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sical Knudsen effect, the pressure gradient emerging in
case has the same direction as the temperature gradien

Concluding the section, we note that the Knudsen eff
in a degenerate quantum gas is a unique physical phen
enon that has not been investigated experimentally. The
puriton gas in3He–4He superfluid mixture is in fact the onl
known physical system in which this effect can be realized
pure form. The theoretical results discussed here can be
for analyzing the results of experiment on the steady n
equilibrium state of impuriton gas at low temperatures p
posed earlier.

CONCLUSION

We have solved the problem on the flow of a quasip
ticle gas under the action of gradients of thermodynam
quantities in a volume filled with a powder. The exact so
tion ~36! obtained for the kinetic equation~1! is expressed in
terms of the matrix elements of the quasiparticl
quasiparticle collision operator and the partial cross sect
of scattering of quasiparticles at powder particles. The
tained solution makes it possible to analyze the transpor
quasiparticle gas through a porous medium without resor
to model representations concerning the form of interac
between quasiparticles. The exact solution~36! is used for
obtaining the expression~37! for the average rate of filtration
of the quasiparticle gas through the porous medium. We
tained the condition~4!, ~5!, and ~38! describing the steady
thermodynamically nonequilibrium state of a quasiparti
gas in a volume filled with a porous material. All the o
tained results are valid for a classical as well as a degene
gas of quasiparticles.

It has been proved that the exact expression~14! describ-
ing the result of action of the collision operator on an ar
trary function of momentum can be used for construct
various approximations. Among other things, a model
which the action of the particle–particle collision operator
any function that does not belong to its kernel is reduced
the multiplication by a phenomenological parameter~colli-
sion frequency! is investigated. Such an approach allowed
to derive consecutively expression~49! for the model colli-
sion integral introduced artificially in the BGK theory, Th
model representation of the collision integral has made
possible to simplify all the results obtained in the gene
form. For example, the approximation in question was u
for deriving an explicit expression for~53!, ~56! for the fil-
tration rate of a quasiparticle gas, and relation~54! ensuring
its steady state was derived. The steady-state condition~38!
was reduced to the form of a relation between the gradie
of the gas temperature and density and analyzed in deta
the range of high (T@TF) ~66! and low (T!TF) ~69! tem-
peratures. The obtained results are valid for arbitrary re
is

ct
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tions between the frequenciesn andnKn of collisions of qua-
siparticles with one another and with powder particles. T
steady-state condition~54! was studied in detail in the hy
drodynamic n@nKn ~64! and ~65! and in the Knudsen
n!nKn ~62!, ~63! limiting cases. For the intermediate regio
n;nKn , the steady-state condition~66! was analyzed nu-
merically. A continuous transition from the Knudsen to t
hydrodynamic quasiparticle gas flow was studied, and
Knudsen effect~70! in a degenerate quantum gas was inv
tigated.

The obtained results are applicable for analyzing
steady nonequilibrium state of the impuriton gas in3He–4He
superfluid mixture in a confined geometry. Two stages
stabilization of such a state were discovered and stud
Experiments were proposed for determining the tempera
and concentration dependence of the impurity–impurity c
lision frequency.
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Nonmonotonic temperature dependence of the mass transfer rate during isotopic phase
separation of 3He–4He solid mixtures

A. N. Gan’shin, V. N. Grigor’ev, V. A. Maidanov, N. F. Omelaenko, A. A. Penzev,
E. Ya. Rudavskii, and A. S. Rybalko

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*
~Submitted November 9, 1998!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.25, 356–361~April 1999!

It is discovered that the characteristic phase separation time constant of solid3He–4He mixtures
at low temperatures exhibits a nonmonotonic temperature dependence with a minimum. It
means that the rate of mass transport slows down at very low temperatures, and the corresponding
values of the effective diffusion coefficient also depend nonmonotonically on temperature
and concentration and differ significantly from the spin diffusion coefficient measured earlier in
NMR experiments on quantum diffusion. The discovered nonmonotonicity may be
associated with the influence of the nonuniform field of elastic stresses in the crystal because of
the difference in the molar volumes of the phases. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~99!00404-1#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The determination of the growth mechanism for the n
phase is one of the most important and least studied q
tions associated with the kinetics of the first-order ph
transition. In the case the isotopic phase separation of s
3He–4He mixtures, this problem emerges when we anal
the growth of3He inclusions in a4He crystal. It is usually
assumed that the transport of3He atoms from the surround
ing mixture undergoing separation to the nuclei of the n
phase is governed by diffusion.

The first attempt to study this problem experimenta
was made by Iwasa and Suzuki1 who applied the method o
measuring pressure for studying phase separation of a
ture with the initial concentration 0.84%3He under a pres-
sure of 3.16 MPa. They observed that the characteristic s
ration time constantt is independent of temperature an
concentration, which contradicts the concept of impuri
induced excitations. According to this concept, the value ot
must decrease with temperature~mixture concentration! due
to quantum diffusion.

The temperature dependence of the time constantt pre-
dicted by the quantum theory of impuritons was observ
later2 in NMR experiments on the kinetics of separation o
mixture with a3He concentration of 3.18% under a pressu
of 3.7 MPa. It turned out, however, that the observed dep
dencet(T) matched only qualitatively with the theory.3 The
quantitative agreement can be reached in this case if the
ting parameter corresponds to the value of diffusion coe
cient much smaller than the quantum spin diffusion coe
cient measured in NMR experiments.4

The subsequent analysis of this problem carried out q
recently by the method of pressure measurements5 proved
that at lower temperatures the value oft increases upon cool
ing. The existence of such a nonmonotonicity in the tempe
ture dependence of phase separation time does not fo
2591063-777X/99/25(4)/4/$15.00
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from the impuriton model of3He atoms in the mixture either
Being the continuation of experiments,5 this work is de-

voted to finding the reasons behind the difference in exp
mental results obtained in Refs. 1, 2, and 5 on the one h
and to analyzing the possibility of their interpretation in t
model of the diffusion mechanism of transport of3He atoms
during phase separation.

2. FEATURES OF EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

In our experiments, we used the experimental cell
scribed earlier5 and the method of preparing the crystal wi
the initial concentration 2.05%3He. The experiments were
made in the temperature range 50–300 mK for the mo
volume 20.23 cm3/mol corresponding to a pressure of 35.9
bar at the phase-transition temperature.

Isotopic phase separation was initiated by cooling a
mogeneous mixture in small steps~10–15 mK! below the
phase separation curve followed by a prolonged tempera
stabilization. The phase transition was detected by precis
measurement of pressure in the crystal. At each step,
equilibrium pressure in the two-phase crystal was attai
according to an exponential law with the characteristic ti
constantt. The concentration of both phases at the end
each step corresponded to the equilibrium phase-separ
curve.

3. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF PHASE-SEPARATION
TIME CONSTANT

The values of characteristic phase-separation time c
stantt obtained by us for different molar volumes are pr
sented in Fig. 1 as a function of temperature together w
the results obtained earlier.1,2,5 It can be seen from Fig. 1 tha
our results for the molar volume 20.23 cm3/mol
(P535.99 bar) are in good agreement with the results
tained in Ref. 5 for samples with a close density
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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20.28 cm3/mol (P535.7 bar). A clearly manifested mini
mum on the temperature dependence oft is observed nea
;110 mK.

Figure 1 shows that crystals with a higher molar volum
of 20.54 cm3/mol (P531.7 bar) exhibit a weak temperatu
dependence of the phase-separation time. The obtaine
sults are in good agreement with the data presented in R
for samples with a close density (P531.6 bar) for the initial
concentration 0.84%3He. In this case, no low-temperatu
measurements were made since solid inclusions of the
centrated phase for the given density below;82 mK must
melt and transform into liquid drops according to the pha
diagram.

Figure 1 also shows the results obtained in Ref. 2 for
initial concentration 3.18%3He and the molar volume
20.24 cm3/mol (P537 bar). In this case, a nonmonotonici
in the t(T) dependence was not detected since these ex
ments could not be continued below 140 mK in view
specific features of NMR measurements used.2 A compari-
son with the results obtained in Ref. 2 shows, that apart fr
pressure, the initial concentration of the mixture also ha
considerable effect on the kinetics of phase separation.
value oft probably decreases with increasing initial conce
tration for the same density of the crystal due to an incre
in the number of nuclei of the new phase and a decreas
the average distance between them.

Thus, the analysis carried out by us proved that the
sults of different experiments~obtained in Refs. 1, 2, 5 an
by us! are not in a serious contradiction. The value oft
depends considerably on the density of the crystal as we
the initial concentration of the mixture. Further investig
tions of the kinetics of phase separation for different pr
sures and concentrations are required to determine
mechanisms of the influence of these factors.

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the characteristic phase-separatio
for mixtures. Symbols on curves correspond to the results obtained in
following works: ~s!—Ref. 5 ~P535.70 bar,x052.05%!, ~d! our results
~P535.99 bar, x052.05%!; n—Ref. 1 ~P531.6 bar, x050.84%!;
h—Ref. 5 ~P531.7 bar, x052.05%!; ,—Ref. 2 ~P537.3 bar, x0

53.18%!.
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4. EFFECTIVE COEFFICIENT OF DIFFUSION ASSOCIATED
WITH PHASE SEPARATION

The experimental data on the characteristic time cons
t phase separation presented in Fig. 1 allow us to determ
the effective coefficientDeff of mass diffusion ensuring the
transport of3He atoms to the inclusions of the new phase

Figure 2 shows a simple model usually considered
solving problems associated with diffusion separation
solid mixtures~see, for example, Ref. 6!. The inclusions of
the new phase formed can be presented in the form of id
tical spheres of radiusR1 distributed uniformly in the vol-
ume of the matrix mixture. The relation betweenDeff andt
can be obtained from the solution of the corresponding
fusion problem written in spherical coordinates:

]x

]t
5DS ]2x

]r 2 1
2

r

]x

]r D , ~1!

wherex is the concentration of the mixture andr the particle
coordinate. The boundary conditions for the concentrat
x(r ,t) of the mixture corresponding to the growth of the ne
phase under investigation, can be written in the form

x~r ,t !ur 5R1
5xk and

]x~r ,t !

]r U
r 5R2

50, ~2!

while the initial condition can be written as

x~r ,0!5xi , ~3!

wherexi is the initial concentration of the mixture,xk the
concentration determined from the phase separation diag
for the temperature specified in the given experiment, andR2

the radius of the region in which3He atoms diffuse to the
given inclusion.

ime
he

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the model illustrating the calculation of
effective diffusion coefficient: inclusion of the concentrated phase~1! and
region of surrounding mixture from which diffusion to the inclusion tak
place~2!.
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Disregarding the change in the inclusion radius in
course of phase separation, we can write the solution of
~1! in the form of a series1!

xi2x~r ,t !5 (
n50

`

An

sinln~r 2R1!

r
exp~2Deffln

2t !, ~4!

where An are constant coefficients, and the parametersln

can be determined from the solution of the transcende
equation

tanln~R22R1!5lnR2 . ~5!

It was noted above that Eq.~4! is a solution of the prob-
lem for R15const. The solution determined by taking in
account the variation ofR1 during the growth~and dissolu-
tion! of inclusions is given in Ref. 6. The solution is comp
cated considerably in this case, but the emerging additio
corrections do not alter the time dependence and are in
nificant in the given case.

The obtained series~4! converges quite rapidly, an
hence it is sufficient to analyze only its first term. Since t
change in the value of pressureDP measured in experiment
is proportional toDx,8 the time dependence ofDP can also
be described by Eq.~4!. SinceDP;e2t/t,5 the required dif-
fusion coefficient can be determined from the relation

Deff5~l0
2t!21. ~6!

The important factor in determiningl0 , and henceDeff ,
is the calculation of the radius of inclusionR1 .

The radius of inclusions of the new phase formed dur
isotopic phase separation of3He–4He mixtures was deter
mined earlier from other experiments11–14 whose results are
given in Table I.

The values ofR1 presented in the table correspond
quite low temperatures, i.e., give the maximum radius of
inclusion. For subsequent calculations, we used the v
R1(max)52.25mm.

The value ofR1 changes with temperature~concentra-
tion! in the course of phase separation. It follows from t
law of conservation of the amount of3He in the mixture
undergoing phase separation thatR1 varies according to the
law

R15R1~max!~12x/xi !
1/3, ~7!

and the relation betweenR1(max) andR2 has the form

R2
35R1~max!

3 V0

xiVc
, ~8!

whereV0 andVc are the molar volumes of the initial mixtur
and the concentrated phase forming the inclusion res

TABLE I. Average radius of inclusions of concentrated phase obtained
different experimental methods.

Measuring technique Reference P, atm Tmin , mK R1 , mm

Thermal conductivity 11 32 100 0.75
NMR andDP 12 26.9 50 2
NMR 13 32 100 2
NMR 14 36 16 2.25
e
q.

al

al
ig-

e

g

n
e

c-

tively. While calculatingDeff , we took into account the con
centration dependence ofR1 described by formula~7!. For-
mula ~8! shows that the value ofR2 for the given
concentration amounts to 7.5mm.

The values ofDeff determined for two molar volumes ar
presented in Fig. 3. It is expedient to compare these data
the self-diffusion coefficientDs for impuritons determined in
NMR experiments by the method of spin echo.4 Some com-
plications arise due to the fact that the value ofDs depends
considerably on concentration in the quantum diffusion
gion at low temperatures and small3He concentrations~see,
for example, Ref. 9!. However, the situation is simplified in
view of the fact that, according to Ref. 10 the growth rate
the case whenDs depends on concentration corresponds

y

FIG. 3. Dependence of the effective diffusion coefficientDeff corresponding
to the measured values of time constantt on the concentration and tempera
ture: P531.70 bar (a) andP535.99 bar (b). The dashed line correspon

to the average value of spin diffusion coefficientD̄ ~calculated by formulas
~9! and ~10!. The equilibrium concentration shown in the figure was det
mined according to the theory of regular mixtures.16
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the rate calculated for a certain constant diffusion coeffici
determined by the averaging:

D̄5
1

xk2xi
E

xi

xk
Ds~x!dx. ~9!

Thus, the values ofDeff were compared with the value
of D̄ obtained by the averaging ofDs for the concentration
range typical of the given stage of cooling. According to R
9, Ds can be written in the form

Ds5D0

1

x
~12x/xc!

1.7, ~10!

whereD0 andxc are the quantities depending on density.
The values ofD̄ calculated by formula~9! taking into

account~10! are shown in Fig. 3 by the dashed line as fun
tions of concentration~temperature!. Since the measuremen
were made along the phase-separation curve, a one-to
correspondence between temperature and concentration
place. It can be seen from the figure thatDeff andD̄ at high
temperatures exhibit similar temperature dependences.
quantitative difference between them can be due, for
ample, to inaccurate values of the radius of the new ph
inclusion. The coincidence of the values ofDeff andD̄ in this
region can be attained if we assume that the diameter of
inclusion is larger by a factor of;1.6 ~for a pressure of
35.99 bar! than the value used by us here.

It should also be noted that the mutual diffusion coe
cient estimated in the given experiments may differ from
value ofDs measured by the NMR method when the pro
ability of U-processes in impuriton collisions differs from
unity significantly.

At low temperatures, the value ofDeff is much smaller
that the values of diffusion coefficient obtained from NM
experiments on quantum diffusion. This difference increa
upon cooling and leads to the emergence of a maximum
the temperature dependence ofDeff .

A possible explanation of the observed nonmonoto
dependencesDeff(T) and t(T) can be the consideration o
elastic fields near the boundary of the3He inclusion emerg-
ing during its growth due to the difference in the molar vo
umes of the initial mixture and the bcc phase formed.
similar effect was observed more than once in an analysi
other systems.6,10

In the presence of a nonuniform potential field char
terized by the potential gradient¹U, the diffusion flux can
be written in the form~see, for example, Ref. 15!

J52
Dx

w S ¹x

x
1

¹U

kT D , ~11!

wherew is the atomic volume.
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If ¹x and ¹U have opposite directions~which is the
case in our situation when the phase formed has a la
molar volume!, the mass transport may become noticea
smaller~and the value oft may become larger! at low tem-
peratures if the second term in~11! becomes comparable t
the first term.

The presence of a noticeable gradient of elastic for
can also produce a specific effect on quantum diffusion p
cess, slowing it down due to mismatching of levels at neig
boring lattice sites. However, the explanation of the incre
in t upon cooling by using this mechanism requires the f
fillment of an additional condition, viz., an increase in¹U
with the inclusion radius. The possibility of this mechanis
can be determined only if we comprehensively take into
count potential fields in this specific case.
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On the contribution of dislocations to the resistivity of niobium
V. I. Sokolenko
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The change of the resistivity incrementDr/Nd normalized to the average density of dislocations
in the core of niobium single crystals is studied in different structural states~after rolling
deformation at 20 K and consecutive removal of surface layers!. For a homogeneous structure
with a high density of uniformly distributed dislocations (Nd51331010cm22), the value
of resistivity produced by a single dislocationr d.(963)•10219V•cm3 is determined, taking into
account the contribution from vacancies toDr. A quantitative analysis of the value ofr d for
niobium is carried out on the basis of models of resonant electron scattering by dislocations.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~99!00504-6#
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INTRODUCTION

Being a type of crystal lattice defects, dislocations a
responsible for scattering of charge carriers and influence
parameters of electric charge transfer. The contribution
dislocations to the resistivity of metals was analyzed in ma
experimental and theoretical publications. An analysis of
available experimental data1–3 shows that fcc crystals such a
Cu, Au, Ag, and Al for which the dislocation resistivity i
r d.(1 – 2)310219V3cm3 and the spread in the values fo
each metal amounts to;20% are studied most thoroughly
Transition bcc metals have been studied less extensive
this respect. They exhibit higher values ofr d , and the spread
in the data is much larger than for the above-mentioned
metals. For example, the values ofr d for Mo and W differ by
a factor of;3.84,5 and ;2.5.6,7 Systematic studies ofr d of
group V elements have not been carried out. An estim
obtained by Aksenovet al.8 for vanadium with a low average
density of dislocations isr d;10310219V3cm3. The avail-
able results for Nb should be accepted with caution. T
values ofr d;70310219V3cm3 given in Refs. 9, 10 were
obtained indirectly and are much higher that the correspo
ing parameters for other transition metals.

A satisfactory agreement between the theoretical and
perimental values ofr d for some metals and a good agre
ment for some other~especially noble! metals was attained
by using the theoretical models1–3 taking into account pecu
liarities of charge carrier scattering in local regions near
dislocation core. The values ofr d for group V elements have
not been calculated in these publications.

This research aims at determining the value ofr d for Nb
with a high density of uniformly distributed dislocations an
comparing it with the values calculated on the basis of
models of resonant scattering of electrons at quasi-statio
states associated with dislocations.1,3 The high density of dis-
locations is a necessary condition for correct calculation
r d in the presence of a finite impurity concentration in vie
2631063-777X/99/25(4)/3/$15.00
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of the interrelation between the electron–impurity a
electron–dislocation scattering at low temperatures fo
metal with an anisotropy of the electron relaxation time a
nonspherical Fermi surface~FS!.11,12

SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

We investigated Nb with a purity of 99.956 wt.% o
tained by electron-beam melting. The effect of rolling defo
mation at 20 K$the direction of rolling close to@110# and the
rolling plane close to~001!% followed by heating to room
temperature as well as consecutive symmetrical remova
surface layers by polishing on the variation of a number
physical parameters including the resistivityrn measured at
T5Tc10.5 K, whereTc is the superconducting transitio
temperature was investigated earlier13 for single crystals of
this material~with Tc059.15 K andrn050.937mV3cm for
samples in the initial state!. The change in the average de
sity Nd of dislocations at the core of the sample was a
studied. In the present work, we used the results obtaine
Ref. 13 for calculating the values ofDr/Nd(Dr5rn2rn0)
for niobium in different structural states and singled out
characteristic of the homogeneous dislocation structure w
a high density of dislocations. The value ofr d was deter-
mined taking into account the contribution of vacancion-ty
defects toDr under the assumption that the contributions
linear and point defects are additive.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The errors in experimental determination of the value
r d are mainly due to inaccuracy in determining the disloc
tion density and the contribution of points defects genera
by dislocations toDr. Figure 1 illustrates the effect of struc
tural state of Nb deformed by rolling at 20 K on the value
Dr/Nd . According to the results obtained in Ref. 13, th
increase in the value ofDr/Nd for a single crystal with the
grain orientation~001!@110# in the interval 631010cm22
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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<Nd<1331010cm22 is associated with the formation of
heterogeneous structural state in the sample cross sec
This state combines uniformly distributed dislocations at
core and a higher-defective fragmented structure in the
face layers. It follows from Fig. 1 that in contrast to th
single crystal, a polycrystalline sample deformed under si
lar conditions exhibits a stronger increase inDr/Nd upon an
increase inNd , which can be due to a higher rate of acc
mulation of defects in the surface layers or due to a lar
contribution of elastic stress fields toDr.

In our calculations ofr d , we used the characteristics o
the structural state formed in the single crystal rolled
d542%(Nd51331010cm22). The maximum spread in th
values ofNd for this structural state amounts to 33%, whi
is approximately half the spread for the structural state w
Nd5631010cm22(d512%). In the case of symmetric re
moval of surface layers of the single crystal deformed
d542%, a consecutive transition from a heterogeneou
homogeneous structural state in the form of uniformly d
tributed dislocations is observed, and the minimum value
deformational increment to resistivity normalized to the a
erage density of dislocations is attained for the sample c
Drmin /Nd'18310219V3cm3 ~Fig. 2!. It should be noted
that this structural state is characterized by the minim
factor of compressive stresses.13 The value ofDrmin /Nd in-
dicated above is smaller approximately by a factor of
than the value corresponding to the structural state form
after rolling by 42%. For the sample rolled by 10%(Nd56
31010cm22), the difference amounts to;12%. It follows
from Fig. 2 that the use of the value ofDr characterizing the
sample deformed by rolling to the ‘‘average’’ extent witho
the removal of surface layers for calculatingr d leads to con-
siderably exaggerated values. This explains the strong~by a
factor of ;3.8! difference between the values ofr d for Mo

FIG. 1. Dependence ofDr/Nd on Nd ~Dr is the resistivity increment andNd

average density of dislocations at the core! for a Nb single crystal with the
grain orientation~001!@110# ~curve 1! and for a polycrystalline sample
~curve2! deformed by rolling at 20 K. The values ofDr andNd for poly-
crystalline Nb are borrowed from Ref. 14. The vertical segments show
spread ofNd from minimum to maximum values.
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deformed by rolling by 44%~without the removal of surface
layers!5 and deformed by extension.4

Apart from the dislocation contribution, the quanti
Drmin /Nd'18310219V3cm3 also contains the contribution
from defects of the vacancion type remaining in the sam
after heating to room temperature. These defects start m
ing over the Nb lattice atT.420 K.15 It was established16

that a polycrystalline Nb sample deformed as a result of r
ing by 37% at 20 K exhibits a two-stage variation ofDr and
Tc during annealing in the temperature range 423 K<T
<553 K, the stage of increasingTc due to the removal of
vacancion-type defects to sinks corresponding to a decr
in Dr by ;65%. Additional experiments proved that rollin
by 80% leads to the extension of the stage of increasingTc to
;530 K upon a decrease inDr by ;70%. Annealing at 533
K of a Nb single crystal~identical to that studied by us!
deformed by rolling by 78% at 20 K ensures a decrease
Dr by 56%.17 We can assume that the relation between
vacancion contributions toDr for samples of polycrystalline
and monocrystalline Nb samples rolled by 37 and 80% d
not differ significantly from that for samples rolled by 42 an
78%, respectively. This leads to the averages value of
dislocation contribution to resistivityr d.0.5Drmin /Nd.9
310219V3cm3. This value corresponds to the dashed li
in Fig. 2. Taking into account the above-mentioned accur
of determiningNd and the vacancion contribution toDr, we
finally obtain r d.(963)310219V3cm3. The value ofr d

obtained for Nb is in good agreement with the available d
for bcc transition metals such as Mo (r d55.8310219V
3cm3),4 W (r d57.5310219V3cm3),7 Fe (r d5(1064)
310219V3cm3),18 and V (r d510310219V3cm3).8

CALCULATION OF r d FOR Nb BY USING THEORETICAL
MODELS

Brown’s model1 is based on the assumption of resona
type of scattering of Fermi electrons at the dislocation c

e

FIG. 2. Dependence ofDr/Nd on the relative increase in the thicknessh of
a layer removed by chemical polishing for a Nb single crystal prelimina
deformed by rolling by 42%. The dashed line corresponds to a decrea
Dr by ;50% as a result of vacancy annealing.
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in the absence of interband scattering. The expression for d

corresponds to randomly oriented dislocations and has
form

r d58\/3e2ne , ~1!

where\ is Planck’s constant,e the electron charge, andne

the carrier concentration. The applicability of Eq.~1! to met-
als with a complex FS was considered by Brown1 who dem-
onstrated a reasonable agreement with experimental re
for values ofne estimated from the volume of closed F
sheets. According to the results obtained for Nb in Refs.
20, the carrier concentration amounts to 4.531022cm23 and
5.6•1022cm23 , respectively. Substituting these values ofne

into formula ~1!, we obtain r d.(1.8– 2.4)•10219V•cm3.
Thus, the value corresponding to the upper boundary of
culated values ofr d for Nb is smaller by a factor;2.5 than
the value corresponding to the lower boundary of the val
determined experimentally.

In the Karolik–Luchvich model,3 the value ofr d was
calculated in the relaxation time approximation on the ba
of the relation

r d5\kFQ/e2neff , ~2!

wherekF is the wave vector,Q the transport scattering cros
section, andneff the effective charge carrier concentratio
The value of Q was calculated in the free- electro
approximation3 by using the method of partial waves. Th
dislocation core was regarded as a linear defect assoc
with the excess free volume. The reason behind reso
scattering is the possibility of short-term capture of an el
tron in the region of excess positive charge, accompanied
the formation of a quasi-stationary state near the Fermi
ergy. The values ofkF were also estimated in the free
electron approximation by using the data on the numbe
charge carriers per atom from Ref. 1. The values ofneff for
transition metals were calculated with the help of the we
known Mott model of a two-band transition metal with th
estimateneff5neNs(0)/N(0) used for elements of the begin
ning and middle of transition series~for Ti, Zr, Mo, and W!.
HereNs(0) andN(0) are the density of thes-electron states
at the Fermi level and the total density of states, respectiv

The parameters appearing in formula~2! can be esti-
mated on the basis of available data from the literature.
conduction band in transition metals is formed by almost f
s- andp-electrons. It follows from the data presented in R
21 on contributions of partial densities of states to the to
density of states of Nb that (Ns(0)1Np(0))/N(0).0.17.
This gives neff'0.17ne'(0.76– 0.95)31022cm23. In the
free electron approximation,kF5(3p2ne)

1/3, which gives
kF.(1.1– 1.2)3108 cm21 for ne5(4.5– 5.6)31022cm23.
Using the results obtained by Karolik and Luchvich,3 we can
easily prove that the value ofQ for the series Na, K, Cu, Au
Al, Ni, Pt, Mo, and W of nontransition and transition fcc an
bcc metals amounts to;(1.1– 1.3)b ~b is the Burgers vec-
tor!. We can assume thatQ;b for Nb also (b52.86
31028 cm).22 Using the values ofQ, kF , and neff given
above, we obtain, in accordance with formula~2!, r d

;(14– 18)310219V3cm3. Thus, the average value ofr d in
this range of calculated values corresponds to the ave
value of r d determined experimentally to within;50%.
he
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CONCLUSION

The variation of the increment in resistivity of Nb sing
crystals with different structural states~after rolling deforma-
tion at 20 K and consecutive removal of surface layers
polishing!, normalized to the average density of dislocatio
at the core is investigated. This allowed us to single out
characteristic of the homogeneous structure with a high d
sity of uniformly distributed dislocations (Nd51.331011

cm22). The resistivity of a solitary dislocation is determine
for the given structural state taking into account the con
bution from vacancies to the increase in resistivity. The o
tained value ofr d.(963)310219V3cm3 is in good agree-
ment with the available results for a number of bcc transit
metals ~Mo, W, Fe, and V! for which r d.(6 – 10)
310219V3cm3.

The results of calculations ofr d for Nb on the basis of
the Karolik–Luchvich model3 of resonant electron scatterin
by dislocations~which gives a clear physical pattern of ele
tron scattering near the dislocation core! indicate a;50%
agreement with the experimental value. The discrepancy
tween the theoretical and experimental results for the Bro
theory exceeds 200%.

The author is grateful to Ya. D. Starodubov and V.
Natsik for their support and valuable remarks.
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Kinetics of cluster growth in expanding rare-gas jet
M. A. Ratner
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The growth of clusters in an overcooled atomic jet is calculated with the simultaneous allowance
for two processes: the condensation of supersaturated gas and the cluster-cluster aggregation.
These processes are consistently described within a quasi-equilibrium approach for large enough
clusters, while their nucleation stage is allowed for phenomenologically by the use of a
fitting parameter. The theory quantitatively describes the experimental dependence of the mean
cluster size on the initial gas temperature within a broad range of sizes. The mean size of
clusters, their distribution over sizes and the contribution of clusters to the total mass of the jet
are calculated versus the distance from the gas ejection point~nozzle entry!. It is shown
that these characteristics are mainly determined by the initial gas entropy which is equivalent to
the empirical law of corresponding jets. The size distribution function has a halfwidth
exceeding the mean cluster size and is close~on a relative scale! to a universal curve. The broad
size distribution of clusters should be taken into account when analyzing spectroscopic data
on the size dependence of electronic processes in a cluster. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~99!00604-0#
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INTRODUCTION

Experimental study of atomic clusters provides an all
ing possibility of tracing the evolution of the energy spe
trum, relaxation processes and atomic structure when v
ing the size of an atomic aggregate from several atoms
macroscopic number. Of particular interest are rare-gas c
ters due to their distinctive feature—the simplest atomic a
electronic structure that is due to a weak van der Waals b
ing. During recent years, the spectroscopy of rare-gas c
ters has been intensively developed due to great progre
the supersonic gas-jet technique.1–10 It has been possible to
trace essential size variations in luminescence, absorp
and energy spectra2–8 as well as in the growth mechanism9

The aim of spectroscopic and electronographic studie
clusters is to obtain the dependences of electronic and ato
structure on cluster size. In fact, however, experiment d
not directly give a physical quantity of interest as a functi
of cluster size. This quantity is averaged over cluster si
with the weight of the size distribution of clusters in th
expanding jet. Due to the large width in the size distributi
function, the size dependence of the quantity or phenome
under investigation is noticeably smeared.

To infer more precise information from experiment
data, it is necessary to know the size distribution function
clusters growing in the expanding jet.

The size distribution of clusters is formed in the cour
of their growth which is realized simultaneously in tw
ways: by condensation of the overcooled gas on the clu
surface and by cluster-cluster aggregation. Both mechan
make comparable contributions to the formation of t
2661063-777X/99/25(4)/8/$15.00
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distribution function and should be considered simul
neously.

There is a large number of theoretical works concern
with cluster growth in an expanding jet~e.g., Refs. 10–20!,
but the size distribution function had not been calculated
any of them. In earlier literature the condensation and agg
gation mechanisms of cluster growth were considered se
rately.

Some thermodynamical and nonequilibrium aspects
the condensation mechanism~in particular, atom-cluster col-
lisions and desorption of atoms from a cluster! were investi-
gated in Refs. 10–13. In Ref. 14 the kinetics of clus
growth was calculated by taking the condensation mec
nism into account. The calculations were performed on
basis of the drop model of a cluster and classical nuclea
with allowance for the dependence of the surface tens
coefficient on the drop radius. As was shown in Ref. 14,
drop model, fitted with the real process of cluster growth
the use of free parameters, describes some important ex
mental regularities of cluster growth. However, such an
proach does not give the size distribution of the clusters.

The mechanism of cluster-cluster aggregation has b
studied in many works e.g., in Refs. 15–20. The papers15–17

were concerned mainly with combinatorial aspects of the
gregation process. In Refs. 18–20 the process of clus
cluster collision was studied on a microscopic level and
cross section of fusion was considered for charged m
clusters with allowance for their structure.

The purpose of the present work consists in t
calculation of the cluster growth kinetics, involving both th
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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mentioned growth processes, which is necessary to ob
the size distribution function of clusters in an expanding

As follows from the cited works,10–20 each of the above
processes of cluster growth has a highly complicated na
even if considered separately. In order to calculate the j
process of cluster growth within a reasonable construc
approach, some simplifying assumptions are used below
particular, although the cluster growth is an essentially n
equilibrium process, it is long enough that thermodynam
equilibrium is practically achieved within a separate clus
as well as in the gas of atoms and clusters considere
structureless particles with translational degrees of freed
~But intrinsic degrees of freedom of clusters are not in eq
librium with gas, and it is just the lack of this equilibrium
which causes the condensation of gas on clusters!.

The nucleation stage of cluster growth is taken into
count in a phenomenological way, so that the consistent c
sideration is restricted to a region of large enough clusters
this region shell effects, although generally important,18,19

can not be taken into account. A nonmonotonic size dep
dence of bond energy, originated by shell effects, is iness
tial for the growth of a large cluster due to the large num
of shells subsequently filled.

2. CONDENSATION OF OVERCOOLED GAS ON THE
CLUSTER SURFACE

Let us consider the nonequilibrium process of gas c
densation on the surface of a cluster with the intrinsic te
peratureTcl . An atom-cluster collision results in their merg
ing in the cluster temperature region

Tcl,Tc~N,Sg! ~1!

where the merging is attended by an increase in the t
entropy of the nonequilibrium system. The critical tempe
ture of a cluster,Tc , is defined by the condition that the tot
entropy of the system does not change as a gas atom joi
the cluster.Tc is a function of the cluster sizeN ~the number
of atoms! and the gas entropySg . It is assumed for simplic-
ity that every collision of an atom with a cluster of sizeN
results in their merging with unit probability if the inequalit
~1! is fulfilled and with zero probability in the opposite cas

Based on this premise, a quasi-stationary approac
introduced: during the process of cluster growth the temp
ture of every cluster is equal to its critical temperatu
Tc(N,Sg) which varies with cluster size and gas state.
cluster temperature becomes lower thanTc(N,Sg), i.e., the
joining of an atom to the cluster is attended by an increas
the total entropy, then gas condensation on the cluster
face increases cluster temperature until it achievesTc . This
process is very fast since every atom-cluster collision,
tended by merging, enhances intrinsic cluster energy by
atom-cluster binding energyU and cluster temperature b
U/3N. Thus, the number of atom-cluster collisions, requir
to adjust cluster temperature toTc , is of the order of
NT/U!N!n where n is the total number of cluster-atom
collisions during the growth process. If the cluster tempe
ture becomes higher thanTc(N,Sg), then the desorption o
in
t.
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atoms from the cluster surface becomes thermodynamic
favorable and results in a fast decrease of the cluster t
perature down toTc .

The critical temperature of a cluster,Tc(N,Sg), is de-
fined from the condition that the augmentation of the clus
entropy,Scl , when joining one atom equals by magnitude t
decrease of the gas entropy,Sg , when removing one atom:

Sg~Tg ,V,Ng!2Sg~Tg ,V,Ng21!

5Scl~ T̃c ,N11!2Scl~Tc ,N! ~2!

where Tg , Ng and V are the temperature, the number
atoms and the volume of the gas.T̃c is the temperature of the
cluster immediately after joining one atom if the initial tem
perature of the cluster was equal toTc . T̃c is defined by the
equation

Ecl~ T̃c ,N11!2Ecl~Tc ,N!5w@Z~N11!2Z~N!# ~3!

whereEcl is the intrinsic energy of a cluster,w is the energy
of one interatomic bond andZ(N) is the total number of
bindings between adjacent atoms in theN-atomic cluster.
The w value is assumed to be independent of the clus
temperature and size. This assumption means that the i
atomic distances in a cluster are equal for all pairs of ad
cent atoms and independent of cluster temperature~the latter
is justified by a weak thermal expansion at low temperatu!.
In addition, only the interaction between adjacent atoms
allowed for; this is justified by a fast decrease of the van
Waals interaction energy with distance.

In order to find the critical temperature,Tc , from the
Eqs. ~2! and ~3!, it is necessary to substitute into them th
expressions for thermodynamic functions of the gas and
cluster. The entropy of ideal single-atomic gas can be writ
in the well-known form

Sg5Ngsg , sg5 ln~eV/Ng!1cV ln~Tge!~e5exp~1!! ~4!

wheresg is the gas entropy per atom;Ng is the number of
atoms in the gas;V is gas volume andcV is the heat capacity
of the gas per atom at a constant volume. Here and below
temperature is expressed in energy units, so thatcV53/2 for
a single-atomic gas.

Since the structure of an arbitrary-size cluster is u
known, it is reasonable to write down its thermodynam
functions within the Debye model. However, it is necess
to take account of the discreteness of the energy spec
which can manifest itself at low temperatures for not ve
large clusters. For that purpose the cluster of the s
N5L3 is represented in the form of a cube with the latti
constanta and the edge containingL atoms~for definiteness
L is even!. The phonon wavevectorK takes up the values

K5~ i 21/2, j 21/2, k21/2!~p/La!

with i , j ,k52L/2, ...,L/2. Within the Debye model the vi-
bration frequencies of the cluster are equal tosl uK u for the
longitudinal branch and tostuK u for the transverse branche
For a crystal with the van der Waals bindingsl /st5).21

Thus, the vibration spectrum of the cluster takes the form
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v i , j ,k
a 5

\vDqa

Tcl

A~ i 21/2!21~ j 21/2!21~k21/2!2

L
. ~5!

Here vD is the Debye frequency, indexa numbers vibra-
tional branches. The coefficientsq152.515,q25q351.452
fit the expression~5! with the Debye model forN→`. Using
the vibrational spectrum, one can write down the thermo
namical functions of the cluster:

Ecl5NTcl (
i , j ,k52L/2

a51,2,3

L/2 F \v i , j ,k
a /Tcl

12exp~2\v i , j ,k
a /Tcl!

G , ~6!

Scl5N (
i , j ,k52L
a51,2,3

L

\H \v i , j ,k
a /Tcl

12exp~2\v i , j ,k
a /Tcl!

2 ln@12exp~2\v i , j ,k
a /Tcl!#J . ~7!

The expressions~6! and ~7! relate to a cluster with
N@1. In this case the contribution of the translational a
rotational degrees of freedom to thermodynamic function
negligibly small and is also weakly dependent onN. In Eqs.
~6! and ~7! these degrees of freedom are omitted. Using
terpolation nodesN5L3, one can obtainEcl and Scl for an
arbitraryN via the interpolation of the quantitiesEcl /N and
Scl /N weakly dependent onN.

The relations~2!–~7! define the critical temperature of
cluster,Tc , as a function of its size and the gas state. Fig
1 shows the dependence ofTc on cluster size at various fixe
values of gas entropy per atomsg . For a givenN, Tc lowers
with an increase ofsg , i.e., with raising gas temperature o
lowering pressure. For a givensg , Tc increases with cluste
size ~which corresponds to the effect of surface tension
cluster growth within the drop model14! and achieves satura
tion for N*1000.

In Fig. 2 the gas-temperature dependence ofTc is shown
for N5500 and different concentrations of atoms in the g
Tc decreases with an increase of gas temperature due t
corresponding increase of gas entropy. This means tha
cluster temperature~maintained close toTc) heightensas the
gas cools; such a relation between the temperatures of
gas and clusters illustrates a nonequilibrium character of
growth process in an expanding jet~due to a fast cooling of
the gas, gas pressure much exceeds its equilibrium valu!.

A cluster grows if the differenceTc2Tg ~equal to the
cluster-gas jump of temperature! is positive~contrary to the
usual notion about the deposition of a gas on a cold surfa!.
A positive gas-cluster jump of temperature in the course
cluster growth is necessary to provide an outflow of the h
released due to gas condensation on the cluster surface
gas. The differenceTc2Tg is shown in Fig. 2 by a dashe
line; the gas-temperature region of cluster growth is limi
by the intersection point of the dashed line with the absc
axis.

The cluster growth rate is proportional to the therm
flux q(N) from the cluster surface to the gas, i.e., to t
difference between cluster temperature~assumed to be equa
to Tc) and the gas temperature:
-
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dN

dt
5

q~N!

dEcl@Tc~N,Sg!,N#/dN
, ~8!

q~N!5 3
2 ~Tc2Tg!s~N,1!^v&Ng /V. ~9!

Here^v& is the mean thermal velocity of gas atoms;s(N,1)
stands for collision section of an atom with the cluster of t
size N. In the denominator of Eq.~8! the total derivative is
meant. The expression for the collision section will be d
rived in Sec. 3@see Eq.~17!#.

3. CLUSTER-CLUSTER AGGREGATION

Although the cluster growth is an essentially nonequil
rium process, it is long enough that thermodynamic equi
rium is practically achieved not only within the gas an
within every separate cluster but also within the subsys
of the translation degrees of freedom related to all the p
ticles in the jet~this subsystem includes also the rotati
motion of every cluster as a whole!. The equilibrium in this

FIG. 1. Size dependence of the critical temperature,Tc , of a cluster for
different fixed values of gas entropy per atomsg ~indicated in the figure!:
argon~a!, krypton ~b!.
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subsystem is maintained in the course of the growth of c
ters since the total number,n, of collisions between the clus
ter and gas atoms much exceeds the number of atoms jo
to the cluster i.e.n@N. Thus, the gas-cluster exchange
energy~the exchange per one collision,Tg /N, multiplied by
n is large compared to the kinetic energy of a cluster a
whole (;Tg). Taking this into account, we can describ
distribution of clusters over translation motion velocities
the Boltzmann statistics with the temperature equal toTg .

The probability of the collision of two clusters, num
bered by the subscriptsi and j, per unit time is

^Pi j &5^vi2vj&^s i j &/V5~8Tg /pm i j !
1/2^s i j &/V. ~10!

Here vi is the velocity vector of thei th cluster;s i j is the
collision section of thei th and jth clusters;̂ ...& denotes the
Boltzmann averaging;m i j is the reduced mass of the cluste

m i j 5matNiNj /~Ni1Nj ! ~11!

~mat is the atomic mass!. In Eq. ~10! s i j is assumed to be
weakly dependent on cluster velocities which permits one
take it out of the averaging.

In order to derives i j , let us substitute a cluster by th
point particle with the same mass~the validity range of this
approximation will be indicated below!. Neutral clusters are
attracted to each other by van der Waals forces, which cr
the potential

U~r i j !52Ci j r i j
26, Ci j 5CatNiNj ~12!

with the atomic van der Waals constantCat. It follows from
the classical motion equation of two interacting particles t
there exist two types of motion: the particles can either
onto each other or move away from each other after draw
together to the minimal distance. These types of motions
separated by the critical aiming distance

di j 5~27Ci j /2m!1/6uvi2vj u21/3. ~13!

FIG. 2. Dependence of the critical temperature,Tc , of the argon cluster
with N5500 on gas temperature,Tg , for the gas concentrations~from top to
bottom!: 1017, 1016 and 1015 cm23 solid lines!. Dashed lines—the same fo
the differenceTc2Tg .
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The quantity~13!, weakly dependent on velocities, ca
be averaged approximately over the Boltzmann distributi

^di j &>~27Ci j /2m!1/6^vi
21vj

2&21/65~9CatNiNj /2Tg!1/6.
~14!

The averaged collision section of point particles, represe
ing the clusters, can be estimated as

^sattr~Ni ,Nj !&>p^di j &
2>p~9CatNiNj /2Tg!1/3 ~15!

~the subscript ‘‘attr’’ indicates that the collision of particle
is caused but their van der Waals attraction!.

The attraction section of cluster-cluster collisions~15!
should be compared with the geometrical collision sectio

sgeom~Ni ,Nj !>p l 2~Ni
1/31Nj

1/3!2/4 ~16!

wherel is the interatomic distance in solid. The true collisio
section is

s~Ni ,Nj !5max$sattr~Ni ,Nj !sgeom~Ni ,Nj !%. ~17!

The ratio of the attractive and geometrical sections is

sattr~Ni ,Nj !/sgeom~Ni ,Nj !>~9Umol/2Tg!1/34~NiNj !
1/3

3~Ni
1/31Nj

1/3!22 ~18!

whereUmol5Catl
26 stands for the bond energy of the two

atomic van der Waals molecule. For argon, krypton or xen
Umol.Tg , and for clusters of comparable sizes the ratio~18!
exceeds unity. The collision section~15! will be used as
applied to cluster-cluster aggregation by taking this into
count.

However, for atom-cluster collisions the ratio~18! be-
comes less than unity starting fromN;1000. Therefore, the
collision sections(N,1) in the form~17! is substituted into
the expression~9! for thermal flux.

Since the collision of two clusters is caused by th
attraction, and the attraction energy at the collision mom
much exceeds the initial kinetic energy of the colliding clu
ters in magnitude, it can be assumed that every collision
clusters results in their fusion. Indeed, if the final kine
energy~slightly exceeding in magnitude the attraction ener
at the collision moment! is partially transformed to heat, th
rest of the kinetic energy becomes less than the magnitud
the attraction energy and is insufficient for the clusters
move away from each other.

The aggregation of the clusters with the sizesN1 andN2

and temperatures equal to their critical temperaturesTc1 and
Tc2 results in the formation of a cluster with the siz
N35N11N2 and temperatureT3 . The difference between
T3 andTc(N3 ,Sg) is found to be negligibly small so that th
temperature of the formed cluster can be put equal
Tc(N3 ,Sg).

4. KINETICS OF CLUSTER GROWTH INVOLVING
CONDENSATION AND AGGREGATION MECHANISMS

The processes of cluster growth via gas condensa
and cluster-cluster aggregation, considered in the prev
sections, are determined by the gas state in the expandin
as a function of timet. We trace the gas state within a sma
volumeV which moves together with the jet and contains
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constant number of atoms,Ntot ~part of them, denoted by
jNtot , has joined to clusters!. The motion of the volumeV
begins from the nozzle entry, which is a small hole throu
which the gas flows out from the reservoir to the vacu
through the nozzle. The gas state is described by the u
equation:

PV5NgTg , Ng5Ntot~12j!, Ntot5const ~19!

~P is gas pressure; the number of clusters is negligibly sm
compared to the number of free atomsNtot@(12j)#). The
adiabatic expansion of the jet is described by the kno
equations~see, e.g.,14!:

uS/V5const, ~20!

~Ntotmat/V!u
du

dx
1

dP

dx
50, ~21!

NgmatcP~Tg2T0!1Ntotmatu
2/25E

0

t

(
t

q~Ni !dt. ~22!

Herex is the distance of the chosen elementary volume fr
the nozzle entry at the momentt; u5dx/dt is the jet velocity
at the pointx; S is the cross section of the chosen volume
the point x ~the transverse nonuniformity of the jet is n
glected!; cP55/2 is the heat capacity of gas per atom a
constant pressure;T0 is the temperature at the nozzle entr
The right-hand part of Eq.~22! is the total heat released du
cluster formation~the sum is taken over all the clusters!, the
thermal fluxq(Ni) is given by Eq.~9!. It is implied in Eqs.
~21! and ~22! that the clusters are moving with the sam
velocity as the gas.

The equations~19!–~22! describe the gas state for
given distribution of clusters over sizes. For a given g
state, the time evolution of the size distribution of clusters
calculated with the simultaneous allowance for the cond
sation and aggregation mechanisms~Secs. 2 and 3!. Thus,
the self-consistent variations of the gas and cluster s
systems is calculated.

Such approach is realized in the region of large siz
where the thermodynamic consideration of Sec. 2 is va
and must be complemented by the initial conditions wh
are formed on the stage of the formation of cluster nucle
the jet. The microscopic consideration of the nucleation p
cess is a highly complicated problem which is beyond
framework of the present work. Therefore, the formation
cluster nuclei is described in a phenomenological way on
basis of the following considerations.

The heat release due to the formation of nuclei does
make any noticeable contribution to the thermal balance
the jet. On the other hand~as was shown in Ref. 14 and b
the present calculations!, the duration of the nucleation stag
is short compared with the total time of cluster growth in t
jet. Therefore, the influence of nucleation stage on the fur
growth of clusters is determined by two parameters:
number of the nuclei formed,nnucl, and the moment of the
nucleation onset,ton. The mean size of clusters decreas
with increasingnnucl and ton ~the earlier clusters arise an
begin to grow the larger they become at a given time m
ment or at a given pointx!.
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Within the phenomenological description, the nucleati
onsetton is determined by the critical temperature of nuc
ation,Tnucl, and is defined by the equation

Tg~ ton!5Tnucl ~23!

~hereTg is the gas temperature in the elementary volume
the expanding atomic jet devoid of clusters!. Without nucle-
ation, gas temperature in the expanding jet would decre
below Tnucl; due to the heat release, accompanying the
and subsequent growth of clusters, the gas temperatureTg is
maintained at the levelTnucl until the momenttend whenTg

begins to heighten in the course of cluster growth. In
time interval ton,t,tend, the number of arising clusters i
determined by the competition between nucleation and c
ter growth. This competition is regulated by the initial clust
size, Ninit , and cluster growth rate;nnucl decreases with an
increase in every one of these parameters. Since they
unknown, it is reasonable to choose each of them in suc
way that the related errors partially compensate each ot
Hence,Ninit is put equal to the minimal size, 4, of a clust
with the 3-dimensional configuration of atoms. To compe
sate the corresponding error, the cluster growth rate, defi
by Eqs.~8! and ~9!, is somewhat overestimated: the critic
temperatureTc is taken for a cluster withN564 ~this is the
minimal cluster size for which the thermodynamic consid
ation of Sec. 2 is certainly applicable!.

The critical temperature of nucleation,Tnucl, depends on
the gas pressureP. It is assumed that this dependence do
not essentially differ in its character from the known relati
between temperature and pressure for the gas-solid or
liquid equilibrium. So, the dependence ofTnucl on gas pres-
sureP is written down in the form

Tnucl5wDZ/ ln~P* /P!. ~24!

Here DZ53 is the variation of the number of bonds whe
joining or removing one atom from the incipient cluster wi
N54; w is the energy per one bond.P* is a fitting param-
eter of the phenomenological description of nucleation a
by no means cannot be identified with a true equilibriu
parameter. Note that the nucleation process, in view of
complicated character, can hardly be described by the law
corresponding states; hence, this law is generally not me
Eq. ~24! either.

The results below are related to the fitting parame
values P* 5500 atm for argon and 105 atm for krypton
which provide the best agreement of the theory with the
perimental data on the mean cluster size.

5. CALCULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH
EXPERIMENT

The calculation of the cluster growth kinetics in an e
panding gas jet was carried out according to the ab
scheme, including condensation and aggregation proce
for argon and krypton. The following characteristics of
cluster jet have been calculated.
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Every characteristic of clusters, that can be measu
experimentally is determined by the distribution of the to
mass of clusters over their sizes. This distribution function
defined as

F~N!5dS (
Ni,N

Ni D /dN. ~25!

The mean size of clusters in the jet is defined by me
of the distribution function~25!:

^N&5
*F~N!NdN

*F~N!dN
5

(Ni
2

(Ni
. ~26!

The results below are related to a conical nozzle w
entry diameter equal to 0.34 mm and apex angle 8.6°.

Figure 3 shows the mean size of clusters as a functio
the gas temperature at the nozzle entry,T0 , for the constant
pressure at the nozzle entryP051 atm. The thick line de-

FIG. 3. Dependence of the mean cluster size on the initial gas tempera
T0 , at the 4.1 cm distance from the nozzle entry for argon~a! and krypton
~b! ~the initial pressureP0 is constant and equal to 1 atm!. Thick lines—
experimental data14,22; thin lines—calculation results for the fitting param
eter values~from top to bottom!: P* 5100 atm and 500 atm~the best fit! for
argon;P* 5105 atm ~the best fit! and 106 atm for krypton.
d
l
s

s

h

of

notes the experimental data measured at the dista
x54.1 cm from the nozzle entry14,22 and the thin lines rep-
resent the corresponding calculation results related to dif
ent values of the fitting parameterP* . As seen from the
figure, in the case of the best fit (P* 5500 atm for argon and
105 atm for krypton! the theoretical curve agrees with th
experimental one with the accuracy up to the multiplier 1
to 1.8, while the mean cluster size varies by two orders
magnitude. Note that the agreement between the theory
experiment takes place on the absolute scale~x is expressed
in centimeters,T0 in Kelvins and^N& in the number of at-
oms!. This supports validity of the theory based on t
above-enumerated assumptions.

The calculation results, presented in Figs. 4 to 6,
related to the case of the best fit (P* 5500 atm for argon and
105 atm for krypton! and to the pressureP051 atm at the
nozzle entry. In Fig. 4 mean cluster size is presented ve
distance,x, from the nozzle entry for different fixed tempera
tures at the nozzle entry. It is interesting to compare th
data with Fig. 5 which shows the relative fraction of cluste
in the total mass of the substance as a function of the s
variable x. As can be seen from Fig. 5, at the distan
x51 to 4 cm the mass of clusters achieves saturation~gas
condensation is blocked due to a growth of gas entropy

re,

FIG. 4. Mean cluster size,^N&, versus distance from the nozzle entry for th
same initial pressureP051 atm and different initial temperatures~in
Kelvins!: argon~a! and krypton~b!.
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the corresponding lowering ofTc demonstrated by Fig. 1!.
But in the region of mass saturation, as is obvious from F
4, the mean cluster size continues to grow due to clus
cluster aggregation~the slopes of the curves in Figs. 4 and
should be compared with the allowance for different-ty
scales on the ordinate axes!. This indicates an essential con
tribution of the cluster-cluster aggregation process to the
mation of the size distribution of clusters.

Another evidence for a dominant role of the aggregat
mechanism in the formation of the size distribution functi
~25! is provided by the form of the distribution function. A
a result of calculations, it was found that the function,f (n),
of the cluster mass distribution over relative cluster s
n5N/^N& is well enough approximated in the simple form

f ~n![F~n^N&!5constn exp~2kn! ~27!

with a constant multiplierk which takes up values in a na
row interval

1.1<k<1.2 ~28!

in all the cases examined. The approximation~27! holds in
the total range of mean sizes^N&.50 where the develope
method of calculation is applicable. For kryptonk is always
close to 1.1; in the case of argonk is near to 1.1 for
^N&<100 and to 1.2 for̂ N&>300. As an example, Fig. 6

FIG. 5. The fraction of clusters in the total mass of the substance ve
distance from the nozzle entry for the same initial pressureP051 atm and
different initial temperatures~in Kelvins!: argon~a! and krypton~b!.
.
r-

r-

n

e

represents the distribution function, calculated for the init
conditions P051 atm, lg T052.4 ~solid line! and its ap-
proximation~27! with k51.2 for argon and 1.1 for krypton
~dashed line!.

The distribution function~27! is formed mainly in the
process of cluster-cluster aggregation. Indeed, the calc
tions show that in the absence of gas condensation the
gregation process results in the formation of the size dis
bution function ~27! with k51. A slight deviation of the
coefficientk from unity is connected with the condensatio
growth of clusters: the condensation flux of atoms onto
cluster surface, being proportional toN2/3, grows with clus-
ter sizeN slower thanN which results in a slight shortenin
of the large-size tail of the distribution function. This is a
lowed for by the coefficientk.1 in Eq. ~27!.

The size distribution function~27! also gives the distri-
bution of clusters over intrinsic temperature which is ma
tained close toTc in the course of cluster growth (Tc as a
function of the gas state and cluster sizeN is given by Eqs.
~2!–~9!#.

It should be noted in conclusion that the developed
proach explains the physical meaning of an important exp
mental regularity ~usually called the similarity law!:
all the properties of the jet related to clusters depend o
combination of the nozzle-entry parametersP0

21T0
n with n

us

FIG. 6. The function of the cluster mass distributionf (N/^N&) over cluster
sizes for argon~a! and krypton~b! normalized to the unit value of the
maximum ordinate. Solid line—calculation results, dashed line
approximation~27! with k51.2 for argon and 1.1 for krypton. The figur
relates toP051 atm, lg T0(K)52.4 and the 4.1 cm distance from th
nozzle entry.
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close to 5/2.22 The point is that the cluster growth process
mainly determined by gas entropy per atom,sg , which dic-
tates the cluster temperature in the course of condensa
growth ~see Sec. 2!. It is just the variableP0

21T0
5/2 on which

the initial entropy,sg , depends according to Eq.~4!.

The author is deeply grateful to Dr. E. T. Verkhovtse
for helpful discussions.
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Interaction of a quantum Hall system with waveguide elastic modes
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The interaction of nonuniform plane elastic modes of the wave-guide type with monolayer and
double-layer quantum Hall systems is considered. It is shown that in contrast to the case
of propagation of surface acoustic waves, no restrictions are imposed for waveguide modes on
the maximum values of wave vectors for which the value of the phase velocity shift of
the wave can be observed experimentally. Fractional incompressible Hall states can be studied
by using the effect for measuring the dependence of the effective magnetic length on the
filling factor and for observing phase transitions in double-layer systems under the variation of
the separation between the layers. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~99!00704-5#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of surface acoustic waves~SAW! with a
quantum Hall system has been studied intensely in re
years both experimentally1–5 and theoretically.6–12 The mea-
surement of velocity and attenuation of SAW is an indire
method of observation of dynamic conductivity of electr
gas. A comparison of experimental results obtained by
method with theoretical dependences makes it possibl
verify thoroughly the existing theoretical models. For e
ample, apart from the observation of magnetic focuss
effect13,14 and the measurements of temperature depend
of dc conductivity,15–17 it is just experiments on propagatio
SAW that are considered as a proof of applicability of t
composite fermion model6,18,19 for describing the fractiona
quantum Hall effect.

Since a SAW is localized at the sample surface, and
two-dimensional electron layer is at a certain distanced from
the surface~the characteristic values ofd5103253103 Å !,
the application of the SAW method for measuring the m
mentum dependence of the conductivity of the electron s
system is restricted by the wave vectorsq&q0;d21. It is
especially important to leave this range while studying d
namic characteristics of fractional incompressible states.

It was proved in Ref. 20 that the interaction of a tw
dimensional electron system in the fractional quantum H
regime with acoustic phonons leads to a noticeable renorm
ization of the phonon phase velocity (Dv) for finite wave
vectors. According to the results obtained in Ref. 20,
Dv(q) dependence is of the oscillatory type with the scale
oscillations ;leff

21 , where leff is the effective magnetic
length in the model of composite fermions. Consequen
the measurement ofDv(q) can serve as a method for ind
rect experimental observation of the dependence ofleff on
the filling factor n. Moreover, it was demonstrated earlier21

that the measurements ofDv for finite q can be used as
method of detection of phase transitions between fractio
states with different quantum numbers in double-layer qu
tum Hall systems upon a variation of the separation betw
2741063-777X/99/25(4)/6/$15.00
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layers.~Here and below, we speak of generalized Laugh
states corresponding to the Halperin wave function.22 The
description of such states in double-layer systems was de
oped by Lopez and Fradkin23 on the basis of the approach o
composite fermions used by us here.!

Numerical estimates given in Refs. 20 and 21 cor
spond to a bulk acoustic wave propagating in a superlat
of 2D electron layers. The measurements in a monolayer~or
a double-layer system! for large values ofq require an ex-
perimental geometry in which an elastic wave is localiz
near the electron layer rather than at the sample surface
the case of SAW. Such a situation is possible in laye
elastic media in which an elastic mode~modes! can be local-
ized in a layer of a material whose acoustic properties di
from those in the bulk~this is a particular case of wave-guid
propagation of waves; see Ref. 24!. Here we consider the
interaction of a quantum Hall system with nonuniform pla
transverse elastic modes propagating in such a medium.
wave vectors and polarization vectors of elastic modes lie
a plane parallel to the interface between the media. The
locity of transverse sound in the layer is assumed to
smaller than in the bulk, which is a necessary condition
localization of such waves. The piezoelectric mechanism
coupling of the elastic mode with the two-dimensional ele
tron layer is implied.

Heterostructures AlxGa12xAs– GaAs used for creating
double-layer Hall systems are in fact a ready-made ela
medium with the required properties. For example, structu
of the type A–B–A–B–A ~double quantum well! and
A–B–A, where A stands for AlxGa12xAs and B for GaAs
were used in Refs. 25 and 26. On account of character
values of wave vectors considered below and specific th
nesses of layers in Refs. 25 and 26, the acoustic propertie
these structures approximately correspond to a mode
which a bulk AlGaAs sample contains a layer of pure Ga
in which the transverse velocity of sound is lower than
AlGaAs. It will be proved below that the renormalization o
the velocity of the elastic mode localized in the GaAs lay
in such a system has a measurable value in spite of the s
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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nonuniformity in the elastic properties of the system. T
effect can be enhanced by using the structures with a h
acoustic heterogeneity. We propose as a possible struct
system in which the AlGaAs–GaAs heterostructure conta
ing a two-dimensional electron layer is in the thre
dimensional matrix of the material with a much higher v
locity of transverse sound. The value ofDv in such a system
can be an order of magnitude higher than in the previ
case.

2. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF INTERACTION

We start our analysis with the general formulas desc
ing the renormalization of phase velocityv of acoustic
phonons interacting with electrons. The Hamiltonian
phonons can be written in the form

Hph5(
q

vq~bq
1bq11/2!, ~1!

where vq5vq is the phonon spectrum andb1(b) are the
creation~annihilation! operators for phonons. We choose t
Hamiltonian of the electron–phonon interaction in the for

H int5
1

AS
(
q,k

E d2rgqkC rk
1C rke

iqr~bq1b2q
1 !, ~2!

whereC1(C) are the electron creation~annihilation! opera-
tors,k the electron layer index,S the area of the layer,g are
the matrix elements of the interaction, and the vectorsq and
r lie in the plane of the layer.

With such a choice ofHph andH int , the quantityDv is
defined as

Dv
v

5
1

vq (
k,k8

gqk* gqk8Dkk8~q,vq!, ~3!

whereD(q,v) is the electron density–density response fu
tion. A transition to the model of composite fermions
made through the introduction of an additional statistical
teraction between electrons, leading to the correspond
modification of the functionsD appearing in~3!.

Let us calculate the matrix elementsgqk . We shall use
the approach developed by Kna¨bchenet al.7 The piezoelec-
tric interaction of the elastic wave with electrons is det
mined by the Hamiltonian

H5(
k
E d2r ew rkC rk

1C rk , ~4!

wherew is the scalar potential of the electric field genera
by the elastic mode~in accordance with the theory of linea
response,w in ~4! is the external potential, i.e., its magnitud
is calculated without taking into account the effect of t
electron subsystem!.

We shall use the smallness of the piezoelectric inter
tion constant.~The form of the small parameter in which th
expansion is carried out will be given below.! We solve first
the elastic problem disregarding piezoelectric interacti
We direct thex-axis alongq and thez-axis at right angles to
the interface between elastic media. The origin is chosen
that the coordinates of the interfaces arezb56a. Let the
e
h

e a
-

-
-

s

-

f

-

-
g

-

d

c-

.

so

velocity of transverse sound becl in the layer (uzu,a) and
cb in the bulk (uzu.a) (cb.cl). For the sake of definiteness
we assume that both elastic media have cubic symmetry
equal elastic modulic44, and the difference betweencl and
cb is determined by the difference in the densitiesr ~such a
relation between parameters approximately correspond
the parameters of AlGaAs and GaAs!. The crystallographic
axes of the system are directed along the coordinate axe

Let us consider a transverse wave with the displacem
vector directed along they-axis. The wave equation for th
Fourier componentuy(q,z,v)5u has the form

]2u

]z22~cl ~b!
2 q22v2!u50. ~5!

The boundary conditions are the requirements of the co
nuity of u(z) and]u(z)/]z at the interfaces and vanishing o
u for z→6` ~we consider a localized wave!. The solution
of Eq. ~5! with such boundary conditions gives

ue~q,z!5Aq
eH cos~hqa!e2lq~ uzu2a! uzu>a

cos~hqz! uzu<a
~6!

~even mode! and

u0~q,z!5Aq8
0 H sin~hqa!e2lq~z2a! z>a

sin~hqz! uzu<a

2sin~hqa!elq~z1a! z<2a

~7!

~odd mode!. In ~6! and ~7!, we have l5A12v2/cb
2,

h5Av2/cl
221. The velocityv in the case of an even solu

tion is determined by the equation

tan~hqa!5l/h, ~8!

while in the case of an odd solution it is determined by

cot~hqa!52l/h. ~9!

For q,p/(2aAcb
2/cl

221) only one~even! mode exists. An
increase inq leads to the emergence of additional solutio
of Eqs.~8! and ~9! ~waveguide modes!.

We write the transverse component of the displacem
vector in terms of operatorsb:

ue~0!~r ,z!5(
q

ue~0!~q,z!eiqr~bq1b2q
1 ! ~10!

and substitute it into the expression for the energy of ela
vibrations:

Eu5
1

2 E d2rdzH r~z!S ]u

]t D
2

1c44F S ]u

]xD 2

1S ]u

]zD 2G J . ~11!

Equating ~11! ~after the substitution of~10!! and ~1!, we
obtain the value of the normalization factor

Aq
e5Aq

05
1

a
Av/2Sc44 , ~12!

wherea5@qa(11h2)11/l#1/2.
The scalar potential is determined by the solution of

Poisson equation
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Dw52
4p

«
b i , jm

]2um

]xi]xj
, ~13!

where« is the dielectric constant andb i , jm the piezoelectric
tensor. In crystals with cubic symmetry, nonzero compone
of the tensorb i , jm ~with iÞ j Þm! have the same value~we
denote it byb!.

The solution of Eq.~13! taking into account~10! and
~12! can be written in the form

w rz5 ixA2pv/S«(
q

gq~z!eiqr~bq1b2q
1 !, ~14!

where x5bA16p/«c44 is the dimensionless parameter
piezoelectric interaction~the quantityx is the small param-
eter in the above derivation!, andgq is the structural function
defined by the boundary conditions imposed onw and by the
type of the elastic mode. Comparing~2!, ~4!, and ~14!, we
obtain

gqk5 iA2p/« ev1/2xgq~zk!, ~15!

wherezk is the coordinate of the two-dimensional electr
layer. The values ofgq(zk) will be given in Sec. 4 during an
analysis of specific structures.

3. RESPONSE FUNCTIONS IN THE MODEL OF COMPOSITE
FERMIONS

Let us now consider the algorithm of calculation of t
response functionsD in the model of composite fermions
For definiteness, we choose a monolayer system. In
random-phase approximation, we have

D5~12D0V!21D0 , ~16!

where V52pe2/«q is the Fourier component of the Cou
lomb potential, andD0 is connected with the polarizatio
operatorPmn of electromagnetic field through the relation

D052~1/e2!P00. ~17!

In order to calculateP00, we use an approach that is
Lagrangian formulation of the modified random-phase
proximation for composite fermions.27 The essence of the
approximation27 lies in the inclusion of the Fermi-liquid in
teraction with the constant28 F1 defined by the effective mas
m* of composite fermions and the band massmb of elec-
trons. Simon and Halperin27 proved that the inclusion of this
interaction makes it possible to construct the response fu
tion satisfying thef-sum rule.

We write the Lagrangian of the system in the form

L5C* S i ] t1mF2a02eA02
1

2m* ~ i¹ i1ai1eAi

1bi !
2DC1

1

4pc
a0« i j ] iaj1

1

2
jbi

2, ~18!

wheream is the Chern-Simons gauge field potential,Am the
electromagnetic field potential,« i j the antisymmetric unit
tensor,mF the Fermi energy,c the model parameter corre
sponding to the number of gauge field flux quanta carried
a composite quasiparticle~c is even!, bi the additional field
introduced for simulating the Fermi-liquid interaction, an
ts

e

-

c-

y

the subscriptsi and j assume the valuesx andy. In formula
~18!, we used the transverse gauge of the fielda.

In order to determine value ofj, we require that La-
grangian~18! gives the value of current satisfying the r
quirement of Galilean invariance:28

K dL

dAi
L 5^ j i&2

en0

m* ^bi&5
m*

mb
^ j i&, ~19!

where j i52(e/m* )C* ( i¹ i1ai1eAi)C; andn0 the aver-
age electron concentration. The mean value of the fieldb is
determined from the condition that the Lagrangian be s
tionary:

K dL

dbi
L 505

1

e
^ j i&2

n0

m* ^bi&1j^bi&. ~20!

The condition for the compatibility of~19! and ~20! gives
j5n0 /(m* 2mb!.

The condition thatL be stationary relative to fluctuatio
a0 gives the value of effective magnetic fieldBeff5B(1
2nc) ~B is the external magnetic field!, which is equal to
Beff

f 56n0w0 /N ~w0 is the magnetic flux quantum! for the
filling factor n f5N/(Nc61) ~N is an integer!. The fieldBeff

f

corresponds to the integerN of filled Landau levels in the
effective magnetic field, which shows that the filling facto
n f correspond to incompressible states. The fieldBeff

f deter-
mines the effective cyclotron frequencyvce52pn0 /m* N
and the effective magnetic lengthleff5(N/2pn0)1/2.

In order to determine the value ofP00, we find the
component of the effective action of the electromagne
field, which is quadratic inA. In order to calculate this com
ponent, we carry out functional integration with respect
fields C followed by functional integration over the fieldsa
andb ~in the vicinity of the saddle point! in the expression
for the partition function of the system defined by Lagran
ian ~18!. Omitting intermediate calculations, we write th
final results forT50:

P0052
e2q2

2pvce

S0

D1
, ~21!

where

S05S02p~S0~S21N!2S1
2!, ~22!

D15~12cS1!22c2S0~S21N!2pF, ~23!

F5S21N1~v/vce!
2S0 , ~24!

with p5(m* 2mb)/m* N and

S j5@sgn~Beff!#
je2x (

n50

N21

(
m5N

`
n!

m!

xm2n21~m2n!

~v/vce!
22~m2n!2

3@Ln
m2n~x!#22 jF ~m2n2x!Ln

m2n~x!

12x
dLn

m2n~x!

dx G j

. ~25!

In expression~25!, x5(qleff)
2/2 andLn

m2n(x) is the gener-
alized Laguerre polynomial.
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Taking into account~15!–~17! and ~21!, we can trans-
form expression~3! to

Dv
v

5x2gq
2~z1!

f qS0

D12 f qS0
, ~26!

where f q5e2q/«vce .
A similar procedure can be carried out for a double-la

Hall system. Two types of Chern–Simons fields and t
types of fermion fields~corresponding to two electron layer!
are introduced in this case. A nontrivial generalization of
model is the inclusion of terms nondiagonal in layers in
free Lagrangian of Chern–Simons fields:

LCS5
1

4p
« i j a0kMkk8] iajk8 ~27!

with

M5
1

c22s2 S c 2s

2s c D , ~28!

where~integer! s corresponds to the number of flux quanta
type 1 carried by a quasiparticle of type 2, and vice ve
~the system displays the statistical interaction between
ers!. Here we consider the system of two equivalent laye
For c5s, we consider only the combination of the fieldsamk

symmetric in the layer indices as the integration varia
since there are no fluctuations of combinations of fielda
antiphase in layers.

Incompressible states in a double-layer system co
spond to filling factors

n f5
N

N~c1s!61
~29!

~per layer!. The expressions for the remaining paramet
~Beff

f ,vce, andleff! coincide with those given above. Equ
tion ~16! assumes the matrix form with

V5
2pe2

«q S 1 e2qd0

e2qd0 1 D , ~30!

whered0 is the separation between the layers.
As a result, we obtain the following expression for t

renormalization velocity of a double-layer Hall system:

Dv
v

5
1

2
x2S0f qS ugq~z1!1gq~z2!u2

D12 f qE1S0
1

ugq~z1!2gq~z2!u2

D22 f qE2S0
D ,

~31!

where

E6516exp~2qd0!;

D65@12~c6s!S1#22~c6s!2S0~S21N!2pF. ~32!

The phase of a double-layer system is determined
quantum numbersc ands. According to~29!, the same value
of n may correspond to different sets ofc ands, i.e., differ-
ent phases. If the correlation between the layers is weak~for
larged0!, the phase withs50 is realized. As the value ofd0

decreases, a transition to a phase withsÞ0 may occur~see,
r
o

e
e

f
a
y-
.

e

e-

s

y

for example, Ref. 29! During such a phase transition, th
value of quantity~31! changes in general, i.e., a phase velo
ity jump takes place.

4. RENORMALIZATION OF THE VELOCITY OF ELASTIC
MODE

Formulas~26! and ~31! give the value ofDv relative to
the phase velocity of the wave in the system containing
electron layer~layers!. Since electron layers are not remove
from the system in the experiments, the value of velocity
zero magnetic field is used as the reference point. In
case, a comparison of experimental data with the theory g
erally requires the knowledge of the quantitysxx(q,v) ~the
longitudinal component of the conductivity tensor! in zero
magnetic field. It is normally assumed thatsxx→` for
B50. In the given case, such an approximation seems
rough since we are interested in the dependenceDv(q). We
propose that the value of velocity forn51 to be used as the
reference point. The casen51 is also described by the for
mulas ~26! and ~31! if we put c5s50, N51, and m*
5mb in all the functions appearing in these formulas. Th
the quantity that will be sought and compared with the e
perimental value is defined as

Dv0

v
5

Dv
v U

n5n f

2
Dv
v U

n51

. ~33!

Let us consider the structure Al0.3Ga0.7As–GaAs
–Al0.3Ga0.7As in which two electron layers are located
heterojunctions~zk56a, d052a!. We assume that quanti
ties b and« are constant in the entire system. The bound
conditions imposed onw are reduced to the requirement
continuity of the Fourier componentw(q,z) and the deriva-
tive ]w(q,z)/]z at the interfaces and the equality to zero
the functionw for z→`.

For definiteness, we consider a transition from the ph
c54, s50 to the phase c52, s52 for
n51/5. The solution of Eq.~13! into which we substitute~6!
~even mode! gives a functionw odd in z, while the substitu-
tion of ~7! ~odd mode! gives a functionw even inz. It fol-
lows from ~31! that during the propagation of an even mod
the phase transition with a change in quantum numberc
ands is accompanied by a jump in the phase velocity of t
elastic mode. On the other hand, the effect is not obser
for the odd mode.

The quantitiesgq(zk) for the even mode are defined a

gq~a!52gq~2a!5a21
cos~hqa!

11h2 S E2~h21l2!

2~11l!
2 l D .

~34!

Figure 1 shows the dependences ofDv0 /v on the wave
vector for the statesc54, s50 andc52, s52. We have
used the parametersb54.53104 dyne1/2/cm, «512.5, n0

51011cm22, mb50.07me ~me is the electron mass!, m*
54mb , c445631011dyne/cm2, r l55.3 g/cm3, cb /cl

51.05, andd05300 Å. It can be seen from the curves th
the jump in phase velocity at finite values of wave vector h
a value that can be reliably measured in experiments.
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Let us now consider the systems in which a considera
enhancement of the observed effect can be reached. We
assume that the heterostructure containing two-dimensi
electron layers is in the matrix of a material with consid
ably different acoustic properties. In this case, the hete
structure itself will be regarded as acoustically homo
neous. In order to avoid the specification of dielectric a
piezoelectric properties of the matrix, we assume that
interfaces contain a thin screening layer. In this case,
boundary conditions imposed onw can be reduced to th
requirementw(z56a)50.

Let the heterostructure contain a single electron layer
z50. Then it follows from the symmetry ofw(z) that only
the velocity of the odd elastic mode is renormalized in su
a system. The effect is of the threshold type relative toq ~for
small q, the odd localized mode is absent!. The structural
function calculated from~13! after the substitution of~7!
assumes the value

gq~0!5a21
h

11h2 S 12
cos~hqa!

cosh~qa! D . ~35!

Figure 2 showsDv0 /v as a function ofq for n f52/5, 3/7,

FIG. 1. Relative renormalization of the velocity of a localized elastic mo
~lower even harmonic! in a double-layer Hall system forcb /cl51.05 and
n51/5. The solid curve corresponds toc54, s50, and the dashed curve t
c52, s52; q is given in the units ofA4pn0.

FIG. 2. Relative renormalization of the velocity of a localized elastic mo
~lower odd harmonic! in a monolayer Hall system forcb /cl51.5 andn
52/5, 3/7 and 4/9;q is given in units ofA4pn0.
le
all
al

-
-
-
d
e
e

r

h

and 4/9 ~N52, 3, and 4, respectively! for the lower odd
elastic mode. We have used the parameterscb /cl51.5 and
2a51500 Å ~the thickness of the heterostructure!. The re-
maining parameters are the same as in the previous case
Dv0(q) curves in different incompressible cases differ co
siderably and have a clearly manifested oscillatory struct
~reflecting the increase in the effective magnetic length asn f

tends ton51/2!. The renormalization is an order of magn
tude higher than in the previous case. The main restriction
further enhancement of the effect is the impossibility to c
ate such structures with very smalla without violating the
properties of the electron layer.

If the heterostructure contains a system of double e
tron layers with coordinatesz56d0/2, the velocity of the
even elastic mode must be measured as before in orde
observe the phase transition fromc54, s50 to c52,
s52 for n51/5. The maximum effect in this case is attain
at a higher harmonic~we assume thatd0!2a!. The compu-
tation of structural function in the latter case gives

gq~d0/2!52gq~2d0/2!5a21
h

11h2 Fsin~hqa!sinh~qd0/2!

cosh~qa!

2sin~hqd0/2!G . ~36!

Figure 3 showsDv0 /v as a function ofq for the third even
harmonic forn f51/5 for the statesc54, s50 andc52,
s52 ~d05300 Å, 2a51500 Å!. In this case, the magnitud
of the effect also increases significantly as compared to
former case.

Thus, an analysis of the propagation of nonunifo
plane elastic modes of the waveguide type localized in l
ered media such as AlGaAs–GaAs heterostructures ca
regarded as a method of studying the electron structure
monolayer and double-layer quantum Hall systems. T
study of incompressible Hall states by such a method is
special interest. The expected values of renormalization
phase velocities of such modes coincide with a similar va
for surface acoustic waves interacting with compressi
Hall liquids.

e

e

FIG. 3. Relative renormalization of the velocity of a localized elastic mo
~third even harmonic! in a double-layer Hall system forcb /cl51.5 and
n51/5. The solid curve corresponds toc54,s50, and the dashed curve t
c52, s52; q is given in the units ofA4pn0.
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On the spectrum of the Hubbard model with infinite repulsion on anisotropic triangular
ladder-type lattice

V. O. Cheranovskii, E. V. Ezerskaya, and M. V. Krikunov

Kharkov State University, 310077 Kharkov, Ukraine*
~Submitted November 25, 1998!
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Low-energy states of the Hubbard model with infinite electron repulsion on an anisotropic
triangular strip-type lattice formed by weakly interacting linear segments are studied. The estimates
of the stability region boundaries for the ferromagnetic ground state of the lattice are
obtained in first order perturbation theory in the interaction between the segments. It is shown
that a magnetic transition accompanied by a jumpwise variation of the total spin of the
ground state from the minimum to the maximum value is possible for lattices with cyclic boundary
conditions and the number of electrons greater than the number of segments by unity.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~99!00804-X#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of possible scenarios of ferromagnetic ord
ing in the ground state of the Hubbard model is one of
most interesting problems in the physics of many-elect
systems.1,2 The first rigorous proof of the possibility of fer
romagnetic ordering in the ground state of the Hubb
model with infinite repulsion was obtained by Nagaoka3 and
Thouless,4 but it concerns only the case of electron fillin
with a single hole. It is still unclear whether the ferroma
netic nature of the ground state is preserved for a finite va
of hole concentration and/or finite repulsion.

In this research, we study the exact spectrum of lo
energy states in the Hubbard model with infinite repulsion
a triangular lattice formed by weakly interacting two-cen
segments. The interest to such models of strongly correl
electrons is due to a peculiar form of the spectrum and
possibility of ferromagnetic ordering of spins in the grou
state for finite concentrations of holes in a half-filled ener
band.5–7 Various many-electron models for lattices of th
ladder type~strips! are used for describing high-temperatu
superconductivity of doped compounds~VO!2P2O7 and
SrCu2O7.

6,8 Besides, Hubbard’s Hamiltonian for anisotrop
strip-type lattices may serve as a simple maniy-elect
model for predicting low-temperature properties of stack
crystals formed by various complexes with a charge trans
including organometallic Miller-type ferromagnets.9,10

2. HUBBARD MODEL WITH INFINITE REPULSION FOR
LINEAR FRAGMENTS OF A TRIANGULAR LATTICE

Hubbard’s Hamiltonian for a triangular lattice of th
strip type formed by weakly interacting linear segments~Fig.
1! has the form

H5P(
m,s

$t1A1
1~m,s!A2~m,s!1t2@A1

1~m,s!A1~m11,s!

1A2
1~m,s!A2~m11,s!#1t3A1

1~m,s!A2~m11,s!

1h.c.%P. ~1!
2801063-777X/99/25(4)/5/$15.00
r-
e
n

d
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e

-
n
r
ed
e

y

n
d
r,

Here P is the projector operator on states without doub
filling of lattice sites,Ai

1(m,s) the creation operator fo
electrons with the spin components at thei th site of themth
segment (i 51,2), and the parameterst1 andt2 , t3 describe
electron jumps inside and between segments, respecti
(ut1u@ut2u,ut3u).

The exact diagonalization of the matrix of Hamiltonia
~1! for finite lattice fragments gives the ferromagne
ground state for any electron concentrationr if
m5(t1t3)/(ut1ut2).1. For20.5,m,1, ferromagnetic order-
ing is observed only forr.0.51d, whered can be estimated
approximately with the help of concepts concerning t
emergence of magnetic polarons in the system.5 Unfortu-
nately, the possibility of direct numerical simulation of th
exact spectrum is limited considerably in view of its qua
degenerate form and the exponential increase in the siz
the Hamiltonian matrix.

We shall consider only the occupancy greater than 5
since a simpler case ofr<0.5 is considered in detail in Ref
7. For r.0.5 and in the absence of interaction between
segments, lower energy levels are degenerate in spin
correspond only to single (n51) and double (n52) filling
of two-center segments~empty segments are absent!. Conse-
quently, in accordance with Ref. 7, the interaction betwe
segments with identical occupancies in second order pe
bation theory ~PT! for ut1u@ut2u,ut3u is described by the
Hamiltonian

H~1,2!5H t2
2

4ut1u @2~12m!P122~12m!221#, n51;

0, n52,

~2!

whereP12 is the operator of transposition of spin variables
the first and second electrons of a pair of interacting s
ments.

After labelling allN electrons of the lattice consecutive
overL segments, we can write the wave function in the fo
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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C~L,N,Sz!

5 (
n1,n2,...,nN

a~n1 ,n2 ,...,nN2L ,s1 ,s2 ,...,sN!

3B1~n1!,B1~n2!,...,B1~nN2L!u0&

3 ^ us1 ,s2 ,...,sN&,

Sz5 (
n51

N

sn , ~3!

where B1(ni) is the zero-spin operator of creation of a
electron pair on the segment with labelni , and Sz is the
z-component of the total spin of the lattice. The interaction
segments with different occupancies in the first order of
PT with such a labelling can be described by a three-elec
Hamiltonian of the form

H~1,3!5R~1,3!@B1~2!B~1!1h.c.#,

R~1,3!52
t2

2
$P121P231m%. ~4!

For r;0.5 andr;1, we can neglect the terms of the seco
order of smallness int2 for the interaction of segments wit
different occupancies. In this case, the total lattice Ham
tonian can be written in the form

H5(
j 51

L

H~ j , j 11!@12B1~ i !B~ i !#@12B1~ i 11!

3B~ i 11!#1 (
i 51

L21

R~ j , j 12!@B1~ i 11!B~ i !

1B1~ i !B~ i 11!#,

j 5 i 1(
l 51

t21

(
k51

N2L

d~nk ,l !. ~5!

Hered( i , j ) is the Kronecker delta.
It can easily be seen that the spectrum of the Ham

tonian ~5! is independent of the sign of the parametert2 in
view of the symmetry of the problem. Choosing a positi
value of this parameter, we can prove that matrix~5! for
m.1 has only nonnegative elements and is irreducible. C
sequently, in accordance with Perron–Frobenius condit
the ground state~5! is nondegenerate and corresponds to
eigenvector with positive components. It can be shown t
the spin component of this vector is symmetric relative
transposition of spin variables. For this reason, the gro
state~5! for m.1 corresponds to the maximum value of t
total spin of the lattice. The limit of weak interaction b
tween segments (t2 ,t3→0) can be analyzed in a quite sim
lar way. In this case, the sufficient condition for the fulfi

FIG. 1. Triangular strip-type lattice described by Hamiltonian~1!.
f
e
n

l-

l-

n-
n,
n
at

d

ment of the conditions for the Perron–Frobenius theorem
m.0. Thus, the corresponding results of numerical simu
tion of the spectrum of finite fragments obtained in Ref. 7 a
valid for any L. It should be noted that a similar approac
was used by Kohno6 for confirming the ferromagnetic natur
of the ground state of a rectangular lattice of the ladder t
in the limit of weak interaction of segments forr.0.5. Since
the conditions of the Perron–Frobenius theorem are satis
in the subspace with any value ofSz, we can easily prove
that all the lowermost energy levelsE0(S) of Hamiltonian
~5! correspond to the total lattice spinSsatisfy the inequality

E0~Smin!.E0~Smin11!.....E0~Smax21!.E0~Smax!,

Smax5
L11

2
.

Consequently, the first excited state~5! for m.0 is of the
one-magnon type.

3. ONE-MAGNON SPECTRUM OF AN INFINITE TRIANGULAR
LATTICE OF THE STRIP TYPE

In order to gain information on the stability of the ferro
magnetic state of Hamiltonian~5! for negative values ofm,
we consider the caseN5L11 in the limit of weak interac-
tion between segments, when we can confine an analys
the total Hamiltonian~5! to only the terms of the first orde
in t2 and t3 . In this case, one-magnon states of~5! for L
→` can be described by the system of finite-differen
equations

2la~m,n!5~21m!@a~m21,n!1a~m11,n!#,

nÞm, m61, m12; ~6!

2la~m,m!5a~m21,m21!1a~m11,m11!

1a~m21,m11!1ma~m21,m!

1~11m!a~m11,m!; ~7!

2la~m,m11!5a~m21,m!1a~m11,m12!

1a~m11,m!1ma~m11,m11!

1~11m!a~m21,m11!; ~8!

2la~m,m21!5a~m21,m!1~11m!a~m21,m21!

1~21m!a~m11,m21!; ~9!

2la~m,m12!5a~m11,m11!1~11m!a~m11,m

12!1~21m!a~m21,m12!. ~10!

Here the first argument ina(m,n) corresponds to the numbe
of the segment with double filling, while the second arg
ment corresponds to the number of inverted spin,l being the
energy of the one-magnon state in units oft2/2.

The solution of such a system can be sought in the fo

a~m,n!5expS ik~m1n!

2 D f ~n2m!,

0<k,2p, ~11!
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where

f ~ l !5H expS ikl

2 D ~Ajx
l1Bjx

2 l !, j 51, l>2; j 52, l<21;

f 0 , l 50;
f 1 , l 51,

considering Eqs.~7!–~10! as boundary conditions to Eq.~6!.
Sincex and 1/x are simultaneously solutions of the equati

l52~21m!S x1
1

xD , ~12!

connecting the energyl with the parameterx, this parameter
can be either complex-valued with unit modulus, or re
valued. For definiteness, we can assume that real-valux
are modulo smaller than unity. Ifuxu51 andx5exp (ip), six
coefficients of the wave function~11! are connected by fou
boundary equations~7!–~10!. Such a solution corresponds
the energy band

l522~21m!cosp, 2p,p<p ~13!

with a ‘‘scattering’’ of a magnon by a fragment with doub
filling. If x is real-valued, we must putA15B250 in order to
ensure a decrease in the wave function~11! for l→6`. This
solution corresponds to bound states. It follows from
boundary equations~7!–~10! that

4~11m!x3 cosk1@m224~11m!24 cos2 k#x2

14~21m!x cosk2~21m!250. ~14!

The ferromagnetic state with the minimum energy equa
22~21m! is unstable if a one-magnon bound state is form
with an energyl,22~21m!, i.e., Eq.~14! has a solution in
the interval 21,x,0. It can easily be seen that such
solution of Eq.~14! exists for

m,20.5 cosk21. ~15!

Thus, the ferromagnetic state is stable form.20.5 since
a local energy level cannot exist below the continuous sp
trum band.

4. ENERGY SPECTRUM OF A LATTICE WITH CYCLIC
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Let us consider a lattice in the form of a strip closed a
loop. The Hamiltonian of such a lattice commutes with t
operator of a displacement by a unit cell~two-center seg-
ment!. For this reason, the basis functions on which
Hamiltonian matrix is constructed can be put in corresp
dence with various irreducible representations of the Abe
group CL . In such a symmetry-reduced representation,
matrix has a block-diagonal form, which simplified the ca
culation of its spectrum significantly. In the correspondi
reduced form of the Hamiltonian, operators of cyclic perm
tations of spin variables of allN electrons appear in a natur
way.11,12

The symmetry reduction for the matrix of the Ham
tonian of an anisotropic triangular lattice can be carried
in the simplest way forN5L11. Without going into details
of simple but cumbersome operations with cyclic permu
tions, which are similar to those considered in Ref. 11 for
-

e

o
d

c-

a

e
-
n
is

-

t

-
e

Emery model, we can prove that the Hamiltonian of a tria
gular lattice forN5L11 can be written in the pure spi
form:

H5
t2
2

4ut1u (i 53

N

@2~12m!Pii 112~12m!221#

1
t2

2
$@P121P1N111mI #Q exp~ ik !1h.c.%,

k5
2p

L
n, n50,1,...,L21. ~16!

Here Q is the operator of cyclic permutation of allN spin
variables of the lattice andI the unit operator. Various value
of k parametrize irreducible representations of theCL group,
and hence describe various types of symmetry of eigenfu
tions of the lattice Hamiltonian. It can easily be seen th
spectrum~16! for evenL does not depend on the sign oft2 .
Besides, eigenvalues of~16! do not change as a result of th
substitutionn→L2n.

Let us consider the limiting case of weak interaction
segments. In the units oft2/2, the lattice Hamiltonian has th
simple form

H5~P121P1N111mI !Q exp~ ik !1h.c. ~17!

The ground-state energyE0 of this Hamiltonian satisfies the
obvious inequalityE0>22L, whereL is the spectral radius
of the matrix (P121P1N111mI ). It will be proved in Ref. 7
that L521m for m.20.5. On the other hand, the energy
the lower ferromagnetic state of Hamiltonian~17! is equal to
22~21m!. Consequently, at least one of states with ene
E0 will be ferromagnetic form.20.5 ~the ground state of
the lattice can be degenerate!.

In order to improve the estimate of the critical value
the parameterm below which ferromagnetic ordering is vio
lated, we consider the one-magnon spectrum of Hamilton
~17!. In the space of spin configurations~eigenfunctions of
thez-component of the total spin of the lattice!, one-magnon
states are described by the following system of equation

lam5~21m!@exp~ ik !am211exp~2 ik !am11#,

m54,...,L,

la35~21m!exp~2 ik !a41@a11~11m!a2#exp~ ik !,

laL115~21m!exp~ ik !aL1@~11m!a11a2#

3exp~2 ik !,

~l22 cosk!a15~ma21a3!exp~2 ik !1~11m!

3aL11 exp~ ik !,

~l22 cosk!a25~ma11aL11!exp~ ik !1~11m!a3

3exp~2 ik !. ~18!

In analogy with the linear case, the solution of system~18!
will be sought in the form

am5exp~ ikm!~Axm1Bx2m!, m53,...,N. ~19!
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After a number of simple but cumbersome calculations si
lar to those presented above for the linear problem, we ob
the following system of equations for determining the ene
l:

l5~21m!~x11/x!;

~21m!@~l22 cosk!22m2#~12x2L!5m2~21m!x2~1

2x2~L22!!1m2@l2~21m!cosk#x~11xL!

3~12xL22!1~21m!2@l2~22m!cosk#x~1

1xL22!~12xL!. ~20!

This system of equations has the solutionx5exp(ik)
with the energyl52(21m)cosk for any k from ~16!. Ow-
ing to the scalar form of Hamiltonian~17!, the complete se
of one-magnon states necessarily includes the states wit
maximum total spinSmax and Sz5Smax21. It is such states
that are responsible to the solutionx5exp (ik). Conse-
quently, in order to analyze the stability of the ground fer
magnetic state, we must eliminate from~20! the trivial solu-
tion x521 existing for any values of parametersm.

It can be proved with the help of simple but cumberso
calculations that the lower one-magnon state for a givek
has an energy equal to22~21m! if

mc
~1!522LS 12S 12

21cosk

2L D 1/2D , kÞp, ~21!

mc
~2!52

2L2A2L~L21!

L11
, k5p. ~22!

The stability boundary of the ferromagnetic state~17! can be
determined by considering only the critical states of the
rameterm with the minimum magnitude. It can be prove
that this state corresponds tomc

(2) for L,12. ForL>12, we
must use formula~21! for k5@(L62)p#/L ~Fig. 2!. Thus,
one-magnon states with different symmetries intersect in

FIG. 2. Dependence of the critical value of parameterm for which the
ferromagnetic state of the strip becomes unstable to the rotation of a s
spin on the number of segmentsL.
i-
in
y

the

-
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-

e

neighborhood of the pointL510. For L→`,mc
(1)520.5,

which coincides with the estimate for an infinite strip.
In order to obtain an estimate of the parameterm corre-

sponding to the boundary of the stability region of the fer
magnetic state of the lattice, it is necessary that its states
several inverted spins lie above the one-magnon states.
fortunately, we could not obtain analytic formulas for mul
magnon energy levels. For this reason, we confined
analysis to numerical simulation of the exact spectrum~17!
for finite L. Most typical results of calculations are given
Table I forL510. It can easily be seen that all lower ener
levels with the total spinS,Smax21 for the critical value of
m determined from~22! lie below the ferromagnetic state
Consequently, local stability of the ferromagnetic state to
rotation of a single spin does not coincide with global stab
ity. For a lattice with ten segments, the violation of the fe
romagnetic state begins atm50.5203 through a jumpwise
decrease in the total spin to the minimum value without pa
ing through intermediate values~see Table I!. Thus, both
states with the marginal spin are locally stable in the vicin
of the transition point. It should be noted that a similar tra
sition between the minimum and maximum values of t
total spin was observed in the case of weak anisotropy
triangular strip-type lattices for positivem7 as well as for the
Heisenberg spin model with competing interactions.13,14

Formulas~21! and~22! can serve as the lower bounda
for the critical value of the parameterm for which ferromag-
netic ordering is violated. On the other hand, the up
boundary of this parameter is equal to20.5 ~see the begin-
ning of this section!. Consequently, according to~21!, the
lower boundary coincides with the upper boundary
L→`.

CONCLUSION

The exact spectrum of the Hubbard model with infin
repulsion on an anisotropic triangular strip-type latti
formed by L weakly interacting linear segments has be
studied. It is shown that the ground state of the lattice in
limit of weak interaction of segments for positive values
the parameterm5(t1t3)/(ut1ut2) is ferromagnetic for anyL.
A detailed analysis of the one-magnon spectrum is car
out for the case of lattices with the number of electro
larger by unity than the number of segments. The dep
dence of the critical value of the parameterm for which the
one-magnon spectrum becomes degenerate on the numb
segmentsL is obtained. It is shown that this dependence
negativem has a singular point forL.10, at which levels

le

TABLE I. Lower energy levels of Hamiltonian~17! for a lattice of ten
segments;m5(N22S)/2, k5(2p/L)n.

m m520.500000 n m520.520344 n m520.598508 n

0 23.00000 5 22.95931 5 22.80298 5
1 22.97206 4 22.93451 4 22.80298 5
2 22.94499 3 22.91186 3 22.90250 0
3 22.91859 2 22.89168 2 22.99317 4
4 22.91279 4 22.93280 4 23.02447 4
5 22.94063 4 22.95931 4 23.04500 4
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with different symmetries intersect. The obtained dep
dence can be used for estimating the stability of the fe
magnetic state of an anisotropic strip-type triangular latti
Numerical calculations of the exact spectrum of finite fra
ments with cyclic boundary conditions in the first order
the perturbation theory in interaction between segments
used to demonstrate that the ferromagnetic ordering is
lated upon a decrease in the parameterm through a jumpwise
decrease in the ground-state spin to the minimum value
passing intermediate values.

The authors are grateful to A. A. Zvyagin for fruitfu
discussions of the results.
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Low-temperature lattice instability in SnTe
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The temperature dependences of the unit cell parametera(T) of tin telluride with different
extents of deviation from stoichiometry are obtained during heating from 80 to 290 K. Thea(T)
dependence for a sample with the stoichiometric composition~50 at.%Te! displays an
anomaly in the temperature range 90–100 K, which is attributed to the well-known ferroelectric
phase transition~PT!. Well-pronounced jumps in the unit cell parameter (Da/a'0.015)
observed for 50.4 at.%Te in the intervals 135– 150 K and 200-215 K correspond to a negative
thermal expansion coefficient. Upon a further increase in the deviation from stoichiometry
~50.8 at.%Te! these effects become less pronounced. The instability in the crystal lattice in certain
temperature intervals is attributed to phase transitions in the subsystem of intrinsic defects
~nonstoichiometric vacancies! associated with their redistribution over the cation sublattice upon
a change in the temperature and composition. The role of relaxation phenomena in the
rearrangement of crystal defect subsystem is determined. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~99!00904-4#
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INTRODUCTION

Considerable deviation from stoichiometry in the sem
conducting compound SnTe with a broad homogeneity
gion ~'1 at.%! on the side of excess tellurium determines
high concentration of intrinsic defects~mainly cation vacan-
cies! and p-type charge carriers (p7751020– 1021cm23) in
this compound.1–3 Within the homogeneity region of SnTe
the unit cell parametera decreases linearly with increasin
Te concentration.1–3 It is well known that SnTe undergoes
ferroelectric phase transition~FPT! of the displacement type
from a cubic structure of the NaCl type to the rhombohed
A7-structure at a temperatureTc close to 100 K.4–6 It was
found that the value ofTc decreases upon an increase in t
charge carrier concentration, and FPT is not observed
p775(7 – 10)•1020cm23.7–11 Some authors12–14 report a
much higher value ofTc ~160 K,12 and 140–145 K13,14! and
presume the existence of at least two phase transitions~PT!
in SnTe.8,12,13 The possibility of two consecutive~in tem-
perature! structural PT in SnTe from the cubic to the rhom
bohedral phase and from the rhombohedral to the rhom
phase is considered.12 Structural instability of SnTe as we
as other semiconductors belonging to IV–VI groups is u
ally attributed to the softening of the transverse optical mo
with zero momentum as a result of the interband electro
phonon interaction.15,16 It is assumed that the interaction o
electrons from two adjacent~filled and empty! bands with
one of optical vibrations results in band ‘‘mixing’’ leading t
anharmonism and instability of the optical vibration bei
2851063-777X/99/25(4)/5/$15.00
-
-

l
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ic

-
e
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‘‘mixed,’’ and hence to a PT. The existence of two intera
ing normal phonon modes experiencing softening and de
mining the existence of several PT is possible in compou
of this type.17 It is proposed that not only the electron su
system, but also intrinsic crystal lattice defects play a cert
role in the mechanism of structural transformations dur
PT. Khandozhkoet al.18 discovered steps atTn5376/n
~wheren51 –6! on the temperature dependences of reson
fields of 119Sn nuclei in NMR experiments. These anomali
cannot be described by the model of softening of the pho
spectrum as a result of the electron–phonon interaction.
authors of Ref. 18 suggested that the observed effects
associated with the movement of crystal lattice defects
fecting the local distribution of electron density upon
change in temperature. This is confirmed by the long-te
instability and hysteresis phenomena observed in exp
ments. However, the physical nature of high- temperat
transitions observed in Ref. 18 is not clear. Balaguro
et al.19 pointed out a large number of temperature anoma
in compounds of IV–VI groups as well as in other narro
band materials, attributing these anomalies to nonstoichi
etry, peculiarities of band structure, and other factors.

On the one hand, an increase in the deviation from s
ichiometry leads to a decrease inTc or disappearance o
FPT, while on the other hand an increase in the concentra
of nonstoichiometry defects~charged cation vacancies! in-
evitably leads to the interaction between the defects~Cou-
lomb, deformation-induced, etc. interaction!. As a result, the
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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probability of the rearrangement of the defect subsys
leading to the decomposition of the homogeneous phase
a mixture of phases with different stoichiometries or to t
emergence of ordering in defect arrangement increase
quite low temperatures with the deviation from the stoich
metric composition. A short-range order is possible wh
ordered regions~clusters! with a composition slightly differ-
ing from the average composition of the crystal are form
A regular distribution of defects can spread over the en
crystal ~long-range order!, leading to the formation of a su
perstructure existing in a certain interval of temperatures
concentrations. Finally, the excess of point defects can
eliminated due to partial lattice rearrangement as a resu
crystallographic shift for a considerable concentration
nonstoichiometric defects.20 What has been said above ind
cates the possibility of phase transitions in SnTe due to
distribution of nonstoichiometric defects.

This research aims at an analysis of temperature de
dences of the unit cell parameter of SnTe with different
tent of deviation from stoichiometry.

MATERIALS AND METHODS OF INVESTIGATION

The composition of the samples under investigation c
responded to Te concentrations of 50, 50.4, and 50.8 a
which corresponds to hole concentrationsp7751.731020,
831020, and 1.531021cm23 ~samples 1, 2, and 3 respe
tively!. The samples were synthesized in quartz ampu
evacuated to 1022 Pa at 1200 K for 5–6 h under vibrationa
mixing of the melt. Homogenizing annealing was then c
ried out for 200 h atT5820 K, followed by cooling with the
switched-off furnace~at a rate;1 K/min!. After such a ther-
mal treatment, the homogeneity range for SnTe lies betw
50.1 and 50.8 at.%Te.2,3The unit cell parametera was mea-
sured in the temperature range 80–290 K on the x-ray
fractometer DRON-3M equipped with a special helium c
ostat. The original ingots comprising large-size crystals w
crushed into powder and annealed in vacuum at 500 K fo
h. During the recording of x-ray diffraction patterns, the te
perature of the samples was stabilized at each point to wi
60.05 K. The error in determininga did not exceed 0.02%
The values ofa obtained at room temperature for samp
1–3 correspond to the available data.2,3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figures 1 and 2 show the temperature dependence
the lattice parametera for samples 1–3. Sample 1 display
an anomaly in the temperature range 90–100 K, that can
naturally attributed to the known FPT. The estimate of
variation of the thermal expansion coefficient~TEC! in this
temperature range by using the graphic differentiat
method shows that the inflection on thea(T) curve corre-
sponds to anl-type anomaly on the temperature depende
of the TEC typical of the second- order PT. This is in acco
with the results obtained in Ref. 25, where the TEC w
determined dilatometrically.

The a(T) dependence for sample 2 displays two clea
manifested anomalous regions in the temperature inter
135–150 K and 200–215 K, in which the value ofa
m
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decreases upon heating, which corresponds to a neg
thermal expansion coefficient. The jumps in the value ofa in
these regions are significant, amounting to;0.01 Å, i.e.,
;1.5% in both cases. It should also be noted that the va
of a for sample 2 at 80 K virtually coincides with the valu
of a for sample 1 with the stoichiometric composition an
even exceeds this value in the region of anomalies. The
ues of a(T) for sample 1 atT.215 K ~Fig. 1! are higher
than for sample 2~Fig. 2!, which corresponds to the nor
mally observed variation ofa within the homogeneity region
for SnTe at room temperature.1–3

For sample 3, the anomaly in the temperature ran
135–150 K is less pronounced, and instead of a clea

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the lattice parametera of SnTe with the
stoichiometric composition~50 at.%Te!.

FIG. 2. Lattice parametera of SnTe with the nonstoichiometric compositio
~50.4 and 50.8 at.%Te as a function of temperature.
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manifested anomaly at 200 K, we observe a bend bey
which the rate of variation ofa with temperature become
constant.

Thus, lattice instability effects accompanied with a tra
sition of the TEC to the range of negative values are ma
fested most clearly in sample 2.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The presence of pronounced anomalies on thea(T)
curve for sample 2 indicates the instability of the crys
lattice in certain temperature intervals. Taking into acco
the high concentration of intrinsic defects in this sam
~;1.6% of vacancies in the cation sublattice!, it is natural to
assume that the emergence of new PT in SnTe upon an
crease in the extent of deviation from stoichiometry can
due to a change in the conditions of thermodynamic equi
rium and the type of polymorphism in the presence of vac
cies as well as due to redistribution of intrinsic defects a
result of their interaction. Naturally, both these factors
interrelated, and the influence of defects on the electron s
trum and dynamics of the crystal lattice might be most s
nificant just as a result of a redistribution of defects with t
formation of configurations corresponding to the free ene
minimum. Moreover, the formation of such configuratio
may become a necessary condition for the emergence of
PT. The time of realization of a PT depends on tempera
as well as on the mechanism of PT~diffusion, martensite,
electronic, etc.!.

It is well known at present that in the case of strong
nonstoichiometric phases, broad homogeneity regions o
split into a number of ordered phases with a more restric
nonstoichiometry.20 Due to a considerable contribution of th
ionic component of the chemical bond in IV–VI group com
pounds and electrical activity of nonstoichiometric defec
an ordered arrangement of the latter is stimulated by a
ticeable energy gain.21 The probabilities of the formation o
commensurate superstructures with periods multiple to
period of the initial lattice and of the emergence of a set
discrete structural states are quite high.22 A microdomain
state can be formed, in which a crystal contains regions
various compositions with different types of ordering.23 This
can be a reason behind a large number of tempera
anomalies observed in group IV–VI compounds and so
solutions on their basis.

It should be noted that the composition of sample
~50.4 at.%Te! corresponds to the peak on the liquidus a
solidus curves of the Sn–Te system, which is displaced r
tive to the stoichiometric composition.1–3 Besides, estimate
of the optimal compositions of ordering in the homogene
regions of SnTe2,3 show that the composition with
50.4 at.%Te corresponds to the formation of a fcc lattice
vacancies with the parametera54a0, wherea0 is the unit
cell parameter of SnTe. The fact that this composition co
sponds to the peak on melting curves and the presenc
singular points on the concentration dependences of s
parameters2,3,24,25indicate that such a possibility can be rea
ized. Thus, the anomalies observed on thea(T) curve for
sample 2 can probably be a consequence of redistributio
d
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nonstoichiometric defects up to the formation of a sup
structure of vacancies.

The redistribution of defects resulting in the formation
ordered configurations is usually associated with migrat
of atoms and follows the diffusion mechanism. The rate
diffusion in normal crystals at temperatures from 80 to 3
K is low, and such transition must be hampered. It should
noted, however, that if diffusion occurs according to the v
cancion mechanism~which is most probable in the give
case!, the self-diffusion coefficientD and the vacancy diffu-
sion coefficient Di are connected through the relatio
D5 f ADi , wheref is the correlation factor andA the relative
fraction of vacancies.26,27 It follows hence that an increase i
the vacancy concentration leads to an increase in the
diffusion rate. Such a sharp increase in the diffusion coe
cient upon the introduction of structural vacancies associa
with deviations from stoichiometry is confirme
experimentally.27 Since the concentration of structural v
cancies in SnTe crystals~2–3%! at low temperatures is muc
higher than the concentration of thermal vacancies ensu
the vacancion mechanism of diffusion in most cryst
(10214– 10218% at 300 K if we assume that the energy
vacancy formation isEv51 – 1.5 eV!, we can expect that the
diffusion rate in SnTe is much higher than in stoichiomet
crystals. The presence of nonequilibrium point defects
various types formed as a result of rapid cooling also stim
lates the increase in the rate of diffusion processes.26 In order
to estimate the time required to complete diffusion in Sn
samples at low temperatures, we must know the activa
energy of vacancy diffusion or activation energy of se
diffusion as well as their dependence on the vacancy con
tration. To our knowledge, no information has been obtain
in this field.

It should also be borne in mind that the samples un
investigation were subjected to a prolonged~200 h! homog-
enizing annealing at 820 K, resulting in a high degree
crystal homogeneity and a quite uniform distribution of v
cancies over the volume. Under such conditions, displa
ments of atoms by small distances are sufficient for the
mation of a long-range order, which facilitates the formati
of a superstructure of vacancies at low temperatures.

On the other hand, the possibility of defect ordering
temperatures above 300 K, when the diffusion rate is s
significant, and the PT observed at 80–300 K are nondi
sive should not be ruled out.

The observed anomalies are characterized by a cons
able variation of the unit cell parameter for the same sy
metry~the NaCl-type structure is preserved! and by the nega-
tive sign of the TEC. This suggests that such a stro
manifestation of PT is determined not only by thermod
namic, but also by kinetic factors. It was mentioned abo
that thea(T) curves were recorded during heating of t
samples cooled preliminarily to 80 K at a rate of;20 K/min.
It can be assumed in this connection that a certain none
librium state with a parametera higher than in the equilib-
rium state sets in in sample 2 as a result of an abrupt
crease in its temperature from room to liquid nitrog
temperature and incompleteness of diffusion proces
whose rate is extremely small at such low temperatures.
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A considerable rate in the increase ina for sample 2 in
the temperature range 80–135 K indicates a higher valu
the TEC than near the room temperature, indicating a lo
thermal stability of the alloy. The latter effect is apparen
due to a high degree of disordering determining the h
concentration of defects. The heating of such a nonequ
rium system increases the diffusion rate and must lead
complex processes associated with equilibrium phase tr
formations~if these occur! on one hand and the relaxation
the system to the equilibrium state on the other hand. A
result, the manifestation of equilibrium PT accompanied
relaxation processes can become anomalous. Such a situ
is probably observed in sample 2: excess defects are ‘‘
away,’’ the defect system is rearranged, and the value oa
decreases in the temperature intervals corresponding to e
librium PT ~135–150 K and 200–215 K!. Finally, starting
from ;215 K, the unit cell parameter corresponds to t
equilibrium value. on the other hand, the rearrangemen
the defect subsystem at 135–150 K and 200–215 K can
purely relaxation process corresponding to nonequilibri
PT: the system returns to its equilibrium state via a num
of intermediate states corresponding to metastable equ
rium at each temperature.

The following question arises in this connection: w
are the jumps in the lattice parameter manifested m
clearly for the composition with 50.4 at.%Te rather than
the composition with 50.8 at.%Te. A possible reason beh
this effect can be determined by kinetic factors. As a ma
of fact, sample 3 contains twice as many nonstoichiome
vacancies in the cation sublattice~3.2 at.%! as in sample 2
~1.6 at.%!. For this reason, the diffusion rate in sample 3 c
be much higher than in sample 2, and the structure forme
sample 3 after rapid cooling is less disordered. In ot
words, the structure formed in the samples with a hig
vacancy concentration for identical conditions of preparat
and thermal processing is closer to the equilibrium state
given temperature. It is probably for this reason that the v
ues of a for sample 3 virtually coincide with equilibrium
values, and the jumps ina upon an increase in temperatu
are much smaller.

Thus, the concentration of vacancies in sample 2 is h
enough to stimulate the processes of their redistribut
However, this concentration is insufficient for the comp
tion of diffusion processes in the case of rapid cooling, a
the structure formed is far from equilibrium. The samp
returns to equilibrium through a number of intermedia
states.

Thus, structural instability of samples 2 and 3 in certa
temperature intervals can be due to the following factors

~1! The presence of equilibrium PT associated with a red
tribution of nonstoichiometric defects. The sharp chan
in the unit cell parameter accompanying these PT dur
sample heating is apparently due to the nonequilibri
nature of the initial structure obtained as a result of ra
cooling from room temperature. The diffusion rate i
creases as a result of heating, and the system abru
goes over to the equilibrium state corresponding to
given temperature at the point where an equilibrium
of
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~e.g., vacancy ordering! must take place. These pro
cesses lead to giant instability of the lattice, resembl
the crystallization of a supercooled liquid or the heati
of the amorphous phase capable of crystallization
should be noted that Fukui et al.28 obtained amorphous
SnTe films during condensation on substrates atT54.2
and 77 K. The resistivity of such films drops jumpwis
upon heating at 180 K, i.e., at a temperature close to
jump in the unit cell parameter on thea(T) curve ~see
Fig. 2!.

~2! The existence of intermediate metastable states thro
which the system passes on its way to the equilibri
state during heating.

It should be noted that the positions of two steps on
temperature dependence of the resonant field of119Sn
nucleus17 coincide with the positions of steps on thea(T)
curve obtained by us, which indicates that the PT was
tected by two different methods and confirms their existen

CONCLUSIONS

Tin telluride with various degrees of deviation from st
ichiometry~50.0, 50.4, and 50.8 at.%Te! has been studied by
using x-ray diffraction analysis during heating in the tem
perature range 80–290 K. The temperature dependenc
the unit cell parameter for a sample of the stoichiome
composition displays an anomaly in the range 90–100
which is apparently associated with the known ferroelec
PT. Two phase transitions observed in samples of non
ichiometric tin telluride in the temperature intervals 13
–150 K and 200–215 K are pronounced most clearly for
sample with 50.4 at.% Te, in which they are accompanied
considerable~;1.5%! jumps in the unit cell parameter and
transition in the thermal expansion coefficient in the range
negative values. It is assumed that these PT are due to r
tribution of nonstoichiometric vacancies over the cation s
lattice and the formation of configurations corresponding
the free energy minimum at a given temperature. A cons
erable magnitude of effects accompanying a PT in
sample with 50.4 at.%Te and the negative sign of the T
are apparently the results of action of kinetic factors, i.e.,
nonequilibrium nature of the initial state as a result of rap
cooling to 80 K and relaxation processes occurring dur
heating. An increase in the concentration of cation vacan
leads to an increase in the rate of diffusion processes ow
to which the effects occurring during phase transition
suppressed. The possibility of purely relaxation nature of
observed phase transitions cannot be ruled out when the
tem returning to the equilibrium state passes through a n
ber of intermediate metastable states.
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The 31st Conference on Low Temperature Physics
held in Moscow on December 2–3, 1998. The confere
was organized by the Scientific council of the Russian Ac
emy of Sciences on the problem of ‘‘Low Temperature Ph
ics,’’ P. L. Kapitza Institute for Physical Problems, Mosco
and M. V. Lomonosov State University, Moscow. It was
continuation of the regular All-Union conferences held p
viously in the USSR. The first two conferences were held
Kharkov even before the II World war, and the third confe
ence was also held in Kharkov in 1954. In 1955, Acade
cian Petr Leonidovich Kapitza became the head of the S
entific council on low temperature physics and a perman
chairman of All-Union conferences on cryogenics, whi
were held annually at various centers of low-temperat
studies. In 1957, P. L. Kapitza invited two groups of phy
cists from Cambridge and Oxford headed by A. B. Pipp
and K. Mendelson, who took an active part in the work
the conference. Ties with foreign cryogenic physicists
came even closer after the International Conference on L
Temperature Physics~LT-10! held in Moscow~1966! under
the aegis of the International Union of Pure and Appli
Physics~IUPAP, UNESCO!. In 1969, the Soviet–Japanes
Conference on Low-Temperature Physics was organize
Novosibirsk. Since 1970, All-Union conferences on lo
temperature physics have been carried out biannually w
regular participation of physicists from Comecon countri
thus acquiring the status of an international conference.
scope latest~31st! Conference also extended beyond t
Russian regions since more than 30 reports were prese
by Ukrainian science centers, and approximately 20% of
pers contained results of joint studies with scientists from
USA, Canada, Japan, Great Britain, France, Germany, D
mark, Netherlands, Belgium, Sweden, Finland, Switzerla
Macedonia, and Poland.

The Organizing Committee headed by A. F. Andree
Vice President of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
cluded six 45-minutes long plenary papers and 128 repor
four sections of the conference, viz., quantum liquids a
crystals~section G!, fundamental problems in supercondu
tivity ~section S!, low-temperature solid-state physics~sec-
tion T!, and electron phenomena at low temperatures~section
E!.

The plenary sessions were held in the mornings in
2901063-777X/99/25(4)/4/$15.00
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Conference Hall of the Institute of Physical Problems, wh
meetings in sections were conducted in the afternoons
various buildings of the MSU and Institute of Physical Pro
lems. Plenary papers by A. F. Andreev, I. M. Suslov, V.
Gurevich, V. F. Gantmakher, A. N. Vasil’ev, and N. A
Babushkina were devoted to current problems in the phy
of condensed state at low temperatures.

In his report ‘‘Mesoscopy and Fundamental Propert
of Space,’’ A. F. Andreev~Institute of Physical Problems
Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow! paid attention to the
important role of low-temperature physics in the develo
ment of modern concepts concerning fundamental prope
of physical space. This is due to high accuracy of measu
ments at low temperatures and the possibility to attain q
low temperatures;1 mK at which the energy difference be
tween an excited and the ground state is much larger t
temperature. Under such conditions, conventional degree
freedom are ‘‘frozen out,’’ and the space is characteriz
only by additional degrees of freedom in the form of a no
relativistic version of Grassman spinor coordinates. The c
tribution made by Andreev to this field is quite profound, a
his report aroused a considerable interest. He propose
correct description of mesoscopic superconductivity
which the invariance of the gauge transformations is viola
as well as low-temperature experiments for studying the
ometry of the superspace.

The report made by I. M. Suslov~Institute of Physical
Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow! was de-
voted to an analysis of the density of states in the vicinity
Anderson’s transition in the~42«!-dimensional space. A
consistent fluctuational analysis of the problem leads to
emergence of a singularity for the dimensiond54 of the
space, which was eliminated by the author ford,4 with the
help of«- expansion used for the summation of diagrams a
Lipatov’s method for calculating long- range interaction a
proximations.

In the report made by V. L. Gurevich~‘‘Photomagnetism
of Metals and Generation of Electron Current by Illumin
tion,’’ V. L. Gurevich and R. Laino!, the results of theoreti-
cal and experimental investigations of photomagnetic p
nomena in normal metals were considered. Illuminat
induced a magnetic flux in a sample made of a nonmagn
metal~Cu, Al, or Zn! of a special shape. At 4 K, it was equ
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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to approximately one flux quantum for an incident light i
tensity of 0.04 W/cm2. The emergence of a surface current
a result of transfer of the momentum of light quanta to el
trons or due to anisotropy in the probabilities of interba
electron transitions was considered as a possible mecha
of the effect. The existence of the effect makes it possible
use optical spectroscopy at a high frequency of light
studying the relaxation mechanisms of charge carriers w
an energy higher than the Fermi energy. In his rep
‘‘Quantum Superconductor–Insulator Transitions,’’ V.
Gantmakher presented the results of experimental inves
tions of magnetoresistance of amorphous In2Ox films at low
temperatures~down to 30 mK!, which were carried out to-
gether with V. T. Dolgopolov, M. V. Golubkov, G. E` . Tsyn-
dynzhapov, and A. A. Shashkin at the Institute of Solid St
Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences~Chernogolovka!. A
sharp increase in resistance was observed in samples
x,3 in magnetic fieldsB stronger than the critical fieldBc ;
the resistance attained its maximum value and then
creased with increasing field. The transition to the insula
state observed atB5Bc is apparently associated with loca
ization of Cooper electron pairs, which is replaced by th
delocalization in a strong magnetic field and a transition
the normal metallic state.

The report ‘‘Charge Splitting and Spin Gap in NaV2O3

by A. N. Vasil’ev ~Moscow State University! contained a
brief review of experimental and theoretical investigations
a specific phase transition in this compound, during wh
the formation of charge density waves in the crystal is
companied by the emergence of a gap in the magnetic e
tation spectrum. Sodium divanadate is the first inorga
compound in which these two cooperative quantum effe
are combined in such a peculiar form. Doubling of the cr
tal lattice period in NaV2O3 is accompanied by a redistribu
tion of charge between vanadium ions. The degree of ox
tion of the ions is four and five since nine electrons a
distributed between two identical vanadium ions. As a res
V41 and V51 ions form spin ‘‘ladders’’ in vanadium–
oxygen layers. A long-range magnetic order cannot be es
lished in the spin chain along the generatrix of such a lad
and a decrease in temperature leads to a redistribution o
charge between vanadium ions, resulting in the formation
new zigzag chains of V41 and V51. As a charge subsystem
these chains are charge density waves, while as a spin
system they are dimerized and display an energy gap.

The report by N. A. Babushkina~‘‘Giant Isotopic Effect
and Other Low-Temperature Phenomena in Rare-Earth M
ganites,’’ N. A. Babushkina, L. M. Belov, O. Yu. Gorbenk
A. R. Kaul. K. I. Kugel, and D. I. Khomskii! was devoted to
experimental investigations of the influence of isotopic eff
on the resistance of the (La12xPrx)0.7Ca0.3MnO3 system
close to structural instability. By varying the concentration
La and Pr in such compounds, different states from the
romagnetic metal La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 to the charge-ordered an
tiferromagnetic insulator Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 can be realized. A
noticeable distortion of crystal lattice takes place in this ca
The electrical resistance of ceramics and thin films of t
system in the temperature range 4.2–300 K was very se
tive to the replacement of16O by 18O. The influence of a
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magnetic field on the metal–insulator transition temperat
in these systems with varying composition was also a
lyzed. A theoretical interpretation of the observed pheno
ena was proposed by Khomskii~Gröningen University!.

The results of investigation of various physical prope
ties of manganites were considered in detail during meeti
in sections~section T!. In most of the reports presented
this section, low-temperature magnetism in various co
pounds including quasi-two-dimensional and quasi- o
dimensional magnets was discussed. Due attention was
to phase transitions and structural features of fullerene c
tals.

New data obtained in x-ray diffraction experiments
deformation of the RbC60 molecule and the known exper
mental results were analyzed in the report by V. L. Aksen
~Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna! on the basis of
the symmetry theory of orientational phase transitions
fullerene crystals, which was developed by the author
gether with Yu. A. Ossipyan and V. S. Shakhmatov. Ne
experiments were proposed for detecting and studying
predicted structural peculiarities, including those w
Raman scattering involving polarization analysis. An ana
sis of experiments on infrared absorption and scattering
neutrons in uranium dioxide was carried out by Yu.
Pashkevich~Physicotechnical Institute, National Academy
Sciences of the Ukraine, Donetsk! and A. V. Eremenko
~B. Verkin Institute for Low temperature Physics and Eng
neering, National Academy of Sciences of the Ukrain
Kharkov!.

The dynamics of nano- and microclusters adsorbed
the atomically clean surface of a crystal was considered
the report by I. A. Gospodarev, A. M. Kosevich, and S.
Feodos’ev~B. Verkin Institute for Low temperature Physic
and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine, Kharkov!.

L. A. Boyarskii ~Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Sibe
rian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Novo
birsk! reported on the possibility of using the NMR tec
nique in strong magnetic fields exceeding 1.5 T for study
fine effects associated with chemical and structural inequ
lence of the positions of vanadium atoms in vanadium di
ide.

L. A. Fal’kovskii ~Landau Institute of Theoretical Phys
ics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Chernogolovka! indi-
cated the possibility of ‘‘cold’’ destruction of metals with th
help of short light pulses allowing electrons to acquire
energy exceeding the Fermi energy. The destruction oc
due to the deformation of the cold lattice as a result of dir
electron– phonon interaction and requires much smaller
ergy expenditures than for the equilibrium melting of t
crystal.

In section G, reports from the Moscow region an
Kharkov were presented~approximately in equal propor
tions! as well as a report from the Physical Research Instit
at the Rostov University. Main attention was paid to t
properties of liquid and solid helium isotopes and their m
tures. E. Ya. Rudavskii and V. A. Maidanov~B. Verkin In-
stitute for Low temperature Physics and Engineering, N
tional Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine, Kharko!
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presented basically new results of experimental invest
tions of kinetics and nuclear magnetic relaxation of a qu
tum system in the form of solid or liquid inclusions of3He in
the crystal matrix of4He. A. Ya. Parshin~Institute of Physi-
cal Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow! re-
ported on optical studies of equilibrium and kinetic prop
ties of the faces of helium crystals at ultralow temperatur
carried out at the Institute of Physical Problems and Hels
University of Technology. I. N. Adamenko~Kharkov State
University! presented the results of fruitful cooperation
theoretical physicists from Kharkov and the experimen
group headed by A. Wyatt~University of Exeter, UK!, lead-
ing to the identification of a new effect, viz., generation
‘‘hot’’ phonons by a cold phonon beam in superfluid helium
Experimental studies of spin dynamics in3He2B were con-
sidered in the paper by V. V. Dmitriev, I. V. Kosarev, an
D. V. Ponarin~Institute of Physical Problems, Russian Aca
emy of Sciences, Moscow! devoted to the observation o
fractional NMR harmonic and in the theoretical work b
I. A. Fomin ~Institute of Physical Problems, Russian Aca
emy of Sciences, Moscow! ‘‘Localized Precessing Spin
Structures in3He2B.’’

A magnetic field does not remove completely the deg
eracy in spin rotation during pairing with spin in3He2B,
and the magnetization can be directed either along the fi
or against it. As a result, domains with a domain wall~DW!
at which magnetization rotation takes place can be form
Fomin proved that a precessing DW can exist along wit
static DW. He found the solution of spin dynamics equat
describing a precessing DW whose lifetime increases u
cooling, thus making its experimental observation quite p
sible.

The largest number of papers presented to the Con
ence belonged to the section of superconductivity, includ
two 30-minute reports by Yu. V. Kopaev~Institute of Phys-
ics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow! and Y. G.
Ponomarev~Moscow State University! and 37 reports lasting
15 minutes each. More than 30 reports contained the res
of investigation of physical properties of high-Tc supercon-
ductors, and traditional problems of superconductivity w
discussed only in a few communications.

A. M. Troyanovskii ~Institute of High Pressure Physic
Russian Academy of Sciences, Troitsk! studied the vortex
system in a layered type II superconductor NbSe2 by using a
scanning tunnel microscope. The vortex structure
LuNi2B2C was investigated by L. Ya. Vinnikov and F. L
Barkov ~Institute of Solid State Physics, Russian Acade
of Sciences, Chernogolovka! and K. O. Cheon, P. C.

Canfield, and V. G. Kogan~Iowa State University, USA!
by using the decoration technique. The emission of elec
magnetic radiation induced by Sweahart waves was con
ered in the report by A. S. Malishevskii, V. P. Silin, an
S. A. Uryupin ~Institute of Physics, Russian Academy
Sciences, Moscow! in the case of a Josephson junction in
thin superconducting film whose thickness is much sma
than the London length. Peculiarities of the resistive state
superconducting nanostructures were considered in the
port by K. Yu. Arutyunov, D. E. Presnov, S. V. Lotkhov, an
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A. B. Pavolotskii ~Moscow State University! and
D. Rinderer~University of Lausanne, Switzerland!.

The reports devoted to high-temperature superconduc
ity contained interesting results that cannot be describe
detail in a brief communication. A quite unexpected view
high- Tc superconductor of the La12xSrxCuO4 type was pro-
posed by V. V. Kopaev and Yu. V. Kopaev, who treat
them as natural heterostructures in which 2D electron states
of CuO2 layers in a unit cell play the role of quantum well
while 2D states of the reservoir behave as quantum barri

The quasi-two-dimensional nature of conductivity
manifested still more clearly in Nd22xCexCuO4 compounds
in which anisotropy of electrical conductivity can attain va
ues of the order of 1024. The results of systematic analys
of resistivity and Hall effect in Nd22xCexCuO4 monocrystal-
line films of thickness;5000 Å at low temperatures down t
0.2 K in magnetic fields up to 12 T were presented in t
paper by A. N. Ignatenkov, V. N. Neverov, A. I. Ponomare
L. D. Sabirzanova, G. I. Kharus, N. G. Shelushina, and T.
Charikova ~Institute of Metal Physics, Ural Branch if th
Russian Academy of Sciences, Ekaterinburg!, N. A.
Babushkina~Russian Science Center ‘‘Kurchatov Institute
Moscow! and G. A. Emel’chenko and A. A. Zhokhova~In-
stitute of Solid State Physics, Russian Academy of Scien
Chernogolovka!.

A considerable part of papers presented to section E
devoted to investigation of various properties of low
dimensional structures at low temperatures, which w
mainly carried out in Moscow region and in St. Petersbu
Considerable interest was aroused by the report ‘‘Origin
Low-Temperature Anomalies in Oscillatory Parameters
Quasi-two-dimensional Organometals Based on BEDT-T
Molecule’’ delivered by S. V. Demishev~Institute of Gen-
eral Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow! and
V. V. Moshchalkov~K. U. Leuven, Belgium!. The amplitude
of quantum oscillations of magnetization and magnetore
tance begins to decrease with temperature at T<1 in layered
conductors (BEDT-TTF)2XHg(SCN)4, where X5 ~K, Tl!,
in fields stronger than 20 T. The authors were able to fin
convincing explanation for these anomalies by associa
them with the renormalization of theg-factor. S. V.
Demichev also emphasized the unusual behavior of h
frequency characteristics of this complex with charge tra
fer: the observed cyclotron resonance frequencies w
found to be weakly sensitive to the magnetic field orientat
relative to the layers.

In his report entitled ‘‘Hybridization of Electron Sub
bands of a Double Quantum Well in a Quantizing Magne
Field,’’ V. T. Dolgopolov reported on quite subtle exper
mental and theoretical investigations of the electron ene
spectrum of the compound AlxGa12xAs by magnetocapaci
tive measurements and far-infrared spectroscopy. V.
Okulov, E. A. Pamyatnykh, V. V. Slovikovskaya, and V. V
Ustinov ~Institute of Metal Physics, Ural Branch of the Ru
sian Academy of Sciences, Ural University, Ekaterinbu!
pointed towards the possibility of gathering vital informatio
about the electron states in Fe/Cr type superlattices with
help of ultrasonic measurements.

The Scientific council on the problem of ‘‘Low Tem
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perature Physics’’ met on December 2, 1998. Earlier,
Scientific council used to organize during the period betw
the cryogenic conferences a symposium on supercondu
ity and superfluidity in Bakuriani~Georgia!, a seminar on
nonlinear effects in condensed media in Novosibirsk, an
seminar on low- temperature metal physics in the town
Stary Karavan between Donetsk and Kharkov. Internatio
Schools on electronic effects at low temperatures were o
nized regularly for young scientists. However, in the fo
e
n
iv-

a
f

al
a-
r

years that had elapsed since the 30th Low-Temperature C
ference, the Scientific council was engaged only in prepa
tion for the 31st Conference. Hence there was no need
chairmen of sections to present any reports. The particip
reiterated their desire to continue the tradition, and the 3
Conference will also be held probably in Moscow in th
year 2000.
* !E-mail: vpeschansky@ilt.kharkov.ua

Translated by R. S. Wadhwa
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The 90th birth anniversary of Prof. Lev Samoilovic
Palatnik, a leading physicist during his lifetime, falls o
April 26, 1999.

Prof. Palatnik made a significant contribution to t
physics of phase transitions, crystalline and amorphous
terials, superconductivity and magnetism. He was
founder of the famous school on the physics of thin films a
thin-film materials science. The fundamental studies car
out by Prof. Palatnik and his school received a logical c
tinuation and culminated in the development of several n
applied fields including research materials used in space
ence, radiation physics, electronic technology, space tech
ogy, and the development of first microstructures in
USSR.

Dr. Palatnik was a talented teacher and organizer of
entific activity. For many years, he was the head of
Department of metal and semiconductor physics, as we
the laboratory founded by him for studying the problems
2941063-777X/99/25(4)/1/$15.00
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microfilm technology. Together with Academician B.
Verkin, he was responsible for founding and organizing
physics and engineering faculty at the Kharkov Polytechn
Institute, and for opening the new specialization ‘‘Cryogen
technology.’’

The polished manners and personal charm of L
Samoilovich invariably attracted talented young scientis
About 350 Ph.D’s and 40 D.Sc’s passed out from the sci
tific school set up by Prof. Palatnik. His excellent mon
graphs are being used by students, postgraduates an
search workers specializing in the field of solid state phys
Prof.
Palatnik continued to participate actively in the research
teaching activity, preserved a sharp instinct for discern
new effects and the ability to detect prospective trends u
his last days, inspiring his colleagues and pupils to new
entific achievements.

Editorial Board
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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